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A NEW SCREEN GRID RECEIVER

-

Here is a new receiver featuring a Screen Grid circuit
245 push-pull power audio
-power detector -8 tubes

Engineered to a new
Height of Perfection

-with

A -C. All electric
humless operation. A

tuned detector stage
imparts unusual power to
the receiver. Ultra selective-sturdy construction
-R C A licensed

FREE
RADIO
CATALOG
Send for this new, big catalog -196 pages full of the very
latest in radio, such as this new Screen Grid Chassis, as

well as many other special features. All priced to you at wholesale
-offering remarkable values on everything in radio.

Our recent purchases totaling over one million ($1,000,000)
our
dollars in standard radio receiving sets coupled with
kits has ena-

tremendous stock of standard accessories, parts and for the combled us to make startling price reductions. Write today
plete story as given in this large 196 -page catalog of radio bargains.

EVERYTHING IN RADIO
AT UNHEARD OF PRICES
A -C sets as well

sets-standard
New Screen Grid A. C. Humless All -Electric
array of consoles ranging from
as battery operated receivers in an attractive
furniture. They represent
radio
of
pieces
gorgeous
to
types
small table model
especially attractive preis
range
price
The
season.
the
of
the finest offerings
as
$15.95.
low
as
values
senting unusual
an
so you can make more profit. Deal with
Get this Allied catalog. Buy low
radio.
in
service
real
render
to
trained
organization of experts who are

A

Reliable,
High-grade
Radio House

(%LLI ED'4%IDIC'
iTlCN
ICC IIDC
Chicago
Dept.
Street
711 W. Lake
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I Will TrainYou
at Home to Fill
a Big-PayIadioJo
You can

IF

Heres the

PROOF
5375 One Month in

Spare Time

"Recently

I

made

in one month in
my spare time installing, servicing, selling
Radio Sets."
Earle Cummings,

you are earning a penny less than $50 a week,
send for my hook of information on the opportunities in Radio. It's FREE. Clip the coupon NOW. A
flood of gold is pouring into this new business, creating hundreds of big pay jobs. Why go along at $25,
$30 or $45 a week when the good jobs in Radio pay
$50, $75, and up to $250 a week. My book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," gives full information on these big
jobs and explains how you can quickly become a Radio
Expert through my easy, practical, home -study training

Salaries of $50 to $250 a Week
Not Unusual

$375

Webster St.
Haverhill, Mass.
lit

Jumped from S35
to *too a Week
"Last week I had the
pleasure of earning $110
servicing and selling
Radio sets. I have made
as high as $241 in two
weeks. Before entering
Radio I was making $35
a week. It is certainly
great sport to do this
kind of work.
J. A. Vaughn,
4202 Arsenal St.
St. Louis, Mo.

a month."
Frank M. Jones,
922 Guadalupe St.
San Angelo, Tex.

$45G

100you

can build

Hundreds of N. R. I. trained men are today making big money
-holding down big jobs in the Radio field. Men just like
you-their only advantage is training. You, too, can become a
Radio Expert just as they did by our new practical methods.
Our tested, clear training, makes it easy for you to learn. You
can stay home, hold your job, and learn quickly in your spare
time. Tack of education or experience is no drawback. You
can read and write. That's enough.

Many Earn $15, $20, $30 Weekly
on the Side While Learning
My Radio course is the famous course "that pays for itself.'' I teach
you to begin making money almost the day you enroll. My now practical method makes this possible. I give you SIR BIG nl 'TFITS of
Radio parts with my muse. You are taught to build practically every
type of receiving set known. M. E. Sullivan. 912 73rd Street. Brooklyn.
N. Y., sveltes. "I made $790 while studying."
Earle Cummings, It
Wehster Street, Haverhill. Mass.: "I made $375 in one month." G. W.
Page. 1407 21st Ave.. Nashville, Tenn.: "I picked up $935 in my spare

time ishile studying."

I'll give

Your Money Back If Not Satisfied

you just the training you need to get into the Radio business.
My course fits you for all lines--manuforturing, selling, servicing sets,
in business for yourself. operating on board ship or in a broadcasting
station-and many others. I bark up my training with a signed agreement to refund every penny of your money if, after completion, you are
.not satisfied vv ith the -cor-e I Mite you.

Find ouf quick

Book is FREE
"I work in what I believe to be the largest
and best -equipped Radio shop in the Southwest and also operate
SGFI. I am averaging

the six big outfits
of Radio parts
=
Igive you

You Can Learn Quickly and Easily
in Spare Time

Act Now -64 -Page
$450 a Month

ioo circuits with

3 of the

Get into this live-wire profession of quick success. Radio needs
trained men. The amazing growth of the Radio business has
astounded the world. In a few short years three hundred thousand jolis have been created. And the biggest growth of Radio
is still to come. That's why salaries of $50 to $250 a week are
not unusual. Radio simply hasn't got nearly the number of
thoroughly trained men it needs. Study Radio and after only a
short time land yourself a REAL job with a REAL future.

build

Send for this hie boo!, of Radio Information. It won't rost you a penny.
It has put hundreds of fellows on the
road to bigger pay and success. Get
it. Investigate.
See seat Radio has
to offer you. and bow ass Employment
Department helps you get into Radio
after you graduate. Clip or tear out
the coupon and mail it RIGHT NOW.

J. E. SMITH, President
Dept. 911- T
National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.

about this
practíca/oup

RADIO

to big pay

NEEDS
TRAINED

4

!T1

MEN!

.--

mks

En, 'IoymentSerice to all
¡Originators of
Home Study Tminie
www.americanradiohistory.com

J. E.

SMITH, President

Dept. !IYT, Nationaih Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Kindly send me your
"Rich
Rewards in Radio," giving information onbigthebook,
-money
opportunities in Radio and your practical method big
ing with six big Outfits. I understand this book ofis teachand that this places me under no obligation whatever. free,
Name

City
)

Age

Address º

Orrurytf ion
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UP-TO-THE-7/IINUTE ARTICLES in this
Issue by WELL-KNOWN AUTHORS
General Science
? (Frontispiece)
Editorial
Railway to Airway (Cover Feature)
Did You Ever Hear an Atom Talk ?
You Can Sass This Cop
Zep Beats All Other World Girdlers!
How Baird Sees Through Fog With Dark Rays
Coal In-Ashes Out-Thank Robot Janitor
New Aviation Inventions
Railway Cars Take Wings
Sky -Hooks for Airplanes
By Botho von Romer
Mediumship-The Science of Invented Hokum
By Herman D. Wagner
Scientific Progress
The Smallest Telephone Exchange in This Country
Distorted Perspectives
Would You Believe It?
Are Oil Burners Practical for the Home?
By Harry F. Tapp, Specialist in Oil Burner
Engineering
New Time and Money Savers
French Scientific Sleuth Exposes "Glozel" Fraud
By Count A. N. Mirzaoff
Glands-Monkey and Other Kinds
By Dr. G. H. Estabrooks, of Colgate
University
Peculiar Ideas Inventors Patent
Can You Solve These Scientific Problems ?
By Ernest K. Chapin, M. A.
They're Off to a Perfect Start
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Sanding, Grinding and Polishing on Your Lathe.
By H. L. Weatherby
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Mansions From Mud!
A. Hyatt Verrill, famous archeologist and tropical explorer, tells us in picture and story of the most remarkable palaces built of mud in Peru, which would be
washed away if a heavy rain storm ever struck them.

40,000 Horsepower From a 3 -Foot Pipe
How electric power is being developed from the highest
head water -power plant in America-illustrated.

How Sound Indicates Height and Depth

World's Largest Airport-Where Is It?

Now giant zeppelins and other aircraft, as well as ships,
can measure heights and depths by discharging a bomb,
and measuring the time for the echo to arrive.

Illustrated description showing some of the remarkable
engineering features which involve the reclaiming of
otherwise useless ground. and how even the hills are
being removed by water.

Mr. William F. Matthews tells the surprising story of
a new process, whereby your used automobile engine
oil can be cleansed and made superior to new oil.
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Amazingly Easy Way
to get into ELECTRICITY
Don't spend your life waiting for $5 raises in a dull, hopeless job. Now
. and forever
say good-bye to 25 and 35 dollars a week. Let
me show you how to qualify for jobs leading to salaries of $50, $60 and
up, a week, in Electricity-NOT by correspondence, but by an amazing way to teach, that makes you an electrical expert in 90 days!

...

Getting into Electricity is far easier than you imagine!

learn Without ...essdns in

Lack of experience-age, or advanced education bars no one.
I don't care if you don't know
an armature from an air
brake-I don't expect you
to! I don't care if you're
16 years old or 48-it makes
no difference ! Don'tlet lack
of money stop you. Mostof
the men at Coyne have no
more money than you have.

Railroad Fare
Allowed
I will allow your railroad
fare to Chicago, and if you
shouldneed part-time work
I'll assist you to it. Then,
in 12 brief weeks, in the

great roaring shops of

real batteries
winding real
armatures, operating real motors, dynamos and generators,
wiring houses, etc., etc.
That's a glimpse of how
wemakeyou a master practical electrician in 90 days,
teaching you far more than
the average ordinary electrician ever knows and fitting you to step into jobs
leading to big pay immedi-

Prepare for Jobs
Like These

Here are a few of hundreds of
positions open to Coyne -trained
men. Our free employment
bureau gives you lifetime employment service.
ArmatureExpert, to $100 a Wk.
Substation Operator
$60 a Week and up
Auto Electrician $110 a Week
Inventor
Unlimited
Maintenance Engineer
up to $150 a Week
Service Station Owner
up to $200 a Week
Radio Expert up to $100 a Week

Coyne, I train you as you
never dreamed you could
be trained
on the greatest outlay of electrical apparatus ever assembled in
any electrical school ... costing hun-

...

,obsPayFuture
Dont' worry about a job,
Coyne training settles the
job question for life. Demand for Coyne men often
exceeds the supply. Our

wd

... ... ...

No books, no baffling charts
all
real actual work
right here in
the great Coyne school
building

COYN E

photographs... facts... jobs... salaries
... opportunities. Tells you how
manyearn expenseswhiletraining and how we assist our graduates in the field. This does not
obligate you. So act at once.
Just mail coupon.

Mr. H. C. LEWIS, President
I COYNE
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 89-27
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago, Ill.

I
MI

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
H. C. LEWIS, Pres.

Dept. 89427

GET THE FACTS

Coyne is your one great chance to get into
electricity. Every obstacle is removed.
This school is 30 years old-Coyne training is tested-proven beyond all doubt-endorsed by many large electrical concerns.
You can find out everything absolutely
free. Simply mail the coupon and let me
send you the big, free Coyne book of 150

FREE Book

kinds. Wenowhavethe
largest amount of floor
devoted to the ex apace
give teaching of
tical electricity inDrac
the
d.
convenience
encerhasbeenarranged to make rots
tad dut ing your trainiand ng

NoBooksNoPrintedLessons

employment bureau gives you a lifetime
service. Two weeks after graduation,
Clyde F. Hart got a position as electrician
for the Great Western Railroad at over$100
a week. That's not unusual. We can point
to Coyne men making up to $600 a month.
$60 a week is only the beginning of your opportunity. You can go into radio, battery,
or automotive electrical business for yourself and make up to $15,000 a year.

Get Titis

proof, modern home
wherein is installed
thousands of dollars'
worth of the newest
and most modern Electrical Equipmentof all

...

-

-

where else in the world
can you get such training!

NowinOur
New
Home
This is our new fire-

dredsof thousands of dollars ... real
dynamos, engines, power plants, autos, switchboards, transmitting stations
everything from doorbells
to farm power and lighting ... fullsized. .. in full operation every day!

500 S. Paulina Street

ately after graduation.
Here, in this world-famous
Parent school-and no-

DAS

1

Established 1899 I

Chicago, Illinois i

www.americanradiohistory.com

Dear Mr. Lewis:
Without obligation send me your big free catalog and
'all details of Railroad Fare to Chicago, Free Employment Service, Radio, Aviation Electricity, and Auto.
motive Courses, and how I can 'earn while learning."
Name

Address
City

.State
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Is This the Ultimate Airplane?

This plane, the Cierva .lntogiro, has repeatedly demonstrated its ability to land in a circle only 20 feet in
diameter; it comes down almost vertically. Literally, the plane can land in your back yard or ever, on your front
lawn. The propeller -like wing structure on top is first spun by aid of a rope (or it can be engine -driven), after
which the back -..ash from the engine -driven propeller in front maintains it in motion. Such a plane requires no
extensive landing or take-off field and may, for that reason, eventually replace other styles of planes ..here
landing space is at a premium. The plane can be brought down gently, ,yen if the engine fails.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Over the Mountains

from Los Âne1es
559ox
Miles

Gallons of GAS
Think of it! FIVE HUNDRED FIFTY-NINE MILES over rough mountainous country burning
only ELEVEN GALLONS OF GASOLINE. Imagine more than FIFTY MILES to the GALLON.
This is what the WHIRLWIND CARBURETING DEVICE does for D. R. Gilbert, enough of a
saving on just one trip to more than pay the cost of the Whirlwind.

THE WHIRLWIND

SAVES

MOTORISTS

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS YEARLY
Whirlwind users, reporting the results of their tests, are amazed at the results they are getting. Letters keep streaming into the office
telling of mileages all the way from 22 to 59 miles on a gallon. resulting in a saving of from 25 to 50' in gas bills alone.
Mark H. Estes writes: "I was making 17 miles to the gallon on my Pontiac Coupe. Today, with the Whirlwind, I am making 35 5/10 miles
to the gallon. Am I glad I put it on? I'll say so!"
P. P. Goerzen writes: "I made an actual test both with and without a Whirlwind, getting 13' miles without and 34 6/10 miles with the
Whirlwind, or a gain of 21 miles to the gallon. The longer the Whirlwind is in use on the machine, the better the engine runs, has more pep
and quicker starting. It makes a new engine out of an old one, and starts at the touch of the starter button."
R. J. Tulp: "The Whirlwind increased the mileage on our Ford truck from 12 to 26 miles to gallon and 25% in speed. We placed
another on a Willy's Knight, and increased from 12 to 17 miles per gallon.
Arthur Grant: "I have an Oakland touring car that has been giving me 15 miles to the gallon average, but I can see a great difference with
the Whirlwind, as it climbs the big hills on high and gives me better than 23 miles to the gallon of gas, which is better than 50% saving in gas."
W. A. Scott: "I had my Whirlwind for three years. Winter and summer it gives the same perfect service, instant starting, smoother
running, and what I saved in gasoline these last few years has brought other luxuries which I could not have afforded previously."
Car owners all over the world are saving money every day with the Whirlwind, besides having better operating motors. Think what
this means on your own car. Figure up your savings-enough for a radio-a bank account-added pleasures. Why let the Oil Companies profit
by your waste. Find out about this amazing little device that will pay for itself every few weeks in gas saving alone.

FITS ALL CARS

GUARANTEE

In just a few minutes the Whirlwind can be installed on any make
of car, truck, or tractor.
It's actually less work than changing your
oil, or putting water in the battery.
No drilling, tapping or changes
of any kind necessary. It is guaranteed to work perfectly on any make
of car, truck or tractor, large or small, new model or old model. The

No matter what kind of a car you have-no ratter how big a gas
eater it is-the Whirlwind will save you money. We absolutely guarantee that the Whirlwind will more than save its cost in gasoline alone
within thirty days, or the trial will cost you nothing. We invite you
to test it at our risk and expense. You are to be the sole judge.

more you drive the more you will save.

I----------- ----FREE TRIAL COUPON

SALESMEN AND DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
Free Sample and $100.00 a Week Offer
Whirlwind men are making big profits supplying this fast -selling device
that car owners cannot afford to be without. Good territory is still
open.
Free sample offer and full particulars sent on request. Just
check the coupon.

WHIRLWIND MANUFACTURING CO.
999 2-A Third Street
Milwaukee, Wis.

\\'HIRL\\'1ND MANUFACTURING CO.
999 2-A Third Street, Milwaukee, \\-is.
Gentlemen: Yon nias send me full particulars of your Whirl wind CarLureting device and free trial offer.
This does not
Aligatr me in any irae whatever.

1

i

Name

Address
City

Counts

J Check

State
here if voit are interested in full or part time salesmen

position.

LIM IBM
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Remington
Portable
With &thhzQ(ew

1ecz1wtei

1929

EIGHT years ago, the Remington
Portable was launched-to revolutionize its field and become the world's
largest seller.
It was the first portable typewriter
with standard four-row keyboard. Big
machine dependability, speed and quality of work. The famous Remington
feather -finger touch. Every essential refinement found on a regular office typewriter-but only one-fourth the size and

weight.
The public demanded nothing better.
But for eight years, Remington engineers
have been working to produce its successor-the perfect portable typewriter-the
one you've wanted without knowing it!

Here it is
1. A new

... wilh

streamline body-added beauty

and even greater strength.
2. Type bars always in writing positionno raising or lowering.
3. Perfect visibility-nothing between
your eye and what you write-no shadow
on your work at any time.
4. A new carriage-return lever-easier to
operate.
5. A new paper bail-holds paper tight
to extreme bottom of page.
6. A new carriage lock-protects machine
from accident or misuse by others.
7. A new margin release-on the Keyboard.
8. Paragraph key-brand new-makes
neater work by indenting paragraphs
uniformly-simple as a space bar, five
times as fast-invaluable for tabulating.
Call nearest sales office for full particuDon't delay-REMINGTON
lars
RAND BUSINESS SERVICE, INC.,
Portable Typewriter Division, 374 Broad-

...

way, New York.

TYPEWRITING makes writing easy-REMINGTON makes typewriting easy
www.americanradiohistory.com
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WIRE
EVERY ROOM

RADIO
RECEPTION

FOP

7/thü But the Third

of the 40 Easy Ways

to make $3°OAn Hour Spare Time In Radio"

Wiring rooms for Radio-as usual, our members
are among the first to cash in on it, because the
Association was on the job in advance of the
trend, preparing its members for this newly
developing easy way to make money in radio. It
is but one of the many easy ways by which
Association -trained men are making $25 to $75 a
week in spare time, $50 to $200 a week full time
-easy ways you, too, can follow.

Join with 100,000 Ambitious
Men-Cash in on Radio Now
Join the Radio Training Association and take advantage of
the proven ways by which you can make $3.00 an hour
upwards from the day you join. Our members are cleaning
up on them and at the same time preparing for the $10,000
to $25,000 openings in Radio. The Association is helping men
start businesses without capital, finance inventions, increase
their pay, pass licensed operator's examinations, get better
positions. No matter what you want out of Radio, the Association can help you get it easier and quicker. Learn what
the Association has done for others and can do for you.
I

Do You Know
That--

- 20,000,000

sets are
waiting to be
modernized?
-over $200,000,000
will be spent on them
by their owners?
every phonograph
owner is a prospect
for the services of an
Associationmember?

-

-our

Mail
Coupon
for

-

H. L. Schweber, Ill. "After
graduating I secured a position
with a large Radio manufacturer. In two months I was
given complete charge of a factory. My income has increased
300% since I joined the
Association."

Clears $3,000.00

Frank J. Deutch, Pa.-"Since
joining the
I on
see how a man can fail, no matter how little education he has,
if he follows your easy ways
of making money."

$1,100.00

In

6 Weeks

J. R. Allen, Calif.-"Have done
over $1,100.00 worth of business
in the last 6 weeks. Next month
I'm going to open a store. Never
knew money could come so

$32.00

In

2 Days

F. G. Gentner, Pa.-"I thought
I was doing well last month in
spare -time work, but the first
two days of this month I have
made $32.00. Since joining I
have started a bank account."

done for other ambitious men.

Radio Training Association of America
Dept. RN-11,4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen: Please send me full details of your
special No-Cost Membership Plan, and a copy
of your Radio Handbook.

now-without fail.

Name

Learn how it can help you make
more money now and later. Fill out
and mail in the coupon now-right

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
4513 Ravenswood Avenue

2 Months Made
Factory Manager at
300% Pay Increase

fast and easy."

FREE
Radio
Handbook

Act NOW...for No -Cost Membership!
A limited number of these memberships now available! Write for one
today! It need not-should not-cost
you a cent. Write for the inspiring
story of what the Association has

Free Radio

Hand -book will open
your eyes?

In

.

.

Chicago, Illinois

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Get Them

e

C

From Your Newsdealer
or Fill Out and Mail Coupon Below
RADIO TRQÚBLEI
co para by aH Suff

1930 Edition

Ever have your radio fail when a big
program was on? That's when the
New Radio Trouble Finder is worth
its weight in gold
It tells you what
to do, and do quickly in order to
find and repair the trouble. 64 pages
in easy -to -understand language and
non -technical diagrams.
Every home should own a
copy. Price postpaid only

Everyone interested in aviation should
own this most helpful book. Includes
the fundamental principles of flying;
how to learn to fly; how to tell when
a plane is safe; passenger rates on
newest air routes. etc. In fact, it
might well be called a complete encyclopedia on Aviation. 96 pages, fully
Printed in the large 9
illustrated.
by 12 inch size, with
beautiful colored cover.
Price postpaid only

RADIO AMATEUR'S
HANDIBOOK
1930 Edition

HOW TO WIN AT
BRIDGE
by Wilbur C. Whitehead

..-r

RADIO
NEWS
1930
twrm.

!

5c

jZADI

O
1 MCDNSwt
Amateurs Ha»dibook
D,rkuE:pctts
t6 No

tqjo B

by tar Most 6drcnt

FLYING FOR
EVERYBODY

RADIO
TROUBLE FINDER

Sometimes called the Radio Amateur's
Bible. Includes 10 How -to -Build articles, with complete instructions and
diagrams; new radio wrinkles. DX
hints. data on the new tubes, answers to AC problems, and helpful,
money -saving ideas for the radio service man. 96 illustrated pages. Large
9 by 12 inch size. Beaucolored cover. Price
postpaid

tiful50c

50c

The world-famous Bridge authority's
newest book. Tells how to play both
Auction and Contract Bridge TO
WIN! Complete rules of play and
methods of scoring for both Auction
and Contract Bridge. Contains 500
hands to bid and play, with complete solutions and analyses in back
of book. The biggest 50c worth ever
offered to Bridge fans. Printed in 2
colors. Hearts and diamonds shown
in red throughout.. 96 pages. Large
9 by 12 inch size. Beautiful colored cover. Price
postpaid only

IONúM
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500
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(inrcriutr Rurmod Rridyi Onlh:riki

1276+2,1-
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1001 RADIO
QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

1930 Edition

If you own a radio, you need this
book. Everything you want to know
about radio is in it. from "How to
Kill Outside Radio Noises" to a clear
description of the newest tubes and
how to use them. If you have a
question on radio, here is your answer and a thousand more. 96 illustrated pages. Large 9 by 12 inch
Beautiful colored
size.
cover. Price postpaid
only

50c

Radio HaokUps4
P.Q,ere: by the staff

1010 edition

/et t/ea Mar. r<amrMa Vi

et

POPULAR MAGIC
AND CARD TRICKS

1930 Edition

Hundreds of parlor tricks and games
described and illustrated so that anybody can do them. Always good for
an evening's entertainment. Mystify
your friends, charm the ladies. 96
pages. Large 9 by 12 inch
Beautiful colored
size.
cover. Price postpaid only

Simply Clip and Mail
This Coupon With Your Order.
I:XPERIMENTER PL BLICATIONS, Inc.
Dept. 2511a&, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. v.

150 RADIO HOOKUPS
1930 Edition
the newest hook-ups, described
with complete diagrams. Every radio
fan and set -builder should own a
copy for ready reference. Includes
crystal circuits, single circuit detectors,
audio and RF amplifier circuits, super heterodynes and numerous AC and
DC rec-'ver circuits. 64
pages, with beautiful color.,.i cover. Price postpaid

(;e

All

lie accept stamps for all orders
under

ntlenten

:

-.stpaid the
heck

ones
1

nt

Want

T

enclose

i.

li ning:

Ianvnnt here)

E Radio Trouble inder
E Amateur's Handibook
E 1101 Iluestiuns & Ans.
E 15o Rtetio Hook-ups
T:

for which please send me

-

E Flying for Everybody
E Popular Magic and
Card Tricks

How to [Win at Bridge

me
:--ireet

.Aólres:

I

$1.

t 113111
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tJtterlyAmazing! The Way This
Singular Book Can Give You

MAGNETIC POWER
IN

24 HOURS...OR NO COST !

MAGINE how a man who has been
struggling along in obscurity feels
when he suddenly finds himself popular
dominating personality with hosts
1.

-a
of friends!

Examine These Secrets
5 Days FREE!
to develop a Magnetic l'ersonalìty
Learn hose to gain nerve control
Discover how to make your fare appear years
younger
Find out how to read people's feelings hp watching their mouths
How to he attractive to the opposite sex
Learn how to control others
-and dozens of other vital topics
See how

Stop a minute and think how your
would feel if you suddenly discovered
a strange, new power that enabled you
to attract new friends at will and win
success in your business or profession.
Picture the amazement of everyone if
you unexpectedly changed your entire
personality, banished self-consciousness
and embarrassment and became instead
a vibrant, fascinating magnetic person!

It would be one of lb,' most thrilling experiences of your lift. ---a1111 if you doubt for
one minUa' that such a thing CAN happen.
listen to this: No matter trho you are-no
matter what handicap of circuuastaance has
been holding you back-I'll I'IPIVE to you
that YOU CAN ACQUIRE Tit S1':111EV (II"
)L1GX1:9"1(' I'I)10ER as described ahoye. IN
Ces,
EXACTLY 24 Ii11URS or no cost.
I'll even go farther than that! I'll send you
all details of Shaftcsbury's fatuous method
nothing concealed or helm hat -10 and let you
examine there in your otvu home fora IDATS
AItSt tt.l'TELY FREE!
Then you can see
with your own eyes exactly what I am talkAnd without risking one penny,
ing about.
you can judge for yourself what an entirely
new word the mastey of magnetic l'ow'er
rail) open up to you!
.

.

.

Whence Come These
Uncanny Discoveries ?
t'nrty y,;trs ago. Edmund Shaftesbury.
famous -imient of the human mind, set out
to diseosOr the secret of that rare qualityMagnetic Personality. Ile first applied his
discoveries in his own circle of friends. Re -

sults were astonishing! His method seemet
to have the curious power of giving pcopl,
netc per.sonalitien!

Quietly. almost secretly, Siiaftesbury's fame
spread. Great men caute to hint. His students and friends embraced such names as
cardinal Gibbons. Queen Victoria. Gladstone.
Henry ward Beecher and others of equal
prominence.
Until recently. Shafiesbury's teachings have
heel) utvaailable only to pcopb who could pay
as high as :f:2. to S.0 each for instruction
books. But now. through the efforts of at
group of his students. some of his wonderful
teat pings have been collected into a single
volume within the reach of all! And furthermore, in this new volume are revealed hundreds of Shaftesbnrv's important discoveries
never before put into print-discoveries which
you may now study in detail for a. days free
under the terms of this special offer'

your society. eager to talk with you and enjoy
your company.
But the surprising thing is the fact once
you have acquired a magnetic personality
even your closest friends will be unable to
understand the reason for the obvious change
to vou. They will marvel-utterly baffledwhile YOU. secure in the possession of your
newly-acquired power, sit back and suite at
their bewilderment.

Send No Money-Act at Once!
Right now-under the terms of a generous
offer-you can read and absorb the full
benefits of Shaftesbury's singular discoveries
for a days absolutely FREE. Merely mail
the coupon below tt iti,ont one penny and we'll
send you a copy of this remarkable volumeextra large size. 400 pages-gold en' bosse,l
and btutdsomely hound in rich burgundy cloth.
When it arrives, delve into its illuminating
pages. See exactly what eye-opening facts it
contains. Then if you are not amazed and
delighted at the end of a days, return it an,l
pay us nothing. Otherwise keep it as your
own Lund remit the special price of only X:: in
full payment. Act at once! You risk nothing. Mail the coupon avow' Ralston University Press. Dept. ::O -T, Meriden. Conn.
loan

RALSTON UNIVERSITY PRESS
Dept. 30-T, Meriden, Conn.
All right --I'll be the fudge. You may send me the
volume "Instantaneous Personal Magnetism" for :, lay'_
within the
FItEF: F:XAMIINATION in my home.
days. I will either remit the special low price of only
$$ in full payment, or return it without cost or obligation.
Name

Strange Effect on Readers
Almost before you finish reading this curious book. you will probably become aware of
a subtle "something'' you cannot describe. In
the ,lays that follow. a change should come
over you. Very likely people who were never
drawn to you before will seem to seek out

www.americanradiohistory.com
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If payment aceomtr,ade-t
cash price $3.01.
This saves heavy hoot:keeping and clerical evMoney refunded if dI.sat isfie,i and took in

Special

coupon.
pen.ae.

returned within live days.
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"Those Who Refuse to Go Beyond Fact Rarely Get as Far as Fact" -

-

-

Safety on Our Airways?
OSSIBLY nothing could have saved the lives of the passengers and
crew of the trans -continental airport liner "City of San Francisco," on
which eight were lost when the ship struck the side of a mountain in
a desolate section of the West. There is some possibility, however, that these
lives might have been saved had it been possible for the pilots to receive
definite weather information and change their course to avoid the storm
center or to postpone their departure.

Wrecking a few ships of this character will do a great deal of harm to
aviation, and we believe that it would be highly desirable for the Department
of Commerce to take immediate steps for the provision of a law requiring
radio equipment on air liners carrying passengers and operating over
sparsely settled territories, similar to that of the law which requires radio
equipment upon passenger -carrying marine liners.
Until such a law is enforced, and we have no doubt that sooner or later it
will be, properly organized air transportation companies will make every
effort themselves to provide their lines with suitable radio equipment, and
they will organize, as some of them are already doing, a complete radio network which will enable the pilots to communicate with landing fields at all
times and will enable all of the fields to communicate with each other.
Most of the air -line operators have already recognized the importance of
the best possible radio communication facilities for the proper conducting of
their operations, but when it becomes necessary for all of the ships on our
trans -continental service to abandon their normal functioning, in order to take
part in a search for a single plane, it is quite obvious that there is plenty of
room for improvement.

We believe that aviation in this country will progress with just about the
same speed that aviation radio progresses and that the air lines which are to
make the greatest progress in the shortest time will be those which avail
themselves of the radio facilities already at hand. Realizing its importance,
passengers will soon demand suitable radio for their own protection.

Editorial Direct,,

546
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(You Fellows

t¼o Wahí

SIG

PAY

Getlttto

WHY earn $15 or $20 or $30 a

GETS $12,000 JOB

Dear Mr. Cooke: Since
finishihaveeen
Course
ur
doing e well
in my own electrical business.But recently I wee

rd the job of Chief
Electrician for a Big Coal
Mine. I took the job, at
$12,000 a year.
E M.
GHES
I656 -2nd Avenue

Terre Haute, Ind.

week, when in the same six
days as an Electrical Expert, you
can make $60 to $100- and do it
easier-not work half so hard. Why,
then, remain in a small -pay, no future job that offers no chance for
no chance for big
big promotion
income? Fit yourself for areal job. Get Into
Electricity. That's where the big money is
being made, and always will be made.
Electricity The Big Pay Field
Today even the ordinary Electrician the "screw
driver" kind-is making money-big money. But it's
the trained man-the Electrical Expert-who makes
the really big money -$10 to $20 a day-$60 to $100 a

-

-

-

week. Be a Big -Pay man, yourself. Get in line, now,
for one of these "Big -Pay" Jobe.

I'll Train You At Home

565 5 DAY

for your wonderful course
now be making
t wouldn't
high ae
a day. It
$65

we

makes me proud to have
Your Diploma, and believe
me I am a booster for your
JAtCOB ENTZ
Co

1229-1

e

Hillsboro. Oregon

-

I'll train you at home-in your spare time. Youwork
just as you are working now at your same job. My
now famous' Work -Sheet and Job -Ticket" method
guarantees you simplified, practical training along
work -shop lines. In a few short months you can step
out of your old job into a new job-into electrical work
where you can be a Big -Pay man in this Big -Pay field

You Earn As You Learn

To learn Electricity my way you don't have to be a
College man, or even a High School graduate. You can
read. You can write. That's enough. With me, you
get experience as you go along and make good money
while learning. I'll show you how-and I'll give you,

,CTCIT-Y
ofMea

JJundiIs

¡have trained are
now earriíhg-

$60 MOO
A WEEK.

without extra cost tools and apparatus to work with
Big Outfits in all.

-6
$150 A WEEK
Dear Mr. Cooke: My new
shop is goingw
paying me
over
00 a
month above expennea.
must thank you again for
your
d
method of instructionthat
me
W.E. PE CE,
Box 921, Palo Alto, Calif.

put

BIG
iTTFITS
TOOISEAPPARATUS

GIVEN

Money Back If Not Satisfied

That's what I agree to do. And back of me in this
agreement stands the Chicago Engineering Works, a
There's nothing like
$2,000,000 Illinois Corporation.
"Cooke" Training, anywhere. It's the Trainingthat
it's
the Training that
men
are
praising;
Electrical
big
employers recommend; it's the Training that one of
our greatest Engineering societies, has endorsed 100
percent. It's the Training for you.

If You're Earning Less Than $70 A
Week Investigate

-

Don't wait a minute! Find out today why "The

Cooke Trained Man is the Big -Pay Man", everywhere!
Find out how "Cooke" Training will help you boost
your pay! Mail coupon right now for my Big FREE
Book of Facts. See the Six Big Working Outfits I give
you without extra charge. See the hundreds of pictures, the proofs, the Big -Pay letters of other "Cooke"
Trained Men. Get this great free Book. Send for it
today. Clip, sign, and mail coupon RIGHT NOW!

L. L. COOKE, Chief Instruction Engineer

L. L. COOKE SCHOOL

OF ELECTRICITY
Dept. 408
2150 Lawrence Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

L. L. COOKE, Chief Instruction Engineer.

Dept.408, 2150 Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, Ilinois
Send me at once without obligation your big illustrated book "The Secrets of Success in Electricity" and complete details of your HomeTraining
Course in Practical Electricity, including your outfit and employment service offers.
Name
Address
Statearro

Special Representa.
Canada may ,end coupon to R. A.
Medbury Lane, East, Windsor, Ontario, Canada.

Residents of

tive,
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Side view of huge electric engine for launching giant planes.

Railway to
AIRWAY
Hurling Giant Planes Into the Air With
Huge Locomotives
By Harold Donitz
COLONEL JAMES FITZ -

MAURICE was recently credited with the opinion that the
f u t u r e transatlantic air commerce
would be served by gigantic flying
boats, and that while these usually take
off from the surface of a bay or lake,
it was not unlikely that some means

.

oi=

MOVING
CARRIAGE

PISTON

- --

-

t-

COMPRESSED AIR
STORAGE TANK

PLANE

-

ii,Q'

`}----

--'

IR RELEASE
(LAUNCHING

s

PULLEY

i

MOTOR OR ENGINE

VALVE)
TURNTABLE
would be devised to launch them from
AIR COMPRESSOR
PULLEY
the platform of a railroad car. Clarence Chamberlin, famous American
flier, stated in a letter to the author
Above we see how the modern
that the idea seemed entirely practical
catapult hurls a plane into the
for heavily loaded planes about to start on long flights.
air at a speed of 60 miles an
hour.
To the best of our knowledge, this proposition had not been
voiced before and has not been stressed since.
One of the greatest difficulties of flying boats is the "drag"
exerted by even the smoothest water when the aircraft is
taking off. This drag was manifested to the lay reader by
the many futile attempts to take off made by the Friendship
before its transatlantic hop. Indeed,
the drag was only overcome after the
weight of the plane had been lessened
GUARD RAIL
The picture at the
FOR. SKID.
by reducing (Continued on page 640)
right shows the

t9

Above we see
motor - operated turn -table,
together with

tracks facing

in various directions of the

compass, thus
enabling t /t e
pilot to take
off into the
wind at any
time of the
day or night.

Jenkins launching

platform for use on
buildings.

GUARD
RAIL
.

FOR WHEELS

"TURNTABLE

ROLLERS)

\

ELECTRIC MOTOR
OR ENGINE --1"

)loving belts operating in a similar manner to the tread on the old "horsepower"

machines may be very well put to work
for the launching and landing of aircraft,
as shown in the diagram above.

CIRCULAR TRACK
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Did You I-1;ver Hear
An Atom Talk
ii given a voice and it talks loud enough
Ti1E atom In
to be broadc;.-t over the radio and be heard all over the
world. This is made possible by means of the Geiger apparatus. The alpha particles emitted. by the radioactive substances enter the air chamber through a thin aluminum
"window," before which the substance is held. The particles ionize, or render electrically conducting, the air within the chamber ;
and the current thereby produced is
amplified sufficiently by the apparatus,
so that the effect of the explosion of the
radioactive atom is heard as a sharp
click in the
radio speaker. IONIZING RAYS
The speaker of
the apparatus
was placed in
c

front of the
broadcasting microphone for the
demonstration. The atoms given
off front uranium give sounds

The recording and amplifying unit of the iisteniq apparatús is
shown above,. A piece of rare uranium is shown in the inset.

A Floating Hornets' Nest
becomes possible to release eighty hghting
and bombing planes from an airplane carrier like the
one shown, it is well to consider the potentialities of airplanes in naval
warfare. Such a
WI

'.1:,N

like explosions. They can be
heard and counted by means of
this apparatus. They are heard
as a series of loud clicks.
'When the uranium is kept at a
distance the clicks come slowly so
that they may be easily counted.
It has long been possible to see
the atoms given off from radioactive substances, but the Geiger
apparatus makes it also possible
to hear them.

"sc
HIGH VOLTAGE

D.C.

SPEAKER'

Apparatus which makes
an atom's activity audible.

it

squadron would
cost approximate -

1_:

.

y

S1,000.000

as

compared to the
i$40.000,000 which
is the cost of a
modern battleship. Authorities
state that a fighting squardron of
airplanes would
be able to disable
or sink a whole
fleet of battleships. The personnel of a squadron of eighty
planes would be
one hundred and
sixty men, which
is about one -tenth
of the number of
iien on a battleship, so that if it
were possible to
destroy the whole
fleet of airplanes,
the loss of men

You Can Sass This Cop!
THE ideal traffic cop, one whom you can talk hack to as

much as you please, has been invented by T. A. Van
Gundy of San Gabriel, California. It is called the duodifferential signal. The signal is a two-faced man who. with
mechanical precision, will direct traffic. When the direction
of traffic is to be changed, the cop waves
its hands, in which are electric lights,
blows its whistle and
A model of the
then turns. What a
duo - differential

riot when police
parade takes
place.

would

only be
one -tenth as great
as that in the
sinking of one

battleship. One
This view of the U. S. S. Saratoga shows
fighting and bombing planes being discharged while at sea.

wonders whether
it will pay to build
more batleships.

www.americanradiohistory.com

traffic cop is
shown here.
The traffic cop's

companion is

Miss Ellen

Boyd. This mechanical scion of
the law will
not vary in
efficiency, a s
he is not susceptible to the

distractions of
beautiful damsels

lightly

tripping across
the thorough-

fares. His
uniform is a
coat of paint

and offers

problem

no

to

sartorial prognosticators.
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Zep Beats All Other Wodd-Girdlers!

Dr. Hugo Eckener,
pilot of the Graf
Zeppelin.

Captain Ernst Lehmann, who piloted
the Graf Zeppelin
back to Germany.
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Drawing by
L. U. Reavis.

The

first

round

Dr. Eckener established two new records
for around the world
flight when he guided the Graf
Zeppelin from Lakehurst to
Friedrichshafen, from there to
Tokio, from Tokio to San
Francisco and from San Francisco back to Lakehurst in 21 days,
5 hours and 35 minutes, total elapsed time and
283 hours, 33
minutes, flight time. This betters the previous record of Mears
and Collyer more than 21/4 days.

the

world trip by
Magellan required
3
years and 29
days. In the year
1522 this voyage

was completed. The mythical
SO -day around the world trip
of the Jules I"erne character
Phileas Fogg was first bettered
by Nelly Bly. The most notable voyages and the time required
are indicated on the map. The Graf Zeppelin, under the guidance of Captain Lehmann, after breaking the dual record, then
traveled to Germany and broke her own record again.
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NEON LAMP

PHOTO-ELEC.CELL
SENSITIVE TO INFRARED RAYS

LÉNS

3 MILES

INVISIBLE

6TO 9 VAC TUBE AMPLIFIER.

/

INFRA- RED
RAYS

CHAIN OR DIRECT DRIVE

HARD RUBBER

SHEET
AUTO

HEAD

LAMP

SCANNING
DISC

MOTOR
oimuwr,nnmmmunm1.i

TO CURRENT

through fog and
THE NOCTOYISOR utilizes television apparatus to detect the light
Mr. Baird is shown
amplify the impulses so that they will activate the neon lamp.
is a combination of
directing his NOCTOVISOR on some distant light. The devicereceiver.
camera lens, television transmitter, and television

How Baird Sees Through Fog

With Dark Rays

Coal In

Ashes Out
HE nuisance of climb-

ing down to the cellar,
shoveling coal, getting
your clothes full of ash dust,
not to mention your throat,
is now eliminated with a new
mechanical stoker for the

The ashes

are automatically deposited in a dust -

proof container.

2/

fog. A light which was placed
miles away and which was obscured
by a sheet of ebonite as a substitute
for a supposed fog 2 miles thick, appeared on the noctovisor screen as a
bright red disc.
This device will have particular
value in permitting a navigator in a fog
to tell the exact direction of a beacon
and to estimate roughly its distance,
when it would be invisible otherwise.

N invisible eye that can see in
the dark and detect the light of
a ship two miles away on a
black foggy night has been invented
by John Baird of television fame. He
calls the invention a Noctovisor. It
looks something like a large camera
and can be mounted on a ship or airplane. At a recent demonstration, Mr.
Baird was able to pick up light rays
at a distance of several miles through

Thank Robot Janitor tempera-

grades for home heating and maintains a uniform
ture at all times.
and a
The hopper needs filling only once or twice a week,
is
refilling
when
you
tells
above
room
in
the
signal light
filling
needed. The stoker requires no attention other thantwo or
the ash can
the hopper and emptying or removing signal
is there to tell
thermostat
the
a
week-and
times
three
The
that.
do
to
time
you when it is
SIGNAL LIGHT
hopper holds 400 pounds of coal, which
INDICATES
"MORE COAL"
is three or four days' supply in the average home.
Dust -proof ash can holds a week's
THERMOMETER
accumulation of ashes. Fluted cast-iron
cracker rolls crash any lump of coal too
large for the feed worm, and shearing
AUTOMATIC
pin safety device on the gear box proTHERMOSTAT
tects the gears against non-crushable
foreign matter which might get into the
WIRES TO
coal supply.

FURNACE
CONTROLS

Electric Thermostat.

home, which is completely automatic
in operation and control.
It automatically feeds the coal and
fuels the furnace by the economical
underfeed method, which entirely eliminates all soot and smoke. It also automatically shakes the grates and removes the ashes-all these functions
being controlled by an electric thermostat and a small, silent electric motor.
Thermostatically controlled, it insures perfect combustion, saving coal
and insuring more heat per ton of coal
consumed than is possible with the
most careful hand feeding. Besides,
it makes possible the use of the cheaper

The Uniflow

stoker can

installed
in any make,
size or shape,
hot air, hot
water, steam
or vapor domestic fur-

door. It
burns the
cheaper sizes
of coal.

CONTROL

APPARATUS

SUPPLY HERE

COAL BURNS

'

DUST
APRON

CRACKER ROLLS

HERE.

GAS TO

ELECTRIC

\

IiNITE
COAL

nace-either

through the
side of the
furnace or
the ash pit

TO

HOPPER
TO 6 DAYS COAL

4

be

COAL

1I

Ce

MOTOR

`
d

sIr=___
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ASH CONVEYOR

ASHES ENTER
HERE
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SAFETY PLANE:

TUNNEL AIRBOAT: This peculiar craft has its
propellers in a special tubular housing, to increase
efficiency and speed. Its inventor is M. E. Zwinkel.

If James E. Lowe's
dream materializes we
will have a safe plane.
The parachute, shown
extended, fits into a
compartment in the
top wing. The tubular
objects on either side
,F the fuselage
are
inflatable bags. Air
pressure, created by a
too rapid fall, blows
them up.

ICE PREFENTER. Ice
cannot form on wings if
you listen to Charles Koch
of Glendale, New York,
who has patented a system of delivering the hot
gases from the motor to
the wings and exhausting
them at the trailing edges.

MOTOR FOR
LANDiNG

i r!r.

AIR CHAMBER

111f

1:ÌI.IIll'l'l'U'4

ARTIFICIAL WIND is
to facilitate the landing
of aircraft in small spots,
claims Frederick Brunner, of Camden, N. J.

I1'1

II'i-I'iis
ta

TILTABLE MOTOR: The large buoyant
body of this airplane is to enable it to land on
water. The body is filled with hot air from the
engine exhaust. Giuseppe Cannistra suggests
that the tillable motor be used for landing.

j

./
FACUU.II ELIMINATOR: Jesse C. Johnson, of Delray, Florida, claims that the propellers at the bottom of the wings of this
plane act to eliminate the formation of a
vacuum

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SKY -WRITING has

required that the
plane move in such a
manner as to produce
letters horizontally.
With a tube having
a large number of
openings, which
openings are controlled by a mecha-

PARACHUTING

CABIN: Several inventors, among whom
we find August Mueller, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
have developed systems for disengaging
the cabin of an airplane from the ship
itself in case of a
forced landing.
By
means of a lever (in
this system) the pilot
drops the entire cabin
and the parachute automatically opens.

T./ 1 -has perfected another system.
w

nism

plane,

i

t

/tin

the

John
Remey, of New York,

-

A

y

MOTOR-DRITEN GLIDER

of unusual design invented by Carl C. Abel,
of Rockford, Ill. A small motor, not powerful
enough to lift the plane, winds up, through gears, a heavy
rubber -band. The motor, then coupled to the wheels, drives
the glider forward. At the moment of take-off, the power
in the rubber -band is applied to the propeller.

COMBLÑ'ATION AIRSHIP AND
DIRIGIBLE has large rotating
disc -like air foils, filled with hot
gases; its bird -like body is also so
filled. Its inventor is Guido Tallei,
of Rome, Italy.

m\g11111A1111I.1A11111A11111111

,
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\'OTHER SAFETY PLANE for oceanic flights, patented
Pallaria, of London, Ont., Canada, each wing
being fitted with a slide, housing an inflatable hall. These
can be blown up by a source of compressed air supply, as
the illustration in1

by Domenico

dicates.
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LIGHTED WINGS:

We wonder
why this idea was not patented
heretofore.
Dr. Hugo Junkers,
famous German airplane designer,
makes the arrangement of two
mirrors and two projectors a claim
for a patent. The projectors throw
a beam of light on mirrors, thence
to the under -wing surfaces.

.
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Railway Cars Take Wings
suspended from single overhead tracks.
They will receive their motive power
from airplane propellers. The design
of the cars may be such that at high
speeds they tend to rise slightly in the
air, on the principle of an airplane, and
thus relieve to a great extent the friction due to the weight of the car.

Interior view of the saloon of one of the
railplane cars, showing a sumptuousness
equal to a transatlantic ship's saloon.

ARAILWAY system with cars
that will travel at speeds of 120

miles an hour is now being constructed for test purposes over a tract of
the London and North Eastern Railway
Company at Miingavie, near Glasgow.
The cars of this system will be of light
airplane type of construction and will be

The overhead tracks are carried on
trestles or columns placed at suitable intervals, and a rigid guide rail is provided under each car, to prevent undue
swaying of the car. The design of the
cars is such that their tendency to rise
in the air beyond the amount required to
relieve the weight is checked.

ER

Dgfl -.

MOTOR

a

By Don Bennett
speed is adjusted by sliding the
friction wheel radially along its
shaft. A gauge is provided so
that the wheel may be instantly set
to a predetermined position, control being located in a small knob
on one edge of the machine.

IN

place of fans in the staterooms of
the Ile de France, there are ventilating ducts as shown. Fresh cool sea air
is distributed from a centralized ventilating system.

ANEW device has made its appear-

nozzle.

ELECT'-

Make Your Home Movies Talk

Fresh Sea Air Without a Fan

The arrow points to the outlet on the wall
of the stateroom. The direction of the
breeze may be changed by turning the

LRQPE

ance in the home movie field that
gives promise of increasing the entertainment of home movies. This device
provides for the reproduction of talking
pictures, such as are run
in the theatres, in the
home through the medium of the home projector, to which it is attached, and the radio set.
The device resembles a
phonograph, w i t h its
turntable and electric
pick-up, but it is connected to the home projector, regardless of type
or make, by a flexible
shaft and derives its
power from the projector
motor. It can be used as a phonograph
without the pictures, running either
kind of record.
The turntable is rotated by a friction
wheel which is located under it. The

www.americanradiohistory.com
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The device
is shown to

the left and
above. The
marionettes

were used
in producing a home
talkie sound
film.

The films that are made for use on
this new machine are made under the
identical conditions by which theatrical
talkies are made. Á1l synchronization
troubles are overcome in this device.
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Skyhooks for Airplanes
By Botho von Romer

Los Angeles Makes Successful Tests in "Hooking" Planes in Mid -Air
LiRING the World War, military officials in Germany
made tests with a flying airplane hangar. High
speed planes used for delivering important messages
were suspended from dirigibles. They were released while
the carrier was in midair and in motion. Although these
experiments were encouraging, little information regarding
them was made public. After the war this problem was
taken up in England and first practically carried out with a
De Haviland light plane, type 53, and later with a Gloster
pursuit plane on the dirigible R-33.
In America we have gone a step further and have been
successful in recovering the planes after they have been discharged from the dirigible. The construction of one form
of auxiliary apparatus employed in this feat is shown in the
drawing appearing on this page. In order for the plane to

D

engage with the dirigible, both must be traveling with the
same approximate air speed. The pilot of the plane tries to
reach the trapeze grappler, hanging from the dirigible with
the grappling apparatus attached to the upper wing of the
plane. In a similar way the attached plane is lowered, the
motor of the plane is started and, when sufficient speed has
been obtained, the plane is released and flies away. The
dirigible Los Angeles recently carried on several successful
tests with a standard size plane of average weight. The
plane coupled itself to the dirigible trapeze gear three times,
each time disengaging itself, then maneuvering into position
and reattaching itself to the mother ship. Naval experts
predicted extensive use of this liaison service between dirigible and plane in the future.
Naval and military experts are now considering flying

-'_
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PLANE DEPARTING
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Above are a front, rear
and side view of the
flying airplane hangar. A
tunnel is provided along
the bottom portion of the
dirigible and forms a
landing and take-off platform for the airplanes.

R

AIRPLANES WHICH ARE SECURED
TO THE DIRIGIBLE

TGW LINE

The illustration at the
right shows how planes
are now caught and secured to the dirigible
while in midair. In a
similar manner, by using
the grappling apparatus,
planes are launched from
the mother ship. The
motor on the plane may
be started electrically and
when sufficient speed has
been developed the craft
is released.

SPRINGS-*
CATCHING

-

A SPRINGS

APPARATUS
ON

PLANE./.,

STEERING FOIL
SAFETY CATCH (CLOSED)

--

'
THE PLANE IS BEING
CAUGHT TO BE SECURED

TO THE DIRIGIBLE

1.h

9
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airplane hangars. These
are of unusual design
and undoubtedly far better than those w h i c h
make use of a grappling
attachment. A tunnel extends al o n g the entire
bottom of the dirigible,
with an opening at the
front and the rear. The
tunnel is fitted with a

smooth floor, which

forms a platform for the
landing and take-off of
airplanes. The landing
plane flies through the
rear of the tunnel and
emerges from the front
when launching. The
tunnel provides a place
for reserve planes and
also holds them while
they are being repaired.
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MEDIUM SHIP
the

"SCIENCE"

i

IN VENTED
"HOKUM!"
In Which a Minister
Investigates Spiritualism and Then Sud-

denly Develops

Psychical Powers

Which Outclass
Those of the Best
Mediums

By Herman D. Wagner

WHAT is perhaps one of the greatest of all grafts
is the sombre "mediumship" guise, practised extensively in this country and abroad by those who are
too lazy to get out and earn an honest living and who prefer to cater to the poor, weak-minded souls in delivering
so-called "messages" to them from friends and relatives
who have "passed over" to the "other side" extracting
from the poor things their hard-earned dollars in return for
a few faked statements such as "We are happy over here."
"Would not want to come back to the flesh... ':We are with
you always." "God bless you." "Everything will come out
all right." etc., etc.
Travel east or west, north or south in any country of the
globe; pick up a newspaper. theatre -program or special
leaflets, and you will undoubtedly see advertisements similar to the following:
DR. 'BLANK,"
The Master Mind.
;

My wife took a miniature police camera from her handbag and
quickly snapped several large pictures hanging on the walls of the
room. She operated in the guise of a saleslady selling a new carpet and rug cleaner. There was not the least suspicion as to lier
real reason for entering that house. 1 later used these pictures to
produce spirit photographs of the relatives of this home -owner.

Solves your personal problems, assists happy and
speedy marriages, never fails to reunite the separated, lifts you out of the rut and starts you on the
road to happiness and prosperity.
Unless he calls you by your full name, you need
not pay him one cent of your money.

Another "catch -penny" a(lvrrti<cment reads as follows:
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the first place, I have no uncles alive or dead, and in the next place, my name is not Wilkins." So saying, I
flashed on the lights and found the medium holding the trumpet to her mouth, which a moment later she tossed
into the air. There was great confusion, and the meeting broke up.

"In

After you have seen the restCONSULT THE BEST.

apartment houses and wayside resorts, posing under the
"protection" of a religion. on the platforms. rostrums. theatre stage and what not.
Mlle. So -and -So.
It has been my good fortune to come in personal rapport
Private readings a specialty. Gives advice on
with many reputed famous and "genuine" mediums, psychics.
love, health, business, money, and investments.
clairvoyants, and readers in nearly every state in the Union
Locates lost articles, missing relatives and buried
and in several foreign countries. From childhood I have
always had a peculiar fascination for visiting fortune-tellers
treasures. Satisfaction guaranteed.
at the fairs, carnivals. seaside resorts. gypsy camps, etc.and later made it my opportuTo the average person these
nity to visit well-known meseem honest and sincere apdiums in all parts of the world.
peals. and to the person who is
At first it was with sincerenthralled with the mystery of
ity, hoping with my visit to
the occult, and who spends a
each new one of national or
great deal of time and money
international fame to find some
visiting these sharks they apFor more than six years this publication has offered
spark of genuineness, which I
prizes totaling $21,000.00 for genuine demonstrations
pea: as "life-savers," but to the
and proofs of spirit manifestations which we cannot
failed to find absolutely and
true investigator they appear at
duplicate by scientific and well-known means.
without exception. And then I
once as propaganda to rake in
Up to the present time not one manifestation has been
began to wonder if really there
the golden eagles.
presented which by even the greatest stretch of the
could be a real medium of comNot only in magnificently
imagination could be considered genuine.
munication with spirit forces,
furnished offices do you find
How many more years must this prize be offered?
and if it were possible to forethese "master minds." but in the
Spiritualists, please answer!
tell future events at all. Then
towns and hamlets as well, in
Continued (),m hags,' 663)
beautiful private city homes,

$/i,000.00 for Spirits

(
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Scientific
Progress
In Various Parts of the World
Caught by the Camera's Eye
Crown of Lights for Barcelona Palace
HERE is a picturesque night study of the
National Palace at the Barcelona Expo-

To the Moon by Rocket
IN his experiment to send

a rocket to the moon, Dr.
Robert H. Goddard, of Clark
University, Worcester, Mass.,
used the transformer here
shown for electrically igniting the fuse of the rocket
which he intended to send into
space, guiding it but a short
distance by a special tower
built for the purpose.
Rockets do not lose their
propelling power in a vacuum,
as popularly supposed.

sition, Spain. The eight powerful searchlights, visible for miles, crowned the display.
Flowing down from the palace at the center
are several cascades of water which pour into
The fountain throws
a great fountain.
streams of water 200 feet into the air.

A Pile of Autos
HESE ten cars moving

into

a

novel

parking tower will be
stored within the structure which covers a space

of only 17 feet 8 inches
by 25 feet. This space is no larger
than that of an ordinary 2 -car garage
plot. The driver puts the car in the
garage on the ground level.
Here it rests on a steel
platform suspended on
endless chains. He gets
out, presses a button, and
the car moves up as an-

other platform
conies

in

place.

This structure has
been built at Sandusky. Ohio. The
elevators are operated by a 2 horse -power electric motor.

Meet the President of the Smallest Railroad

This Engine Uses Crude Oil
HE apparatus

beneath the

hood of this automobile is a new invention to permit
the use of crude oil
instead of gasoline
for the operation
of any
combustion engine.
According to its

internal

inventor, D.E.

Fowler, of El Paso,
Texas, it makes its
own gasoline from
crude oil.

Drop in Dime! Talking
Movies!
WHEN the curtain rises, it
displays a glazed glass screen
24 inches wide and 20 incl es high.
The inventor Robert C. Belgau,
Pittsfield, Mass.

WHEN John N. Swartzell, at the right, is not chasing
prospective clients or showing apartment houses in
the national capital, he is busy building a miniature railroad
town. Locomotives and switches are all remotely controlled. Herman Wills is operating the switches.
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Sink! If You Must: But this Buoy Marks the Spot
THIS buoy is intended to facilitate the

location of a swimmer who may have
vanished beneath the surface of the
wa'ler. It attaches to the back of
the swimmer and the entire
drum holding the reel of
cord releases when the
swimmer reaches a
depth prearranged for
by the apparatus. The
inventor, William
Moore of
Washington, says that
the buoy floats to the
surface and unreels a
cord which is strong
enough to insure one
pulling t h e drowning
person to the surface.George S olkover.

Seattle,

This Machine
Paints Your Walls
BARON DEGEN-

Bow Rudder for Narrow Water Waves

HART VON LOE,
of Hamburg. Germany,

is here spawn with his

automatic machine to
paint any desired artistic design on the walls
of a room. It is claimed
that an entire room, ordinarily requiring two
days to decorate, can be
completed _n two hours.

Pr HE

Princess

Norah, the

latest acquisition

of the British

coastal

steamships of the Canadian Pacific Railway, is equipped
with a bow rudder. This is to
facilitate the control of the vessels

in the narrow
channels in

Pa-

cific coastal

waters and between Vancouver
Island, Canada,
and the mainland.
This photograph
of the ship in drydock gives an excellent view of
the bow rudder.
Note that it is
protected f r o ni
injury by a suitable guard, also
serving to strengthen the vessel. On her initial trip a distinguished company of spectators were amazed at the sharp
turns the vessel was able to make.

Here BaroL

Degenhar:
is

shown

demonstrat-

he
rollers of
ing how

h i s device

are auto-

mat ica11,

coated anti

apply the
color and
deco ratiDn
to the walls.

How a Kite Tells the Weather

Foggy? This Air Beacon Penetrates It!
HERE

is

the in-

terior of

a

new air -field beacon, the rays of
w h i c h can penetrate through a fog.
It was demonstrated at a meet-

VARIOUS stations in Europe and America get weather
reports with the help of balloons and kites. These are
then sent to weather bureaus and the information disseminated to nautical bureaus, airdromes and the like. The kite
is hauled in by an electrical winch from an altitude of 20,000
feet. Photos show the kite and the winch.

ing of the New

York Electrical Society, where t h e
spectators could see
how the beam of
light penetrated a

heavy layer of

smoke that was set
up in front of the
light. The device
is rugged enough
to withstand hard,
outdoor usage.
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The SMALLEST

Telephone
XCHANGF,
in this country
Telephone System for Farmers Has
Only 50 Subscribers. Exchange Is
Privately Built and Owned
THE smallest independent telephone exchange

The above photograph shows
Mr. Clark making a repair
on one of the lines. This
system is the only means of

communication between

farmers and ranchers who
lire within a radius of 30
miles of the exchange.

in the United
States was built and is now operated and owned by Mr.
Luther Clark. who is 71 years old. This telephone system
is used by farmers and ranchers in the middle and western
districts of Nebraska, and numbers
about 50 subscribers. It is possible for any of the subscribers to
communicate with any of the large
cities. The charge made for the
service is $25.00 a year.
Each member of the family takes
turns at operating the central
switchboard, and 1\Ir. Clark himself attends to line trouble when
necessary. The telephone lines are
strung along fences, trees, and
sometimes are supported by regular
telephone poles. If crops are baci,
Clark is lenient with the subscribers,
and the telephone bill is cut proportionately. If a death occurs in
one of the families, a year's subscription is given free, and when a
customer fails to pay a bill, six
months' time is allowed to
settle the account.

The Clark family is shown above. Mr. and Mrs.
Clark, together with their two daughters, take
turns at operating the prairie telephone exchange.
The exchange has been the only means for Clark
to make a living for his family.

Communication over the privately owned mid -West
telephone system is made possible only through the
efforts of the entire Clark family. Line troubles
are encountered infrequently and are attended to
by Mr. Clark. Each member of the family takes
turns at operating the switchboard, and service is
maintained at all hours of the day and night. Connection to any place in this country is made possible
through the private exchange.

The photograph at the right shows Martha Clark
operating the telephone switchboard which is
situated in the Clark home. The owner is happy
in the knowledge that he has done a valuable
service to the community through the installation
of the telephone equipment.
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Distorted_
Pers p ectives
Paid for Each Picture Accepted and Published

$5.00 Will Be

The above was submitted by

F. P. Cleveland pointed the
camera down at the lady.

Edward Raible.

l
In relation to the sleigh, the horse appears twice its natural size. Photo by
Albert E. Rigberg.
atellINIMIIMMatinMgarannilsal

With camera on. the ground,
S. Yorker obtained this.

.1,./in Steel put subject on a
acall and camera on ground.

near the lawnresponsible for the above
freak picture.

A camera placed

mower

is

A1111113.1111111,.

J. R. Darnall held his camera
close to the head of the male
when taking this picture.

Taking this, the camera was placed
C10,
to the reclining sul,ie;t.
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The above very u n u au a l
photograph of a bison was
submitted by N. P. Lyle.
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Would You Believe It?
You Can, When the Stories You Hear

Are Photographically Illustrated
Want a Real Teddy Bear?
THE Koala is a native Australian teddy bear. This
funny little animal lives a
happy, unobtrusive life in a special colony established for the
Wild Life Preservation Society
of Australia. The Koalas carry
their young in a pouch in much
the same manner as does the Australian kangaroo. This shows the
teddy bear with the head of the
young sticking out above the head
of its mother. At least you now
know that such things as the
"teddy" bears, with which chil-

dren play, have a natural counterpart.

PHOTO EWING I.ALLJWA1

How Chinese Foil Evil Spirits
You Can't Sink in This Lake!

HE Willow Pattern Tea House in Shanghai is a novelty to strangers from more viewpoints than one. It is
here that the bridges leading to and from the tea house were

ANYONE will find it
easy to swim, even
though they may never
have been in the water
before, if they will make
their first try on the

built very crooked, but there was a definite reason for such
construction. The crooked path helps evil spirits lose their
way when they try to visit the place. Photo was taken at
low tide.

American Dead Sea,

known as the Great Salt
Lake at Utah. Here the
water is so charged with
salt that the bodies of the
bathers are virtually out
of the water, and it is almost impossible to drown
unless the person almost
deliberately attempts to
PHOTO EWING GALLOWAY
do so by turning over on
his chest and lying with his face down in the water. This
photograph was taken at Saltair, the lakeside resort for Salt
Lake City. It shows how far out of the water are the bodies
of swimmers and that even thin persons need exercise no
effort to remain afloat.

Ears 47 Inches Long
THESE leaves,
also

called

"ears," belong to

the plant popularly known as "elephant ears." One
of the leaves is
being measured
by Pauline Stockton, an instructor
in athletics in Los

Scaring Hogs in Ceylon
HE contraption here
illustrated is the work
of a rural mechanical genius in a rice field in Ceylon.
A piece of bamboo is
mounted on a cross member and the cross member
supported on two forked
branches. The upper end
of the piece of bamboo
catches water ; the lower
end is empty. When the
open end fills with water,
the tube tilts and the water
spills out. This permits
the other end to fall back,
strike the rock, make a
noise, and thus successfully scare away wild
hogs.

Eliminate Rats With a Boa Constrictor
ASNAKE conies by
his love of rodents
naturally. His ancestors in
the jungles lived on them
to a great extent. A boa
constrictor makes an ad -

Angeles, for

Charles Bowes,
the owner of the
plant, which he
believes developed
the largest ears in
America.

The

width of the largest ear was 31
inches, its length
47 inches.
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niirable rat trap. This shows a young boa in
the Bronx Zoological Park, New York, coiled
about a rat. The rat does not look frightened, doubtless because he does not know
what is going to happen to him.
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Are OIL BURGERS

Practicsil

HOME?
You Can Judge Intelligently After

Reading What an Expert
Has to Say
An extra room is available in your cellar, when an oil burner is
installed in your furnace. Freedom from ash handling and dust
are other advantages.

By

Harry F. Tapp, M. E.
SPECIALIST IN OIL BURNER
ENGINEERING

THE modern full automatic

control the burner between the limiting plus or minus two
degrees from the desired room temperature. The boiler or
furnace control is to prevent overheatof the boiler or furnace and in the
F. TAPP, the ing
case of a steam boiler to prevent abengineer who prepared normal pressures from being develthis series of four articles on oped. The purpose of the burner
control is to establish a time
oil burners for residence heat- safety
limit within which the oil must be
ing, is one of the foremost ex- ignited every time the burner is
perts on this subject. Mr. started, and if the oil is not ignited
the predetermined time, to shut
Tapp is the author of the within
The
down the burner mechanism.
"Handbook of Domestic Oil functions of these three controls are
Heating." The principles of co-ordinated through a master control
which may be built integral with
various types of oil burners, and panel,
the burner unit or may be mounted
the operating cost compared separately, depending upon the particular choice of the engineer who
with coal, will be discussed.
designed it.

HARRY

oil

burner for heating homes is a
"robot" in the basement that
will keep your home comfortable at a
healthful, uniform temperature for
the entire season, with complete relief
from the labor and worry that is directly associated with the annual parttime job of being a furnace man. Yet
it is a comparatively simple device.
The desired temperature can be obtained by the simple setting of a thermostat located in any room.

There are several different means employed to accomplish
these results, but with the better makes of burners using
standard control instruments there is very little to choose
from, comparing one with the other. The principal difference is that one system uses 110 -volt controls and the
other a low voltage, approximately 15 to 20 volts.
The principal major difference in oil burners of various
makes and designs is in the method of preparing the oil for
combustion. This
may be done by
either vaporization
or atomization.
Vaporization consists of applying heat
to the oil while it is
in a liquid form and

driving

off com-

bustible vapors in the
same manner that
steam is driven from
Typical oil burner installation (Timken), showing oil fuel storage tank buried in ground, oil burner and thermostat, which automatically controls burner so as to keep house temperature constant.

heated water.
cal

A full automatic mechanical draft burner consists of a
small electric motor which drives an oil pump and a fan, or
blower, to provide the oil fuel and air for combustion which
is ignited by means of an electric spark, gas pilot or a combination gas -electric pilot. In addition there are the automatic controls used to start and stop. These automatic controls consist essentially of a room thermostat, a boiler or
furnace and a burner safety control.
The function of the room thermostat is to indicate and

By

vaporizing the fuel,
moving mechani-

parts

can be

(Continued on page
638)

Right-hand

picture
shows a typical, natu-

ral draft vaporizing

oil burner installed in
a residence furnace.
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THE article shown here

An article that will shell peas and beans
in a jiffy.

Food Griscer
FOR the attractive presentation of

raw foods such as vegetables, fruits
and nuts, this commodity is of great
value. There are certain food faddists
who would rather eat their foods raw,
because in that way they can preserve
100% of the vitamins present. But to
make the food appear wholesome and
appetizing, it must be cut up. This, the
device here illustrated, does very nicely.
Not only will it grisce raw foods, but it
will also grisce and peel apples and potatoes at the same time. If an apple is
cored and quartered and the cored edge
is inserted in this appliance toward
either grating cone, the peel is left
behind. If the vegetable or fruit is inserted in any other way, both skin and
pulp is cut up. Two different cutting
cones are provided for varying the style
of presentation. These are easily interchanged by holding them stationary and
turning the handle.

This device

will

grisce raw vegetables, but

is not intended for meat.

1929

Money
Can Opener

Pea and Bean Sheller

is intended
to make it easy to shell green peas
and over -ripe green beans. As will be
observed, it appears to be a small edition
of a clothes wringer, but instead of
clothes, green peas are used. The device
has two small rubber rollers connected
together by means of gears. To one of
these gears a handle is fixed. The
handle is turned with the right hand
and away from the individual using it,
or in other words, counter -clockwise,
while the left hand inserts the peas.
The peas are forced from the pods into
a dish and the pods pass on through the
rollers. The device clamps to the kitchen
table by the usual means.

November,
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A chipper that can

be used

for potatoes,

carrots, turnips, radishes and onions.

Potato Chipper
HERE is a practical household article
for making potato chips. It will
cut a single potato in one long curl or
in semi -circular pieces. The article can
also be used for cutting turnips,
radishes, carrots and onions. As will
be observed, it consists of a thin. steel
knife at one end, attached to an upright
which is provided with a pin for the
potato. There is a long threaded rod
with a handle at one end and a sort of
chuck at the other. Pulling down on
the cam piece releases the threaded rod
and permits of instant insertion of the
potato. The rod is then pushed forward, locking the potato in place. A
few turns of the handle and the job is
done. If a half -potato is put in the
machine so that the cut extends lengthwise, each turn of the handle will cause
a semi -circular slice to be taken off.
The potato must then extend far enough
beyond the pin, to insure a purchase at
this end.

Potato Cutter

MUCH of the cooking today consists
of delicatessen commodities which
more often than not are far more appetizing and much more tender than the
sanie food prepared at home. The reason for this is quite obvious when one
realizes that food packers have saved
no expense, time or trouble in perfecting -their canning systems to such- an
extent that the freshly plucked material
is put up in the cans in much less time
than it often takes for the sanie material to be shipped to the market and
sold by retail dealers. Consequently, a
tool to remove the top of cans quickly
and leave no sharp edges invariably
meets with favor. The one shown below
(loes this. The can is gripped when the
handles are pressed tog-ether, and a few
turns of the crank severs the top.

A turn of the crank
handle and the top is
no longer on the can.

Bean Stringer
STRINGING beans

An article for making shoe -string potatoes
in one operation.

THE man who fancies potatoes likes

nothing better than shoe -string potatoes, but the mistress of the house
does not always care to fuss with slicing
great quantities in the usual way. The
work is tiresome and the potatoes themselves do not always come out as anticipated. To facilitate the work, this
simple device will shoe -string a whole
potato in less time than it takes to peel
it. As will he observed, the article consists of a number of steel knives at
right angles to each other, mounted in a
frame. When the frame is pressed
clown on the potato, the entire potato is
°'-"rtiv sliced in square slivers.
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is not very diffi-

cult. but it is a tedious, tiresome job.
Then again, one does not always get rid
of all of the strings. They frequently
break off and after the beans are boiled
the housewife finds the dish full of
.strings just when she was trying to
make an impression on hubby's boss.
who liad been invited to partake of a
real home -cooked meal. But the inventors again come to our assistance by
presenting us with this interesting bean
stringer. A razor-edged blade projects
but slightly above the opening in the
top of the device and the bean is merely
slid along the surface, whereupon the
string is sliced off. The string is hiere
shown on the knife.

This bean stringer reduces the length of
time for such an operation.
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By

Joseph H. Kraus
Combination Washing Machine and Ironer

rri HE

This piano light illuminates a sheet of
music from below.

Piano Light
THE greatest difficulty with lights

for the piano is that they either
throw the light directly into the eyes of
the player, or else throw the light down
upon the keys of the piano, and the
glare reflects to the player's eves. In
order to obviate this difficulty, an enterprising manufacturer has developed a
piano light which casts its rays up from

the bottom on the sheet of music. It is
claimed that an even diffusion of light
is produced, and that the glare is completely eliminated. The article clamps
directly to the music rack of the piano.

Steam Egg

Cooker

THIS electrical contrivance has a

clamp for holding an egg in an
upright position as indicated. A teaspoonful of water is poured into the
interior which automatically turns on
the current, provided that the device is
connected to some source of potential.
A glass is inverted over the egg, which
a few minutes later is found to be

two photographs here
illustrate a new departure in
washing. -machine construction.
This consists of a removable
wringer and in place of the
wringer, an ironing attachment
can be added. The change requires but a moment to become
effective. The entire wringer
head is lifted and the ironing
head is substituted, when required. When the wringer is
not being used, it is placed in the washing machine itself or in some out of the
way nook. The apparatus is mounted
on rollers so that it can easily be moved
from place to place. There is little
doubt but that it fills a long -felt want.
The attempt on the part of some
manufacturers to unify appliances for
the home and to make devices with
interchangeable parts so that they can
be used for a multiplicity of purposes,
is highly commendable. But even this
on occasion may go a bit too far, because it is sometimes just as difficult to
substitute an attachment for one already
in place on the machine, as it would be
to use another and separate device. In
this case we see a step in the right direction. There is no difficulty in interchanging the wringer and the ironer.

A Cool, Well -Ventilated Kitchen

cooked by steam.

This washing machine can be instantly
changed into an ironing machine by substituting the ironing attachment for the
wringer.

the fan. The blades of this are so
arranged that a double stream of air is
produced, one entering the kitchen, and
a second exhausting therefrom.
Such a device is almost indispensable
in small kitchens and in modern apartments with kitchenettes.

Hand -Operated Clothes Washer
FOR washing baby's clothes we find

a device on the American market
which does the work effectively and
quickly and the commodity is well within the price of the average pocket -book.
As \gill be seen, it consists of a nickel plated bell attached to the bottom of a
nickel -plated tube. In the top of this
tube there is a valve. The action is as
follows : When the bell is pushed down
upon the clothes, air is expressed and a
partial vacuum is formed, causing the
clothes to be lifted up during the up
movement of the appliance. Thus. by
rapid motions up and down, the clothes
are quickly and thoroughly washed.
The appliance prevents soiling hands
and also will keep the hands dry during
practically all of the operation except
wringing and hanging the clothes to dry.

A fan that blows hot air out of and
cool air into the kitchen.

This steam egg cooker is electrically
operated. Current turns off automatically.

ONE does not often care to have an
apartment filled with odors developed in a kitchen, nor does the housewife, who is in the kitchen, enjoy the
heat while the stove is operating at full
blast. It is true, of course, that some of
our modern gas stoves have insulated
walls to prevent the dissemination of
much of this heat. But even then, both
heat and odors will arise constantly and
make the kitchen a place of drudgery.
For comfort, for good ventilation, and
for cooling the kitchen, we can use an
electric fan mounted in a suitable holder
and adjustable for the average window.
The article can be plugged directly into
any convenient outlet socket. A pull chain attached to a tumbler switch starts
Names cf manufacturers furnished upon
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Here

is a clothes

washer operating on

the a'acuum principle.
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French Scientific
Objects found on the farm at Glozel, France, once
thought prehistoric, are now shown to be only a few
years old. Gigantic fakes unearthed by M.
Bayle of the Service de l'Identité Judiciare
By Count A. N. Mirzaoff

The spectrophotometer being used by M. Bayle for determining the degree
of chlorophyle absorption by various plants taken out of the Glozel tablets.

0

CE more science has come forward to the rescue
of a great scientific problem, and with mathematical
accuracy has exposed one of the most gigantic fakes
ever recorded in the annals of archeology. The controversy which has been raging, since 1926, over the supposed prehistoric antiquity of the objects discovered a few
years ago on a farm at Glozel, France, has been finally settled, thanks to modern mechanical processes of investiga-

tion.
A few years ago a pleasant looking French peasant boy
named Emil Fradin, while plowing on a hillside on a farm
at Glozel near Vichy, suddenly came across some stones and
bricks bearing curious hieroglyphic writings. His curiosity aroused he notified the local authorities; soon there was

a mob of scientists and prospectors, armed with picks and
shovels, digging furiously at this "prehistoric" spot.
Altogether the farm yielded some 3500 odd objects consisting of pottery, glass, arrowheads, and many small clay
tablets. These were placed in show cases in an improvised
museum in one of the Fradin's barns. However, the authenticity of this great discovery was not to be left unchallenged; for, soon after the excitement was over, there
arose a heated argument among French scientific societies.
The savants of the Ministry of Fine Arts and of the Institute de France were divided on the question of whether
the objects were actually relics of an extremely remote
period of civilization, or merely modern objects, purposely
planted in the place to defraud archeologists. The contro -

How science finally determined the age
of the Glozelian relics is shown here
in diagram and photographs.

A strong bit of evidence. A portion of a Glozel
tablet disintegrating in water. Photos taken at
intervals of twenty seconds. Note progress.

Microphotograph of a small tuft of moss and a
vegetable showing recent life. These fragments
were taken out of so-called antiques.
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Chart showing chlorophyle absorption of plants
at various ages.
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Sleuth Exposes

Glozel

Fraud

Glozel tablet
pierced by a grass
root supposedly to
show its old age.
A

The grandfather

versy grew so hot, that the group of scientists divided into
two opposing camps. Prof. Rene Dussaud, curator of the
Louvre, championed the argument of his colleagues, the antiGlozelians Dr. Salomon Reinach of the Institute de France
with Prof. Joseph Loth of the Collége de France became the
leaders of the pro-Glozelian group. The former insisted
that the objects were new and probably fabricated by the
Fradins and buried in their farm. While on the other hand
the latter group maintained that they were genuine, belonging to an unknown age. The matter finally was brought before the French Tribunal. Puzzled at how to settle this
delicate argument, the French Tribunal decided to assign
the job of passing the Solomonic judgment to M. Bayle,
police identification expert, of making a thorough scientific
investigation of the whole subject.
M. Bayle is well known for his previous work of identification in connection with the detection of crimes and frauds.
His work with the Paris judiciary police has been of exceptional help in solving some of the most baffling criminal
cases, and especially in the detection of spurious paintings,
which have been palmed off by unscrupulous dealers on
rich collectors and on museums.
M. Bayle spent a whole year in making thousands of experiments, before he was able to give a final verdict for
this greatest of all frauds in the history of archeology.
Thus, in a few words he says "that the inscribed tablets were
not more than five years old, and that some of them had
been in the earth only a short time." After the analysis,
M. Bayle arrived at the following conclusions. 1-That
chlorophyllous vegetable substance existed in several of the
so-called "Glozelian bricks" which showed that plant life
was of recent introduc(Continued on page
669)

of Emil Fradin
also implicated in
faking the Glozelian tablets. He
standing in
is
front of the barn, transformed into a temporary
museum which contains about
3,500 odd pieces.

One of the Glozelian tablets
over which there was so
much controversy as to its
authenticity. This contains
traces of grasses which spectroscopic analysis proves are
no older than the year 1920.

Objects seized in the Glozel museum were boxed
and sealed by the governmental authorities.

Examining a fragment of root
taken out of the soil in which
the tablets were buried. Photo
shows Professor Audollent, one
of the members of the French
Society of Antiquity.
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Photo shows a part of a
fragment taken from the
Glozel site near the city
of Nantes.
This shows
traces of cloth having
been applied to it. The
cloth is of recent weave
and machine woven. This
was another damaging
bit of testimony. All of
the evidence had to be so
specific that there could
be no dispute as to the
inferences drawn. Even
pro-Glozelians had to be
convinced.
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By Dr. G. H. Estabrooks
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Monkey and
Other Kinds

Do you know that Giants, Dwarfs and Premature Old Age are
all caused by faulty gland activity? And that your health, and
even your moods, are reflections of the conditions of your glands?
6 YEAR OLD

GIANT

CHILD

Disturbances in the glands of the human
body are responsible for many peculiarities in growth, health and disease.
For example, the pituitary is responsible
for making a child of six as old as a
man of sixty. Al disturbance here may
also be responsible for our giants, and
when occurring later in life, gives the condition known as acromegaly. The thyroid may
give us our cretins or produce goitre. The
adrenals secrete adrenalin, preparing the human being for violent physical exertion.
Gonad transplantation has demonstrated in
the rat and in some human cases that an old
man can be made young again.
When the
gonads have been removed, we get the contrast
between a horse and the animal in whom they are still
intact-the stallion. The latter presents a picture of
beauty and strength; the former-simply a slave of work.

WHEN the thirsty American citizen established the
institution of home-brew, he probably looked on it as
a novel idea. Actually nature had beaten him to it by
several millions of years, for in every animal and especially
in the human being there are a number of little distilleries.
These brew a line of stimulants, compared with which the
riost potent product of the amateur drink producer is a very
poor and weak article.
These little stills within the human body are called the
ductless glands and they are very important indeed to its
proper running. They give off substances which act in
much the same manner as very powerful drugs, and woe
betide the individual in whom one or more of these little

glands get out of order. The results run everywhere from
feeble-mindedness and insanity to actual death. Only very
slowly are we learning their true function and the story of
their work is a truly fascinating one.

The Thyroid Gland

TN

your throat and in front of your windpipe is a very
important body, the thyroid gland. It is this which becomes enlarged in the case of goitre. It gives off a substance called thyroxin, which is absolutely necessary to a
healthy body. For instance, every now and then a child is
born without a thyroid gland or (Continued on (page 652)
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Peculiar Ideas Inventors Patent
How Many of Them Are Impractical?
Makes You Taller?

Eliminate That Static!?

T-

á.

No More Seasickness!

ARE you troubled with static and fading? Just install this device. invented by George
William Cooper of

BATTERIES IN SERIES

West Harwich,

IRON BAND

Mass., and the static
will continue to roll

right in.

ONCE upon a time there was a
man upon whom all of the people
looked down. It reads like a fairy
tale, doesn't it-but it is true. This man
conceived the idea of making people
look up to him, so he built a body
stretcher and sold it through the U. S.
mails. The body stretcher was intended
to increase a person's height by inches.
The postal authorities stamped the device as fraudulent and closed the mails
to Mr. Glover. This body stretcher, invented by George Dobbins of Berkeley,
California, is used in the "science or
theory of tension therapy for health -giving purposes"-whatever that may be.

Tandem Aircraft

PLATE

AT FEET

The ring

of magnetic material
to which a wire
from the radio set is
connected is wound
with a coil of wire,
connected to
a source of

SEASICK -nauseous -consti-

pated-pfuff. A couple of dry
batteries, an iron band and a
plate, the former connected to the
head, the latter to the feet, and
the current courses through the
body, "normalizing the polarity
of certain extremities of the
nervous system which have been
so affected as to bring about a
reversal of the normal action of
organs controlled thereby." So
says George Fabyan of Geneva, Ill.,
who patented the system. The negative
terminal of the batteries must be connected to the feet

current

from a battery. A couple of perm a n e n t

magnets
and the

static vanishes-maybe.
The inventor says it
does, but then, one has
a right to his own opinions. Experts still say
that a static eliminator
has not been discovered.

!

Perpetual Motion at Last!!
THE age-old problem has
been solved
The U. S.
Patent Office will not issue a
patent on a perpetual motion machine, unless a working model
is submitted.
Here at last is
a perpetual -motion machine that
!

IF

seven planes can fly in
battle formation, why
not hook them all together
by means of a frame and
provide an air liner of large
capacity for freight or passengers? So reasons Frank
J. Jaeger of Toledo, Ohio,
and he promptly patented
the suggestion. If you ever
see this "gang" of planes in
flight. you will know who is responsible for the idea.
We wonder if it would not be just as cheap to build
large plane, capable of doing everything that this plane cana
do. at even a lesser expense and greater assurance of safety!

:

'e=p
-,

motes. As will be seen, it is an
endless chain made up of floats,
on one side of which the floats
pass through a glass tube of
water. Here "there is an urge
for the float in the
tube to rise." However, Mr. Frank Tatay
of New York, who NOZZLES

patented this inven- FOR AIR
tion as a window display, has
made provision for urging the
floats to rise, by supplying a
source of compressed air supply,
exhausting through nozzles in the
wheel spokes and by reaction drivAIR
ing the mechanism. That lets him out.

No More Auto Collisions!

CAMERA SHOWING
PLATE.

TUBE

SUPPLY

Or This Camera Will Snap You

!

CAMERA

GLASS

BAM "Someone crashed into the rear of this car,"
exclaims the passenger. "Don't worry about it,"
says the owner, "I've already photographed him." And
so he has, by gum
Arranged in the rear of the car, a
camera is suitably mounted. This camera releases its
shutter at the moment of collision. At night time a flashlight also goes off. What happens if the offending driver
backs up and gets away is not explained. It is obvious
that from the position of the camera it is quite impossible to take a photo of the license plate and the tops of
many cars look alike. Will this device tell who was at
fault, even if a very clear photograph of the smashup is
taken? May not the shutter operate too quickly to show,
in the photograph, the extent of the injuries sustained ?
This device is the invention of Thomas Taylor of
!

VIEW OBTAINED BY

WATER

Chicago, Ill.
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. QUARTS
ALCOHOL

. QUARTS

WATER.

Two quarts of alcohol and two gr arts of water are here
shown, arranged to test whether the expression "two and
two make four" is true. Just what quantity do you obtain in
the last vessel?

The apparatus is set up as shown above. Any change in
temperature in the salt water will be noted on the thermometer.

Can you

Solve

Scientific Puzzles?

these

By Ernest K. Chapin, M.A.
Steam and Salt Water
SET up apparatus as shown in the

Do Two and Two Make Four?
FROM our earliest recollections, we
have always been taught that two
and two made four until it became a
matter of blind faith. But do two and
two always make four? Carefully
measure two quarts of water and two
quarts of alcohol. Mix the water with

diagram. The temperature of the
water will not rise above 212 degrees Fahrenheit and steam at the same
temperature will pass into the salt water.
Will the temperature of the salt water,
which has been previously heated to 212
degrees F., change, and if so, how and
why?

the alcohol and what have you ?

Is the Sea Level?
SCIENTIFIC experiments have

The Weight of an Hour Glass

shown that water seeks its own level.
It is impossible to conceive, therefore,
of a continuous body of water that is
not level. All the oceans are connected
together at some point on the earth, so

AN hour glass is balanced on a sensitive scale, as shown. When the
particles of sand are suspended in the

air, they should subtract from the aggre-

Making a bottleful of fog.

\ie
The hour glass is carefully balanced on the
scale and then turned over to permit the
sand to run.

gate weight of the hour glass. Will the
hour glass weigh .the same when the
sand is flowing as it does when the sand
is not flowing ?

Fanning a Thermometer
WE all

A Bottleful of Fog
AR is pumped from a regular air
pump into a bottle containing a
little water. The pressure is increased
until the stopper blows out. Why does
the bottle become filled with a thick

fog?

Can You Sing Chords?
CAN a person sing several different
notes at the same time, that is, can
he sing a chord-or does he sing a pure
note of but one frequency?

use fans to cool ourselves

off when we are hot, and they

work quite well. If you .fan a thermometer, will its reading change?

-

/

117//Oar/(

PACIFIC OCEAN

%///////irryryy
ATLANTIC OCEAN

Is this picture showing a cross-section of
the land between the two oceans and the
ocean levels drawn correctly?
we may refer to them as continuous
bodies of water. Is the sea level along
the Pacific coast the same as that along
the Atlantic coast in the same latitude?

When Does Motor Take Most

Current?

WHEN does a washing machine
draw more power, when it is running fast or when it is running slowly?
Why should the speed affect the amount
of power drawn?

Alf*
IIIIII=illllllllllllllllll

'

Fanning a thermometer to see whether
there is any change in temperature.

NI

Is the singer shown in the picture singing
notes of one frequency or are the notes he
is singing of several frequencies?
See page 650 for answers to these puzzles.
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The man is shown watching the meter as
the speed of the motor varies. What does
he learn from these observations?
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They're

Off
To

Perfect
Start

a

New Systems for Aiding the
Start, Photographing the Finish
and Recording Horse's Heart B eats
INTO what

fields of sport
and effort won't science
enter ? [t comes even to the
aid of those who are interested
in the development of the racing
of horses, as a valuable savant.
For example. American sportsmen were not slow to see the
advantages of the new Australian starting gate, and promptly
imported one of these and installed it at the race track at
Belmont Park, Long Island.
This starting gate is shown in
the illustrations at the top of this
page.
Essentially, the system consists of a series of cable strands,
which cross the starting line. These
tapes are all connected together and fastened to a carriage that rides up in a
suitable guide. The guide is released
by an electromagnetic release mechanism, operated by pushing the button on
a pear-shaped switch held in the starter's hand. The gate, when released,
rises upward fapidly and moves away
from the horses.
At this same track, for the first time,
novel time recorder was used. This is

The barrier, a new
"starting gate" for race
tracks, was recently installed at Belmont Park
track on Long Island.
Above, horses at the
get -away; left, showing
how the gate is released by electricity and
slides rep
in the form of an accurate stop -watch

with a transparent face of celluloid, set
against the plate in the camera. When
the shutter is "clicked" to take the picture of the finish, the watch dial image
is reproduced on the camera plate. The
photo on this page shows "Blue Larkspur" beating "African," winning the
rich "Belmont" stakes, in the time of
2 :32 4/5 seconds.
Some race horses get better care than
humans. At the race tracks today one
can find the latest in electro -cardiographs being applied to horses to see if
they are fit. This instrument records
the heart -beats of the animals and
skilled veterinaries interpret the results.
Two of the electrodes are applied to the
horse's forelegs and the third encircles
the body. One might well wonder if the
nervous horse makes the best racer.
Determining the soundness
and fitness of horses by getting a heart record of a thoroughbred with the new portable electro -cardiograph.

A transparent watch dial, placed close
to the plate of the camera, shows on

the printed picture the exact time of
the start and finish of a race.
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Above we see a
close-up of the

new starting

gate, designed
to remedy t h e
difficulty usually

encountered at
starting. Right,
a close-up of the
mechanism.
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How Far Can We See?

In triangulation work between France and the Isle of Corsica, an
officer of the French Geodetic Survey established a line 271 kilometers or approximately 168 miles long.

"The longest observed line" in the United States has been made from
helioscope stations situated respectively on the tops of Mt. Shasta
and Mt. St. Helena, in California, 192 miles long.

TTIE report of an officer in the French Geodetic Survey
department states that in triangulation work between
rance and the Isle of Corsica he established a line
approximately 168 miles long, "the longest geodetic ray hitherto
secured." Dr. Wm. Bowie, of the U. S. Geodetic Survey,

miles long, they were merely estimates made from pointing on
the visible outlines of peaks against the sky.
No doubt remains of the exactness of the measurements thus
obtained as to the range of human vision aided by instruments placed on the earth's surface. The observations which
were made by the French engineers were made with lamps at

I

declares that there are other lines of vision longer than that
claimed by the Frenchman. As a proof he cites the line
between Mt. St. Helena and Mt. Shasta, a distance equal to
192 miles. This is "the longest observed line" in the United
States and was made with helioscopes using mirrors 12 in.
in diameter. This was officially reported by the United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey in the year 1880.
In the reports of the trigonometrical survey of northern
India it is said that the longest side of a triangle used in computation was only 62.7 miles, and although some of the lines
for determining geographical positions were more than 200

night. They are remarkable, since the line established was for
most of its length over water, where the atmosphere is scarcely
ever as clear as between the peaks of high mountains. "However," states Dr. Bowie, "it is evident that the United States
holds the record for the longest line observed in triangulation."
The human factor must enter into consideration, for the
faculty of attention and the individual power of vision will vary
in different observers. In considering the ability of the eye
to recognize objects at a distance, we must consider two limitations imposed by the earth, namely, the curvature of its surface
and the density of the atmosphere.

Can You Answer These Science Questions?
science can be

general
HE following questions
carefully read the articles
answered, if
Iappearing
the pages mentioned. Practically
on

you have

on

no one

today considers themselves well read unless they possess
a fair knowledge of scientific subjects. Here are the

questions:
1-What is the Autogiro?

How small a space can this
machine stop in? (See page 580.)
2-Can you explain in simple fashion just how a catapult
hurls an airplane into the air? (See page 588.)
3-How many fighting planes does Uncle Sam's latest aircraft carrier hold? (See page 589.)
4-On its recent trip around the world, did the Graf Zeppelin pass over Constantinople? Name five cities on its
route. (See page 590.)
S-What is the scientific name of the invisible rays which
Mr. Baird, famous British television inventor, employs in
his night -vision apparatus? (See page 591.)
6-If you were given the problem of lighting signs placed
on the underside of an airplane's wings, without outlining
letters in electric lights or Neon tubes, how would you
accomplish the result? (See page 593.)
7-How do airplanes engage and disengage themselves
from a dirigible while in flight? (See page 595.)
8-Describe one method whereby ghostly voices can be
produced in a spiritualistic trumpet séance? (See page
596.)

9-Where

do real "teddy bears" grow?

How does the

mother bear carry her young offspring?

(See page 602.)
of oil
burners for use in house heating furnaces? (See page 603.)
11-How did a famous French scientist expose the gigantic
"Glozel" fraud by means of a special instrument known
as a spectrophotometer? (See page 606.)
12-Name two results liable to happen from an improperly functioning thyroid gland? Where is the pituitary
gland located and what happens if it fails to function
properly? (See page 608.)
13-If you mix two quarts of water with two quarts of alcohol, do you obtain a mixture consisting of four quarts in
volume? (See page 610.)
14-íf you want to test an engine bearing for tightness or
fit, and you cannot get at the bearing directly, how would
you go about making such a test with simple apparatus?
(See page 614.)
15-In making an animated "home movie" of the cartoon
type, how would you get the effect of an owl blinking its
eyes? (See page 617.)
16-What simple electrical device would you employ to
close a window when it started to rain during the night
for example? (See page 618.)
17-What simple chemical can be employed to whiten kid
gloves when you are washing them? (See page 625.)
18-How were television images recently transmitted by
means of invisible rays? What kind of rays were used,
and what sort of sensitive receiving device intercepted
the ray pulsations? (See page 629.)

10-Can you describe clearly at least two types
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Relativity and Common Sense
What is a Geodesic? Can You Explain the Fourth Dimension?
Is Gravitation a Pull or a Push?
By Donald H. Menzel, Ph.D.
Lick Observatory, Mount Hamilton, Calif.
" `I f seven maids with seven mops
Sz_'ept it for half a year,

What Is a Geodesic?

suppose,' the walrus said,
'That they could get it clear?'
'I do..ibt it,' said the carpenter,
led shed a bitter tear."
-Lewis Carroll
THERE are times, during the
period that I have been writing
this series of articles on relativity,
that I have been inclined to the carDo

_1,ou

penter's pessimistic outlook. But of late
the sky seems to he clearing, and it
seems that these expositions are accomplishing the purpose for which they
were intended. My correspondents are
increasing in number all the time, but
their questions are becoming fewer and
fewer. Among the queries I have received, one in particular has been asked
by many persons. The following excerpt
from a letter will explain what it is:
"You say that gravitation
is an illusion; that no force is
felt by an object falling
freely in space. It would
¡Tyra
seem to me that the motion is
clue to the force. Please explain your viewpoint more

R-Not so fast. Don't jump

at conNo, I do not claim that
the earth's path is straight in the sense
you mean. To be more accurate, the
earth's path is a geodesic.
L.-What in the world is that?
R.-It is a term used by mathematicians to denote the maximum or minimum distance between two points.
L.-Is not a straight line a geodesic?
R.-Yes, indeed. But all geodesics
are not "straight lines" in space. I
must remind .you again that Relativity
deals with four dimensions-three of
space, and one of time.
L.-Four dimensions Every time
you mention them my head starts to
go round.
R.-That is only because you are
trying to make it more difficult and complicated than it
really is. There you stami.
,
I can describe you in three

clusions.

Fig. 1. The earth's path in space is a
geodesic. Its path is like this illustration.

motion is simple-much simpler than
Newton's. It reminds one of the statement I just made about people.
L.-That planets move so as to take
the shortest possible path? Would you
have us believe that Nature is lazy.

F,_ro

I0¡i

_

!

dimensions if you like-the
geometrical proportions of
your face and figure, say.
fully."
But there is one obvious thing
Fig.
2.
A
space-time
picture
of
a
house.
The human mind canI take pleasure in turning
lacking. I might well have
not
visualize
time.
You
cannot
picture
all at once the entire
this task over to your three
been discussing a statue. You
history of a house from the time of its construction.
old friends, the Relativist, the
move. Before I have half
Physicist, and the Layman, who are
Physicist-Don't try to tell me that finished my description you have altered
engaged in earnest conversation:
planets
travel in straight lines. You considerably. The difficulty is obvious.
*
*
*
1 think.
I must describe you in time as
know very well that the earth's orbit in
Layman-If gravitation is an illusion, space is more like this. (Fig 1.)
well as space for the very reason that
what law do you substitute for it ?
you exist. That is why time and space
&
Relativist-The law proare so bound up together.
posed by relativity is essenEverything is four-dimentially simple; let me dissional. Einstein's chief concuss it by analogy. From
tribution to philosophical
knowledge and observation, a
thought was his formal proof
student of human behavior
(mathematical, of course)
might he able to predict
that it is absolutely impossible
certain things about the moveto separate completely time
ments of humanity as a
and space.
When
a
train
suddenly
stops,
anyone
on
it
or in it, is
whole. He probably would
To g o back then to our
thr i wn forward, as though attracted by a force.
not predict with any exactoriginal question. You were
ness the actions of animate objects.
defining a geodesic.
But all of us are more or less lazy.
R.-Oh, yes. Speaking somewhat inWho will make three trips up and
exactly, I might say that a relativity
down the stairs when two will do?
geodesic is a four-dimensional straight
A scientific mind might express
line. There is one marked difference.
this tendency of human nature in the
Where your straight line is often destatement: "People move in such a
fined as the shortest distance between
manner that they traverse a minimum
two points, in relativity a geodesic is
mount of space in satisfying their de the longest.
.sires." What those desires are and how
P.-That sounds like metaphysics to
they arise cannot be foretold.
me. I can't picture what the longest
P.-But what has this to do with
path would look like.
relativity ?
R.-In somewhat the same manner, Fig. 4. A correspondent writes . . "Here
Space -Time Image of a House
relativity enables the astronomer to preI am at Buffalo, you at Mount Hamilton.
dict how and where any object-say a
-You're not supposed to picture
We both stick out from the earth in difplanet or comet-will move. The actual
IX.. it. You can't, for the simple reaferent directions: there must be a force
calculation of the path is not easy, but
attracting us toward the center of the son that the human mind is not able to
the relativistic law that governs the
earth."
But is there such a force?
visualize time. (Continued on page 660)
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STRIP COVERS A BAND OF
PAINT LENGTHWISE THE CAR

By George A. Luers
DO YOU KNOW-the car top should not be washed with gasoline, whisked or rubbed vigorously, which treatment would make
the cover porous, leaky and cause rotting. A thin coat of top
dressing each six months, carefully flowed under the binding strips
at the edges, will maintain the top in watertight condition and
preserve it.

EXTRA WIPER

TIE

ROO

ROLL OF CHEAP GUMMED
STRIP ADHESIVE IS USED AS
GUIDE AND
SHIELD.

--

--z_

-

CARRYING BODY PAINT ALONG
EDGES OF STRIP GIVES AN EVEN
AND UNIFORM STRIPE

AREA SWEPT BY
MODIFIED WIPER

r LI

HORIZONTAI
BLADE

I`I!li=

Large Area Wiper
THIN METAL FOLDED.

t7'%

,iyix

/,ï

YLE'ALE

"DETAIL

LOBES STRIP

FARTS OF

PIVOT

WASHEI-S

(0)

END VIEW

Areir.ri.e.';iar.
OF

BLADE

VA,

ii:i.i

ASSEMBLY OF PIVOT JA

ARRANGED FOR PIVOT

WHERE a car is equipped
with an automatic or
hand -type windshield wiper,
it is possible to connect up a
second wiper on the opposite
side of the windshield. The
windshield can be wiped for
a much increased area, if
these two wipers are joined
by. a third blade placed in a
horizontal position as indicated. A slight tilt of the
lower blade so that the water
is scraped downward increases the effectiveness of
the blade.

PAINT IS CARRIED ALONG BE FWEEN TWO STRIPS OF
ADHESIVE,WHEN DOUBLE OR THIN STRIPES ARE DESIRED.

Painting Stripes on Auto
PAINTING stripes on the bodies of
automobiles without a guide is too
much of a task for untrained painters.
An effective guide can be made with
ordinary gummed strip adhesive which
is moistened and pasted along the
length of the car. It is easy to remove this paper after the painting is
done.

RIGHT SIDE OF CAR SHOWING AWNING IN PLACE

31.111111111.111111111

Rear Axle Troubles Indicated
BREAKAGE of gears, universal
joints, bearings, or differential
parts are usually preceded by noisy
operation of the car. In the accompanying drawing, the points in the
rear axle which require adjustment and

SCREWED
CONNECTION

¡_.

PRESSURE FEED

f

0 L DUCT THROUGH
CRANKSHAFT

renewal most frequently are shown.
Use this to check up with when the
car clashes heavily or jerks loudly
when driving.

rrrflfft.

D
OOMR

\A
TO HOLD AWNING

AWNING

FELT STRIP
FOR 6LÁ55

SMALL
PRESSURE
GAUGE

N

L

CONNECTION IS MADE
WITH A SLEEVE FITTING

METAL 15
FOLDED AS SHOWN
FINISHED IN BLACK ENAMEL
DR COLOR

PATTERN

FOR

AWNING

SCREW FEED

TYPE
OF OIL GUN

-k- MOTH

OTH OF DOOR GLASS CASING

Tin Car Awnings

Tire Gauge Checks Bearings
TO check ,fitted crankshaft and connecting rods in an engine, a small
pressure gauge is connected to an oil
gun with connections which would fit
into the oil tube connections of the
bearings. Loose bearings cause a rapid
drop of pressure.
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XCELLENT side awnings that are

not so conspicuous as the canvas
type can be made from sheet tin and
painted the same color as the car body.
The shape of these guards follows
along the lines of the front shield visor.
Stiff paper patterns are made as shown
by the sketch and these are fitted. The
beet tin is cut from these patterns.
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The Demon's Treasure Chest
how rabbits and
handkerchiefs can
be taken out of
an empty case.

No. 75 of

This shows how the Demon's Treasure
Chest effect is presented. The sides of the
box are on hinges, and when the box is
held up, it can be shown empty from both
the front and back. One side of the box
has a triangular compartment, housing the
load. This can be moved back and forth
under cover of a turning movement.

a

Series

The Obedient Card
THE magician passes a deck of cards
around for examination.

These are

shuffled and returned. He requests a
spectator to pick one at random, note the

The Disintegrating Box

Anti - Prohibition Demonstration

N this effect an egg is shown and examined. On being returned to the
magician, he puts it in a box just big
enough to house it, closes the cover, and
a moment later shows the box empty.
Secret A rubber egg is substituted for
the real egg. During the act of closing
the box a flap is raised which squeezes
the egg between the double -back cover.
A catch holds the tin flap in place.

THE wizard

is often called upon to
produce a drink or two to quench the
thirst of visiting friends, so he secures
a glass and covers it by a paper cylinder.
Moving his wand around on the inside
of the cylinder to produce the necessary
mesmeric passes, he withdraws the
paper coveting and raises the glass
brimful of any drink he may have decided upon. The explanation lies in the
fact that the wand contains the liquid.

:

FRONT
OF BOX

PAPER

CYLINDER
HOLLOW

WAND

.w

PLUG`

!f' hen the box is all folded together, the
magician inserts his hand and withdraws
live animals, ribbons, silks, and the like.
The detail view shows how the feke is
hinged to allow for the examination of the
box when unfolded. The feke is always
moved to the side away from the audience.

suit, return it, and shuffle the deck. The
deck is picked up between the fingers of
the magician's outstretched hand, and
dropped into a small wooden box. The
spectator is now asked to name the card.
As he does so, the card called slowly
rises up, pushing up the cover of the
box. Secret The card is forced, a
duplicate being contained in a compartment built in the box as the diagram
shows. The string does the work.
:
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How to Sand, Grind and Polish_ on the Lathe
Home Wood Turning
Article No. 16
in a Series

ByH.L
Weatherby
Fastening the sandpaper in place on a
sanding cylinder.

Sanding small, flat pieces on a sandpaper
disc.

centers to the desired diameter. For
small curves this should, of course, be
a small cylinder and for larger work
it should be of greater -diameter. A
tapered piece may be turned for special sanding. When this cylinder has
been turned it is only necessary to cut
a groove with sides that slant in, as
the drawing indicates, and cut a strip
of wood to fit it loosely, this piece to
hold the paper down and itself to be
ishing, for grinding, and for veining.
Besides these operations, no doubt the Sanding concave edges is an easy thing to held in place with about three counterdo on a lathe.
sunk screws. The edges of the groove
readers of these articles have discovshould be rounded to prevent cutting of
ered many other uses to which the
lathe may be put, and the author would be very glad to have the paper. To mount the sandpaper, cut it to the approximate
these suggestions in the form of pencil sketches or carefully size, wrap tightly around the cylinder and fasten the wooden
written explanation. One dollar each will be paid for any strip in place, holding the paper securely and smoothly.
For flat sanding of small articles, a piece of paper may be
of these suggestions that can be used. Due credit will be
given and they will be published when enough of them have glued to a flat circular piece of Nvood on a face plate; or it
may be tacked around the edges or a wire clamp May be used
been received to warrant another artici e similar to this one.
to hold it in place.
Simply send your sugFor flat sanding of
gestions in, being sure
larger pieces the writer
to address the writer,
has used a home-made
in care of SCIENCE
drum sander similar to the
AND INVENTION Magone illustrated. A large
azine.
cylinder of wood, mounted
to a face plate with some
Sanding on the
sort of a table on which to
Lathe
slide the work over is
about all there is to it.
PERHAPS the opThe sandpaper can be pureration that the
chased in large sizes from
average wood worker

THE lathe in the home workshop

can be made to perform a great
many things that the average
worker does not realize can be done
with it. Besides regular spindle and
face -plate turning operations, which
have been rather fully covered in this
series, we can use the lathe for sanding flat and curved surfaces, for boring and drilling, for buffing and pol-

will perform most
often on the lathe, besides that of regular

A

drill mounted in a chuck makes
short work of drilling or boring.

FILE SLIGHTLY SLANTING
TO FORM SHARP CUTTERS

veining tool for use on the
lathe can be made by filing the
head of a wood screw to form
two slanting cutters as shown.
This must be mounted in a
chuck with a guide to keep the
cut at proper distance from the
A

edge or end of the work.

turning, is sanding.
Sanding of concave
curved surfaces can
be done particularly
well with a sandpaper covered cylinder. and smoothing
up of these surfaces
is one of the hardest
operations to perform successfully by
hand.
To make a cylinder for this purpose,
it is only necessary
to t u r n a

straight

cylinder between

An emery wheel
mounted on a
lathe with water
for cooling the
tool.

the mill and
should be held
in place as described for the
smaller cylinder. A felt
covering glued
to this cylinder
will give a better surface on
which to mount

the paper.

Polishing wheels for metal work are made
from wood with a leather or emery covering.
Cloth buffing wheels are used for fine polishing and wire brushes can be used for rough
cleaning up of metal.

This would be rather heavy for a small lathe.
(Continued on page 648)
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Home Movies
"Hallowe'en Movie" in Animated Style
Is Easily Made by the Amateur in
the Manner Here Explained.
By Don Bennett
Th

ments complete a step in walking. Felix
in walking will move his arms and legs,
his head and tail will keep still. The
animator then makes a drawing of
Felix's head, body and tail on the paper.
He then prepares eight celluloids, each
with the arms and legs a little more
advanced than in the previous drawing.
When photographed, the paper drawing

simple

e

apparatus

necessary for
making animated "home
movie" cartoons, including the lights
and camera stand,
are here shown.
IO"

WHYTE MOON
PAIN-ED ON SLIDE

HELLO, Mr. Jones. Any new
stunts today ?"
"Why, hello there, stranger.
I haven't seen you in several weeks.
Another vacation so soon ?"
"Well, not exactly a vacation, but I
heard that there were some fine color
subjects up -state and I took a run up
there to try out my new color lens. By
the way, I'm planning a Hallowe'en
party and I'd like to pull something
novel. What could you suggest?"
"Well-it's rather hard to make a
playlet with Hallowe'en characters in it,
because they're all caricatures, but how
about making a cartoon, an animated
one?"
"That's too much iyork for anyone
who is as poor an artist as I am. You
have to be good to make cartoons."
"Not the way I make them, Mr.
Blake. I only make a few drawings and
they serve for quite a lot of footage. I
use jointed figures and photograph them
ill silhouette."
"That's an idea, all right. Could you
give me an idea of how to use that
method for the party?"
"Certainly, but before I start, maybe
you'd like to see these photos a friend
of mine just sent me on how the big
cartoons are made. Yes ? Here they
are. The way they make these films is
to sketch out an idea and make a few
sample drawings for the continuity.

)1

0

.

o

0

0

0

0000
THUMBTACKS

LANTERN

o

J(MOVAABLE)
GUIDE STRIP
FIXED

o

o

o

WITCH AND
CAT,(MOVABLE)

WHITE

SPOTS
STARS

REPRESENTING

FIXED CELLULOID

SLIDING
CELLULOID 36"x9"

CELLULOID

THIN CARD

BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND

SLIDING

BASE BOARD

CELLULOID
GUIDE STRIP
on which the scenery is painted, is

The method of arranging the moving celluloid strip
clearly illustrated in the above picture, together with the construction details for the
base -board.

Then the animator gets to work and
sketches the outlines of the figures
(Fig. l -A). You'll notice in this photo
that he is using a special board with two
pilot pins at the top. All the paper he
uses has corresponding holes punched
along the edge so that the consecutive
drawings are in perfect registration.
Also note that he is sketching on a
piece of celluloid laid over the base

board and the "cells" are
laid in rotation over the paper, each
one being photographed in turn, a frame
is put on the

Photo Courtesy Movie Makers

Here the artist is outlining the sketch of
"Felix" in ink.

Fig. 1-B.

drawing. This celluloid represents a
great time saving, as on it are drawn
the moving parts, while the base parts
of the drawing are drawn only once, on
the paper. For example in this drawing Felix seems to be walking. A rule
of animation provides that eight move :

Filling in the outline with black ink, the
final step before photographing. Fig. 1-C.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Animating Pat Sullivan's famous "Felix the
Cat"; artist is drawing on celluloid sheet,
using drawing on paper underneath as a
guide.

Fig. 1-A.

of film for every drawing. This group
of eight is used over and over as long
as the movement continues. If Felix
turns his head to look back, another base
drawing, or possibly another whole set
of eight, must (Continued on page 643)
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STOP

AUXILIARY

C.

WINDING

kj

MAIN
WINDING

SPRING

MAIN SWITCH
6/32 FLEXIBLE

LOCK FOR SIDE DOOR

STEEL CABLE

OF GARAGE

SWITCH TRIP

SWITCH TRIP

2

1/ow Mr. Pyle opens and closes his garage doors.

You Can
(DOOR

DOORI
OPENED

Garage doors are

ELECTRIC

CLOSED

electricallyTr--

DETAIL OF
REVERSING SWITCH

opened and closed when wired up as shown.

Mr. Pyle Explains Clearly How He Makes
Doors, Rock the Baby Carriage, Close

By W. R. Pyle
1/cad of Physics Department, Wilmington College, Wilmington,
Ohio.

convenient yet inexpensive pieces of apparatus can
constructed for use in the home whereby electricity performs many monotonous tasks not usually as-

\I:\NV

easily be

signed to it.
In addition to the common electrical appliances why not an
electrical baby rocker, electrical garage door control, electric fan
cut-off, electric mechanism to close the bedroom windows and
open the heat register et cetera?

Electric Baby Rocker

Pr HE

The clock shown in the picture above turns
fan at any predetermined time
for which it is set.

off electric

HS V.
AC
SALT IN
NON-METAL
CONTAINER

FLEXIBLE
CORD

PLUNGER
l5/8" DIAM.
y

-PIIIIIIIIIIIII

PLUNGER

1

BACK OF CLOCK
NOTCH
IN

SASH

SOLENOID

PLUNGER
5/8" DIA.

300 TURNS

N°I8

KNOB FOR
INSERTING

TRIP

PLUNGER
INTO NOTCH

SHUTTER
KNOB

essential parts of the electric baby rocker are the speedreducing belts and pulleys, motor, crank wheel, connecting slat
and coupling shoe, all of which are shown in the photograph at
1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. All the pulleys and axles are wood while
the crank wheel and axle are metal. For belts the automobile fan
belts prove very satisfactory and they are readily available.
A % h.p. induction motor supplies abundant power and with
very little noise. The writer's experience has indicated that the
slight purring sound of the motor is entrancing instead of annoying to the sleepy infant. Incidentally the motor constitutes the
major expense as well as contributes about nine -tenths of the
weight to the rocker. This weight (about 35 lbs.) proves
advantageous since the rocker will remain stationary due to
its own weight if rubber knobs are placed at the corners
of the base.
The coupling shoe, which by means of a thumb screw is
quickly and easily attached to the bed -on -wheels or the baby
carriage, is fastened to the connecting slat by a rubber shock
absorber. The absorber is made from a piece of heavy inner
tube and thus the reversal of the motion is gently effected.
The accompanying drawing illustrates the plan view of
the rocker while the photograph shows the wooden box in
which the rocker is installed. The front and back of the box
are made of thin laminated board.
The device made portable by the handle on top of the box
can be attached to any electrical outlet.

Electric Garage Door Control

SPRING

WINDOW

HEAT

REGISTER

.In alarm clock, plus a few,
electro -magnets, causes the window to close
and the heater damper

to be opened.

THE simple electric garage door control shown in the
photograph consists of a reversing switch lever at 1; a

trip lever at 2 which trips the main switch when the doors
are open; a trip lever at 3 which releases the main switch
when the doors are closed; the main switch at 4; a control
cable at 5 by means of which the main switch can be actu-
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MAIN

DOOR-,

SWITCH TRIP 3

DOOR

GARAGE WALL

-

.-*

SW ITCH
TO
CONTROL POINTS

LEVER

REVERSING

SWITCH

SWITCH
TRIP

SASH PULLEY

Reach out, press lever, and the garage doors open.

Top view of garage doors and the
ingenious rope and
drum arrangement
by means of which

Make These

S

E RVA

SASH CORD CABLE

TS

SPLIT PHASE 60...
115 VOLT. Y4 H.R
INDUCTION.
MOTOR

the doors are

opened or closed,
small I/,' h.p. in-

21

duction motor
drives the drum.

Electricity Open and Close His Garage
the Windows, and Turn On the Heat.
ated either for opening or closing the doors; a drum at 6;
and the speed -reducing mechanism and motor at 7.
A cable can be run from the main switch to any number of
control points. The writer has found it convenient to have a
control point on a post about 30 feet in front of the garage,
at the edge of the drive, where it is accessible from the
driver's seat. Two control points are inside the garage, one
accessible from the driver's seat when the car is in the
garage, the other at a point which is just inside of the small
side door of the garage.
If the doors are to be opened the main switch is closed
from some control point and held closed about two seconds.
During this time the motor rotates the drum which by means
of the cable starts opening the doors. When they are open
slightly the switch trip 3 (see above diagram) allows the
switch lock to drop down, thus locking the main switch until
the doors, when almost open, strike switch trip 2, releasing
the main switch and stopping the doors.
The doors when open also lift the lever of the reversing
switch, thence reversing the polarity of the auxiliary winding of the split -phase motor.
Now if the main switch is again held closed for two seconds. the motor will run in the reverse direction and when the
doors are slightly closed, switch trip 2 allows the main
switch to be locked again, until the door strikes switch trip
3 and again opens the main switch.
Further, when the doors are slightly closed, the compression spring reverses the polarity of the auxiliary winding
again, but since the motor has already started, the auxiliary
winding has been disconnected by the centrifugal cut-out inside the motor and the motor will continue to rotate in the
same direction, until it is stopped when the doors are closed.
Then the next time the main switch is closed the motor will
rotate in the reverse direction and proceed to open the doors
again.
The accompanying drawing shows clearly how the drum
pays out the cable as fast as it winds it up, thus being able to
open or close the doors, depending on the direction of rotation.
The doors require seven seconds for either opening or
closing, and will either open or close the doors 171 times for
one penny's worth of electricity at 10c per kw.hr. Snow
does not hinder the operation of the doors, since they open
.in. The writer buried a pipe under the drive -way through
which the main switch could be actuated by the wheel of the
car running over a small trip, but sleet and snow prevented
its use in the winter. The manual control is satisfactory at
all times.
The door on the reader's right in the exterior view of the

PLATFORM
FASTENED TO JOISTS

Rocking baby to sleep
by electric motor is
the ultra modern

way, according to
Mr. Pyle. The accompanying illustration, together with
diagram below,
shows how anyone, a little handy
with tools, can rig
electric
up an
attachrocking
ment for any baby
carriage.

garage is a stationary fake one, and
was built only for
symmetry of appear-

ance. A small door
on the side of the

garage next to the

house is unlocked by
merely pressing a
button just outside
of the door. (See
diagram.) The push
button actuates a
solenoid which pulls
the latch.
To lock the garage
at night it is only
necessary to push a
switch in the kitchen
which cuts off the
power to the large
doors as well as the
side door.
A common alarm
clock attached to
electrical device s
makes possible re (Continued on page
658)
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Top-Diagramatic

view of electric
rocking attachment
for baby carriage.
A RUBBER SHOCKABSORBER CONNECTS
SHOE TO CRANK SLAT.

ATTACH TO.
BED ON WHEELS
OR TO
BABY CARRIAGE
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Electric Sander Makes Wood -Finishing Easy
First Prize $10.00
RUBBER HOSE

FLANGE

PIPE

HANDLE BAR GRIP

OAK
GROOVE

BAND

)

.-RUBBER
HOSE

FLATTENED

MOTOR

HANDLE

RIVETED

SWITCH

FLANGE

Hints

for

A "Rubber" Sandpaper Block
ASIMPLE sandpaper block which
takes only a few minutes to construct can he macle from a block of
rubber of the desired size. Rubber for

this purpose may be obtained from old
discarded truck tires or bumper blocks.
Slits should be made in the end as shown
and sharp pointed nails driven through
to hold the sandpaper. The spring of
the rubber clamps the sandpaper securely.

SET SCREW
TONGUES

WOOD DISC

CLAMPING RING

gIi111
I1111114WR4tA11U23111111Pag11II111231
T

FLATTENED

t

BOLTED

`SAND PAPER

DETAIL OF MOTOR HOLDER
The constructional details of the sander are shown in the diagram above.
dimensions will depend upon the size of the motor available.

FOR the amateur carpenter and cabi-

net maker nothing is so tedious as
to polish a surface to a velvety smoothness, using sandpaper and elbow grease.
If you have electric power, a nice little
sanding machine can be constructed as
shown that will impart a beautiful finish
to both hard and soft woods, and do it
in a minimum of time with little effort.
A small
to 1/12 H. P. motor will
be necessary for the power, either AC
or DC, according to the current available.
The sanding disc consists of a hardwood disc, preferably of oak or ash.
It will be found that only a light
pressure is necessary with this sander.
Hold vertically, using both hands, and
wipe spinning disk across the grain and
then with it in circular movements.
Only a few minutes will he required to
do work that would otherwise have required much greater time.

/
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RUBBER

The

A Sliding Light Bracket
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SAND PAPER
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Grinding and Buffing Wheel
inexpensive grinder and buffing

structed from discarded pieces of pipe
and an old floor flange used as a base
for it.
The T serves as a support for the
shaft and the two bearings which are
constructed by babbiting two smaller
pieces of piping and fitting them to the
T which is supported by another piece
of pipe screwed into the T and fastened

rilll!IIII
SLIDE

RUBBER

xvheel filling all the reuirements
for a small workshop may be con-

ROD

.,Illlllllilllllllllllll

SAND PAPER

__\11111

It will be noticed that the sandpaper
disks are toothed all around the edge
for a depth of about one inch. This
will allow the paper to fit closely and
snugly to the disk face. Use 00 sandpaper for all particular work and No. 1
for ordinary sur facing.-L. B. Robbins.
FLAT CURTAIN

`,

FIG.I

I

to a floor flange as a base.
The shaft may be made from scrap
cold rolled steel. Sufficient details are

III

Dff==0

supplied in the drawing to permit the
completion of this grinder.

How to Point Dowels
0
I

`

It is hardly possible to construct a
simpler or cheaper light bracket that is
so convenient as the one shown above.

THE inconvenience of having

Ibove is shown the construction of
the dowel pointer and several samples
of the work done.

ASIMPLE dowel pointer can he

made with a block of wood, the
blade of a plane, and -an ordinary carpenter's clamp. This will have many
uses around the workshop.

a con-

nection cord dangling over the
work bench can be easily clone away
with by using a sliding bracket that is
easily mounted on the wall over the
bench. Secure a length of old flat curtain rod, and cut a piece of sheet steel
two inches long and just wide enough to
slide freely in the groove formed by the
curtain rod. To this rivet the electric
lamp bracket. Screw the curtain rod to
the wall over the work bench. The lamp
bracket can be placed in the rod, slide
fashion, and moved from one side of
the bench to the other without difficulty.
With this arrangement it is possible to
move the light to a convenient spot, so
that work can he done without bothersome shadows.-K. B. Murray.
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Home Workshop

Pipe -Fitting Scroll Saw

iron. The gas supply should be so adjusted that the flame at the end of the
tip is about the size of a pea.-R. B.

Useful Electrical Cement

Wailes.

Planing Joints

FIG.2

accurate power scroll saw can be
made from standard pipe fittings.
The frame for holding the saw blades
Carl berg.
is made of hard wood.

iron plate fitted as shown in the
A. sketch will make it easy to join
boards straight and square. Two holes
are bored and tapped in the side of the
plane to take two screws, which hold the
plate to the side of the plane. A small

F.

Copper wire cemented to a carbon rod.

Portable Shop Light

electrically conductive
cement which will unite pieces of
work that cannot be soldered can be
made from the following formula:
Copper powder 1 gram, iron powder
1/10 gram, magnesium chloride .01 of
a gram, and a trace of ammonium
chloride, magnesium oxide and phosphoric anhydride. The whole is mixed
with enough water to make a paste and
the paste applied to the surface to be
united.-R. B. Wailes.

APLASTIC

stretched across the workshop as shown below will be found
a great convenience. A glass or porcelain insulator is used to carry the
lamp along the wire and the slack cord
is taken up at one end, as shown.H. Kramer.
A\VIRE

1-77-1
o

strip of wood (A) is screwed to the
plate to bring the position of the cutting
blade in contact with the work.Lovett.

A Handy Post Bench
TWO

$10.00 MONTHLY FOR
BEST HINT

SEND us

Self-Heating Gas Soldering Iron
rod inserted in a cork
or a block of asbestos so that it is
held firmly, a medicine dropper fastened
next to it so that the tip is about one
inch away from the cork, and a rubber
tube fastened to the other end of the
glass tip make a simple gas soldering

ACOPPER

a photograph or
sketch of your own hint
for the home workshop.
$10.00 is paid monthly for the
best hint accepted and published. Others that we publish
are paid for at regular rates.
Here is a chance for you to win
a prize for a useful workshop
hint.

Super -Grip Screw-Driver
GRIP SCREW

or frozen
screw may be

tened tight in a
half ball wooden
handle by means
of a grip screw.

less difficulty by
means of the

grip

overtight

loosened with
screw - driver

SQUARE TAPER

in the
drawing. A steel
socket is made

shown

SOME TYPES
OF SOLDERING IRON TIPS
SQUARE SCOOP POINT

I arious types of tips may be cut for
different kinds of work as shown above.
A rubber tube is fastened to the end of
the medicine drotper for the gas supply.

the regular

bench is usually
placed at some

distance from

car floor,
this little bench
is found to he
particularly useful when taking
up connecting rods, and other work
needing the use of a vise. Such a
mounting can also be used for emery
wheels, bench drills and other small
power tools.-A. C. Wilson.
then

Measuring Clearance Without a
Micrometer

STEEL
SOCKET

AN

short

timbers bolted to an upright post make
a bench for the
work vise in
t h e automobile
repair shop. As

A

stronger
may

maintained

MEASURE distances I and L in
inches, then find distance D by
wiggling the shaft. The clearance between the shaft and the bearing will
he found by multiplying D by I, and
dividing the product by twice the
length of L.-W. F. Schaphorst, JI. E.

be

as
well as a greater
force in holding

the screw -driver
to the screw
receive the
while loosening
square filed end
The half it.
of the screwball handle is
driver and fas detachable so as to take up little room
in the toolbox v -hen not in use.

BEARING

to
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How -Tv -Make -It
Gilding the Lily!

Toy Balloons Show Pond Leaks

DRIED plants may
be gilded to make
decorations different
from the ordinary. The
plants are given a coat
of shellac. Powdered
colors and bronzes are
used. They are either
sprinkled over the
"tacky" shellacked surface or they are mixed
with liquids and applied
with a brush.-W. E

Burt on.

Besides

and

The diagram above shows how the balloons filled with salt water
sink to the bottom of the lake where they are sensitive to currents.

bronze

gilding

powders,

vari-

ous colored

powders may be
used to produce
many beautiful
effects. Flowers
treated in this
way 'will last
indefinitely.

House Numbers That Harmonize
HERE is a simple
method of making
metal house numbers
harmonize with the exterior color scheme of

the home. Clean and
slightly oil the insides
(backs) of the numbers, which are concave. Mix some ordinary flexible collodion,
obtainable at a drug
store, with a suitable
coloring matter such as
dry pigment. Pour the
liquid into the backs of the letters, and allow to dry for a
clay; then refill and allow another day of drying.-K. B. M.

Rack for Repaired Inner Tubes
SMOOTH barrel WALL OR BOARD
hooks may be used

as racks for

repaired
inner tubes. They not
only keep the tube in
good condition until the
customer calls, but any
deflation is instantly
noticed and the tube
can then be immedi- ANGLE
ately investigated for IRON
additional leaks. A hole
is bored in the hook for
the tire valve. An outrigger a foot or so long
is nailed to the underside of the hook and
the other end attached
to the wall so it projects out horizontally.
This will prove worth
while.
B. Robbins.

L.

J.

Loop for Diving

Practice

fTUeiHe --

RiHG OF SOFT RuBsr

FCOnnHe

SURFACE OF WATEN

+DIAMETER'APPROK 2 6"

BARREL
HOOP

SIZE OF HOOP
CAN BE ALTERED
BY OPENING JOINT
AND RENAILING

who wishes to develop accuracy and

form

in diving.
When in use, the
object is to dive

through without

dragging it below the surface of the water, or still better,
without touching it. It is remarkable how quickly the diver
learns to straighten out his body when using the loop. The
rapid improvement results because there is a definite objecR. Ronnie.

Making "Ultra Violet" Windows

NAILS

LOOP of soft
rubber tubing
which floats on the
surface of the
water makes an excellent aid for one
%

tive.-P.

OUTRIGGER
r-

MALL rubber balloons filled with salt water until they
are ten inches in diameter will help find leaks in artificial lakes. The balloons are dropped into the water and
when they reach the lake bottom they will respond readily to
currents. They will follow these currents until they come
to the leak, and stop directly over it. Red and yellow
balloons having some design printed on them in contrasting
colors are most easily seen from the surface. After the leaks
are found by this method, they may be plugged with willow
mats and dirt.
O. Hutchings.

SUNLIGHT passes

through glass

windows readily, but
the ultra-violet rays
of the spectrum are
filtered out. Squares
of ordinary copper
screening can be
turned into windows
that will admit the
health -giving rays by
painting them with a
clear celluloid varnish.
The little square holes
in the screen will fill
with the varnish and
dry quickly. K. B.

Murray.

-
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More Valuable How -To -Make -It Ideas
Mounting Photos With Heat

fastened to the end of the remaining
clothes pin with a rubber hand. Small
tacks or nails are used to keep these
pieces from slipping. A small section
is cut out so that a good grip may be
made on the round walls of the test

Do You Connect Lamp Cord

Properly?

PULL THIS
PIECE OF
INSULATION
OFF

tube.-A. Jrte.
Neat Throttle Extension

KNIFE
CUT

ATHROTTLE extension and latch
made of odd parts is shown above.
The lever is simply an old door -latch
lever off a junked automobile. The rod
is a heavy piece of wire notched by
laying it over a nail on a hard block
and striking it with a hammer. The
catch or latch is made of the key spring

MOUNTING tissue for photographs
can be macle by dipping tissue
paper in a solution of ten ounces of denatured alcohol, to which five ounces of
light shellac and one ounce of Canada
balsam are added. The prints are
mounted with this tissue by pressing a
hot iron over them. Prints mounted by
this method remain flat on the mount
without curling.
B. Murray.

5

6

e

7

THE above drawing shows clearly
how the ends of lamp cords should
be prepared for attachment to a plug or
other connection. This is the proper
method commonly used by electricians.
With this arrangement a good, solid
connection is made.-L. B. Robbins.

A Rifle

K.

A Simple Test -Tube Holder
ELASTIC

2

to Shoot Arrows

TWISTED WIRES FOR SIGHTS

!

¡DUBBER BAND

SMALL TACK
/ OR NAIL
BRASS TUBE-I8'LONG
FOR

BARREL

WHITE PINE STOCK

SECTION CUT
TEST TUBE

FOR

Showing how the throttle extension is
mounted on the rig framing.

The construction of the test tube holder is
shown in the drawing above.

TWO

ordinary spring clothes

and frame from an old light socket.
Holes are already in it for small wood
screws or nails. The little affair was
put on a home-made wood saw outfit to
get better control when tough pieces
were encountered.-F. W. Bentley, Jr.

pins

are used in constructing this
simple test-tube holder. The spring is
taken off one of the holders and the
two pieces of wood that are left are

THE drawing above shows how an
arrow rifle can be macle which is a
cross between a how and a gun. It has
all the speed and hitting power of the
bow. combined with accuracy that approaches that of a rifle. Much fun can
be had with such a rifle.

Horn.

AUTO AIR PRESSURE

GASOLINE TANK

outboard

boat may he
equipped with an
auxiliary gas tank
so that long trips
can be taken without going ashore
for gasoline. An
old gasoline tank
from a discarded
automobile is fastened in the how of
the boat; two copper tubes are run
back to the stern.
They should be
fastened securely to
prevent twisting. A
shut-off cock is
fastened to the end
of the gasoline
tube and a piece of
flexible gas hose

D.

R. Van

attached thereto.

How to Improve
Your Outboard
Boat
AN

The method of using this home-made arrcw
rifle is shown above.

GAS & AIR FITTINGS

OUTBOARD
MOTOR
FILLING CAP

8oR16
SHUT OFF COCK

GASOLINE TUBE

GASOLINE SUPPLY
MOTOR PIVOT

STERN
OF BOAT

COPPER TUBING

FOR LONG

TRIPS

MOTOR

The construc-

BRACKET
FITS OVE R
PIVOT BAR

STUD BOLT
SCREW

CLAMP

HOLD DOWN

WING NUT

TRANSOM

On the end of the
air tube a ball check valve is fastened and an air
pump is attached to
this. By giving a
few strokes on the
pump the air pressure in the tank
will force the gasoline hack through
the pipe. Then the
motor tank can be
quickly filled while
the engine is running.

FITS
OVER STUD

DETAIL OF HOLD DOWN

tional details of a
hold-down for the
outboard motor is
shown in the lower
part. This will prevent loss of the
outboard motor in

rough weather.L. B. Robbins.
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Rapid Method of Filtering
Filtering solutions through paper is

R
One -Minute Camera Support
a

ASCREEN door spring will make
an excellent plumber's snake to
loosen obstructions in pee traps of the
kitchen sink. Having a length of about
three feet and being very pliable yet
semi -rigid, the coiled spring can be led
around the pipe bends very easily.
Using this improvised snake, it will be
unnecessary to call in a plumber when
the trap is clogged up.-R. Wailes.

slow process even with a good filtering
funnel. The filter paper, as soon as
saturated clings close to the surface of
the funnel, and holds back the solution.
Also, this reduces the available filtering
surface of the paper. A common glass
funnel can be used as a filter funnel,
or the fluted filter funnel can be improved by the following method. Take
a piece of wire screen such as used in
screen doors, forni it into a cone that
will fit loosely inside of the funnel.
Then fold the filter paper in the usual
manner and place it inside of the screen
cone. This method will greatly speed
up the filtering process, as it allows the
liquid to flow through paper and down
the inside of the funnel between the
screen cone and the inner surface of
the funnel. This method also allows
the full surface of the paper to do its
share of the work. If filtering a solution that is corrosive to metal, give the
screen cone a good coat of acid resistant
paint, or lacquer.-Prof. W. D. Hoppie.

Inner Tube Exerciser

Refinishing Scratched Varnish

SCREEN
DOOR SPRING

CUT ALONG DOTTED
LINE

Many of our radio sets and pianos
have a few accidental scratches and
mars on them. Here is a very simple
way to touch up the blemishes so that
they do not show up so bad, and if they
are just a shallow scratch to cover them
up entirely.
First rub the surface with wood
alcohol. Rub the whole surface in a
light stroking motion. If the scratch is
baci, pour on quite a quantity of alcohol
and rub it all over the surface. This
softens the varnish, and it can be rubbed
down with the alcohol soaked cloth. To
finish, pour on a little furniture oil, and
rub down with some fine steel wool.
You will find that the white marks have
disappeared, and the surface is improved a hundred per cent. This can
also be used to brighten up a surface
that has become dull, it adds new luster
to the article.-Laurence White.

CAMERA
ATTACHED TO

CAMERA
SUPPORT

TREE.

ADEVICE which, in many instances.
will take the place of a tripod, can
be macle of a brass wood screw, and can
be carried in the pocket. The screw

/

should be 3 or 4 inches long and
inch
in diameter. Cut off the head and
thread the end about
inch to fit the
socket of the camera. Drill a % inch
hole through the metal just below the
threaded part and insert a short piece
of % inch wire.-l'. Johnson.

/

Reface Your Golf Clubs
HACK SAW
BLADES

'

APAIR of very good exercisers can
easily be made from half an old
tire tube and two handles from a lard
tub. Any other handles suitable for this
purpose may be used. The tube is cut
along the edge as shown, thus making
two uniform rubber straps. On one end
a handle is placed and on the other a
strong wire anchor.
Deluca.

A.

How to Wash Negatives

ABOARD which will be handy for
washing strips of film can be made
as shown. The film is fastened to the
board with thumb -tacks and the board

is floated in a bathtub or other container
for the water. Film can be washed in

this manner, without undue attention
being paid to the process.
R. Van

Horn.

D.

What Camphor Can Do
A curious effect caused by the presence of the minutest quantities of oils
and fats has been described by Lightfoot. Camphor, crushed between lavers
of papers without having been touched
with the fingers, when thrown on water,
rotates vigorously; but a trace of oil
or fat on the surface of the water causes
the rotation to cease immediately.
Hence it is sufficient to touch the water
with a needle which has been passed
previously through the hair, which then
mysteriously stops the rotation of the

camphor.
This would be a good indicator for
the presence of the slightest trace of fat
or oil on the surface of the water. as
the small particles would not rotate if
either were present.
P. Piontkowski.

F.
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DRIVER
FACE

HACKSAW blades can be used to
advantage in refacing golf clubs
which have become considerably battered through constant use. Washers
are inserted between the ends of hacksaw blades to spread them apart to the
desired distance. It is then a simple
matter to clamp the club in a vise and
saw the horizontal grooves into it,
which give the golf ball its twirling
motion.-A. Jeffers.

"Anti -Slip" For Bathtubs
RUBBER MAT

i

ri:1::

--.... .._.:::....................
TOP VIEW

OF

BATHTUB

AN ordinary strip of rubber stair matting makes a fine anti -slip for the
bottoni of a bathtub.-F. Moore.
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These Wrinkles and Recipes May Save You Time
Time Saving Wall Board Cutter

Care of Tools

LAG BOLT PIVOT

recently discovered that a pair of
pliers I use in jewelry work which had
lain idle for a time were quite rusty and
did not work as easy as they should.
By experimenting a little I found that
by dipping them in ordinary ammonia
for a few minutes loosened the dirt and
rust, and made them work as good as
ever. This method can be employed
with shears and other tools as well.Lcslic F. Carpenter.

CUTTING
BLADE

SHARPENED LIKE
SKATE BLADE

SLIGHTLY

WIDER THAN
WALL BOARD

CUTTING FRAME

AWALL

board cutter which will
speed up the trimming of sheets
of wall board in the course of fitting
can be constructed from a few smooth
planks and a cutting bar made from a
piece of flat steel. The cutting knife is
fashioned from a second piece of steel
as indicated.-L. B. Robbins.

Dipless Pen
FIRST PEN POINT

PEN HOLDER

BENT PEN POINT

ADIPLESS pen can be constructed
with an ordinary holder and two
pen points. The extra point is bent and
placed in the holder so that it just
touches the underside of the regular
point.-K. B. Murray.

Spark Plug Tester
AN old radio tube, a piece of wire. and
a small rubber handled screwdriver make a good spark plug tester.
A glowing spark in the vacuum tube
will indicate that the plug is working
properly.-D. Switzer.
.

VACUUM
TUBE

SMALL

RUBBER HANDLE
SCREW DRIVER

SOLDERED
6" LONG

FILAMENT PRONGS
CUT FLUSH WITH BASE

A candle can be burned more slowly
if powdered sodium chloride is put on
the candle. Put it on after the candle
has reached the black part of the wick.
It will give a dull light lasting for many

hours.-Benjamin Heller.

Inlaid Engraving
A novel departure from ordinary
methods of lettering and engraving
name -plates for chests, doors. etc., is
secured by "inlaid engraving," which is
inexpensive and easily clone. The plate
is coated front and back with wax, and
the lettering scratched through the wax
to the metal with a sharp instrument.
Placed in dilute nitric acid, the lines are
quickly etched. The plate is then removed from the acid, rinsed and placed
in an electric plating bath. As the wax
still covers the background, only the
etched portions are plated. When the
lines have become filled with the plated
metal the wax is removed and the plate
polished. Good contrast can be secured
by using a white metal for the plate,
and a copper plating bath.-K. B.

Murray.

Initialing Articles of Ivory
Ivory objects, such as combs, handles,
etc., may be very easily and inexpensively lettered with names, initials or
designs by the following method: With
a lead pencil outline the initials or
design directly on the ivory, and fill
in the background (all of the ivory not
outlined in pencil) with quick -drying

ENGINE
BLOCK

h+

When- the
varnish is dry the lettering must be
covered by. or dipped into, a concentrated solution of silver nitrate and distilled water.
After some hours the
lettering will have turned a -deep yellow
or orange. Remove from the silver
solution, get rid of the varnish with
alcohol and expose the ivory to bright
sunlight until the lettering assumes a
dark color. It may then be polished,
when the initials will assume a bright
silver that will last a lifetime.-K. B.
Murray.

!l.,y

(-Am- .
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11441M1...

er,. __ II.Ti.

ally leave them yellowed, but if a teaspoon of powdered borax is added to the
gasoline in which you clean them. the
gloves will emerge with a pristine
whiteness that makes it a pleasure to
wear them.-Eva L. Dunbar.
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ADISCARDED automobile spring

affords an effective means of
taking the sag out of wire fences. The
spring is set up as shown in the drawing. The natural tension of the spring
keeps the fence taut.-A. J cifers.

Protecting Foodstuffs From Ants
HEAD BROKEN FROM
AUTO VALVE.

SOLDERED
OIL

RESTS for the legs of a refrigerator
which will prevent ants from getting into the foodstuff can be made as
shown in the illustration above. This
is an effective means of keeping ants

away.-R. Le Compte.

Emergency Electric Light Socket
HERE is an electric light socket that
can be made in a short time from
odds and ends about the shop. It will
serve admirably in an emergency. The
base may be constructed either from
bakelite or wood.-L. B. Robbins.
CONICAL
SPRING OF
STIFF BRASS

SIDE VIEW

WIRE

varnish on a pointed brush.

Cleaning White Gloves

11111111

17

Making a Candle Burn Slowly

White gloves are unlovely unless
spotless. Frequent home -cleanings usuSPARK
PLUG

Auto Springs Keep Fences Taut

I

LOCK

SMALL STRIP
BAKELITE.

OF

CENTRAL BOLT
CONTACT
FAHNESTOCK CLIPS
SPRING

CENTER CONTACT
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What Our

Readers' Opinions and Comments
Will Be Welcomed by the Editors
Distance No Barrier
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
The writer has, for some little time
now, been a constant reader of your excellent magazine and can truthfully say
it has afforded much interesting and useful information. Distance is no barrier
for this little magazine which I choose
to call "The best there is in Scientific
RoxY MIDDLETON,
Periodicals."
Consulting Acoustic Engineer,
Sydney, Australia.

November, 1929

We wish you much success with your
glider and trust that you will build and
enjoy many more of them.-EDIToR.)

(Glad you like it and trust that as time
goes along you will find it even more interesting than it is today.-EDITOR.)

Glider Made From Our Plans
Is Good

Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
We have successfully completed the
Primary Training Glider, the plans for
which appeared in your magazine. We
purchased the plans from the author of

,e

Qi

4
7

_.your article, but found the drawings and
text as presented in SCIENCE AND INVENTION to be much clearer to read and understand.
Here in the vicinity of Syracuse, where
the terrain is very favorable for enjoying
this sport, interest is just beginning to be
manifested by the public. We were given
four columns of publicity in the leading
local paper (Syracuse Post -Standard) with
two large photos showing the ship in construction.
Any of your readers wishing to build a
glider and in doubt as to the practicability
of being able to do so at home may be referred to us, as we have been very successful and we appreciate your efforts in devoting your pages to an article of this kind.
We might suggest that you procure the
plans and specifications of a secondary
training type or even a soaring type of
proven merit.
We look forward to every issue of your
magazine ánd are waiting for the new
glider information you promised in the near
future.
G. W. REYNOLDS,
Syracuse, N. Y.

Prophetic Dreams
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
In the August issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION I read an article about dreams
and thought you might be able to solve a
little mystery about a dream my grandfather had when he was prospecting for
gold in California.
He dreamed that he saw a scene where
he was digging and he unearthed a little
gold heart about the size of a man's thumbnail, with a little rough place on one side.
He made a notation of the dream and,
when he had time, he dug in that particular place indicated by his dream and found
a little gold heart very nearly like the one
of which he dreamt.
R. JOHNSTON,
Scio, Oregon.

(Might this not have been purely a case
of coincidence. You first state that your
grandfather was prospecting. It is not at
all unusual to unearth small pieces of gold
which may take on various forms and
shapes. We have seen heart -shaped nuggets, monkey -shaped nuggets and even nuggets which resembled the human face or
form. If this is the only case of a prophetic dream, it does not seem that the
prophecies terminate successfully. In your
grandfather's life he must have had countless other dreams besides the one of which
you write.-EDITOR.)

On page 92 of your most interesting
magazine (May issue) you published "It is
said the bee's cell is built according to
mathematical precepts." If the cell is so
built, why may not the honey itself be
composed of the highest chemical products?
I wonder why the scientists of America
close their eyes to the hidden secrets in the
Koran. The revelations in the Koran are
many ; electricity is mentioned in it and
the airplane (the flying rug of King Solomon) , etc.
Will the scientists of today discover the
healing substances of honey?
H. ARD-EL-MOTTALIB,
Alexandria, Egypt.

(All religious works contain statements
which by inference are applicable to our
most modern inventions. But the flying rug
of King Solomon is no more like the airplane of today or even the first airplane
than our modern motorcycles are like the
winged feet of Mercury.
The use of honey is of great antiquity
and extends over nearly every temperate
country of the globe. At one time it was
an article of great luxury because the bees
are less provident and honey is not so regularly collected in tropical countries. Subsequently it was employed as a food, later
on medicinally and is today even used for
this purpose, but it has no medical value
whatever beyond that of its sugar or
syrup. It is used as a vehicle in medicine
and is still considered official in five preparations in the United States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary probably
because of its taste and because of traditions but not because of a medicinal value,
which it does not possess.-EDITOR.)

Eye Exercises
Editor,

SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

I see many articles of medical interest
discussed in your magazine and wish to ask
a question along that line.

Hidden Vitamines in Honey?
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION
According to the holy book of the Mohammedans (the Koran), I hold the belief
that there are some hidden vitamines in
:

honey.
In the Koran it is said that honey has a
great healing quality for the human body.

There are companies that advertise systems of eye training to enable a person to
strengthen his eyes and discard his glasses.
Are these advertisements reliable?
C. F. W.,
Greenville, Ill.

(While eye exercises may have some
value in the individual whose muscles are
undergoing development and who is quite
young, it is very questionable if these
exercises will have any effect on a person
25 years of age or older. It does not seem

(Every effort has been made on the part
of the editors to present gliders which are
thoroughly safe, which will give the satisfactory service and the plans of which are
easily read and understood.
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Readers Think
possible that exercising the eye for ten
minutes a day can compensate for the other
movements of the eyeball not in accordance
with the exercise chart and carried on for
a period of from 14 to 18 hours (the rest
of the day).-EDITOR.)

He Makes Us Blush!
Editor,

627

Questions and Discussions of
General Scientific Interest

news and scientific fiction. There are
enough magazines now devoted to those
subjects. More of Dr. Bade, Dr. Menzel
and Dr. Ditmars. Continue your "determination of sex" articles. "Is a college education worth while?" in your present number is entirely out of place in a scientific
journal. Leave that type of article to the
American.
PAUL W. PRINDLE,
New York City.

and how data were obtained. Our offers of $21,000,00 have been repeatedly
listed in this magazine and are also found
in the publication called "Houdini's Spirit
Exposés and Dunninger's Psychical Investigations" in their entirety.-EDITOR.)

We Should Be Spiritualists!

Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION
I am very much interested in all new inYour idea of trying to expose spiritualism is very interesting. In a practical way
ventions and discoveries, not from a specu(We are afraid that a great many read lative but from a
it is a very good
purely scientific
idea, but in a theoI151'
Science'4nd Invention
April, 1929
retical way it is not.
standpoint.
There can be no
I should think that
Powers Involved in Obtaining Code Message from Houdini
No
Spiritualistic
if you would care to
question about SCIinvestigate this subENCE AND INVENTION being one of
ject you could do so
f r o m the spiritual
the best publications
By
of its kind on the
aspects and not from
Mrs. Houdini Withdrew $10,000 Offer for Message
SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

:

"Rev" Ford Faked Houdini Message

market

REA JAURE

today, but

for some unknown
reason it is not ap-

Magaratedly asked about the truth
«dirai spirit m sage,

e

ont

preciated. I know
from personal experience that no place
earth has such a storehouse of comprehensible scientific knowledge so easily understood by the unfortunate layman who is
without a college education as one can find
in SCIENCE AND INVENTION. We might
mention many places where one can acquire
a very extensive education in science, but
these places are out of the question for the
layman and are not worth the space it
would take to tell of them here.
I could cite many occurrences which
would be very interesting and would easily
prove the merits of SCIENCE AND INVEN-

the
acts, the

M. A. McRAE, E. E.,
Chicago, Ill.

(We thank you very much for your
compliments, but are they not a bit too
strong? They make us blush.-EDITOR.)

What He Likes
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION
1-Discontinue "Scientific Humor."
2-Have follow-up articles on interesting subjects warranting them. Such as
further developments in that proposed system of house heating-using heat of corn :

pressed external air to warm house, etc.,
and publish results of Alpine experiments
to draw static electricity from air by large
metallic meshes.
3-More pure science and less financial

us

translatio

trance

at

Aven
fac

This is a vino
et Miss loure,

th

he

apartment, shooing
poeition the moo
hilee Mr. Fard WOE beingp furs tinned.

tracts

a

(L i k e at-

one/

and as the subconscious mind knows everything (so the psychologists say), the person answering these questions is con-

ers will disagree with you when it comes
to discontinuing "Scientific Humor." We
published a feature on Alpine atmospheric
electricity experiments.-EDIToR.)

The Houdini Code
Editor,

TION.

^

l

tir

the
bord

skeptic.

like.) The
Ouija board is operated by mind vibration. The people operating the board place their fingers on the
pointer, concentrate on a certain question

The Graph* cbaries corre based
points: Fir!

admit

lion

the attitude of

Feature Writer Neo York Evening Graphic,
Specially Written for Scunce AND 1NvaanoN

SCIENCE AND INVENTION

SCIENCE AND I

A

l'.XTION:

I clipped from the New Orleans TimesPicayune, a few days ago, an article concerning the delivery of the Houdini Code,
which is self-explanatory.
Would you mind advising me if the Rev.
Arthur Ford, mentioned, complied in every
respect with the rules of the test as laid
down by Mr. Houdini? I assume, of
course, that he did not, since the reward
mentioned was not tendered him, but
wherein did he fail?
May I ask what would you consider absolute proof of the continuity of life, and if
you are interested in determining this,
would it not be well to work to the end of
proving or disproving such a program as
you might outline? I have been unable to
obtain such an expression from others, who
at least ought to be in splendid position to
give an intelligent idea along these lines.
I would immensely appreciate your views
H. S. GIBBES,
on the subject.
Savannah, Georgia.

(An entire exposé of the way Rev. Ford
delivered the Houdini message was presented in the April, 1929, issue of SCIENCE
AND INVENTION magazine. S.:veral months
before this message was delivered, the
original prize offered by Mrs. Houdini for
the code was retracted. The code was then
given and, as the article indicates, Mr. Ford
admitted to perpetrating this hoax for publicity purposes. We would refer you to
that issue at your local public library for
further information concerning the details

www.americanradiohistory.com

sciously unaware that he answered the
question himself subconsciously. The same
is true of the spiritualists who answered
unopened letters. That's the only way it
can be done.
Here's hoping you will have better light
on this subject later on.
FRANCIS MODRICKER, JR.,

Winthrop, Mass.

(If anyone was capable of swimming
across a river one-half mile wide, he would
be able to do this regardless of whether
spectators believed he could or whether
they were skeptical. The spiritualist demonstrates purely physical affects. To these
he attributes a supernatural power or a
power not possessed by a man of average
intelligence.
When we have a test séance, our mind is
entirely open to conviction. We merely sit
and view the procedure. But is it necessary for us to hold that a man is superhuman merely because he says so? Can we
not ask for proof ? Referring to the Slater
challenge, reports of which were published
in a recent issue, and assuming that we
were entirely skeptical, Mr. Slater found
no difficulty in giving messages to others in.
the room. It is claimed that when a skeptic sits in the circle no messages are possible. Why couldn't Mr. Slater do for the
(Continued on page 642)
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Side view of the complete
bicycle raft. The rudder is
in the front so that the raft
steers just like a bicycle,
making it unnecessary to
rig up complicated reversing apparatus.

PADDLE WHEEL

y
CHAIN

Bicycling over the water becomes as easy
as over the land, and there is no traffic
problem.

How to Build

BICYCLE

a

The paddle
wheel is con-

structed
shown.

as

Th

e

guy wires

allow for

CATAMARAN

strong,

rigid

construction
with

extreme
lightness. The

blades are
$10.00 will be paid for each "old bicycle" idea

accepted and published.

connected toat B.

gether

PEDALING across the English Channel on a bicycle
raft is one of the newest methods of crossing this

choppy channel. This feat was accomplished recently
by a Frenchman who crossed from Calais to Dover in five
hours and fifty-seven seconds despite high seas and strong
contrary winds. This opens a new field to many would-be
channel crossers who are better cyclists than swimmers.
A hvdrocvcle similar to the one used to cross the channel
vas described in the Illustreret Familie -Journal. It can be
easily constructed from an old bicycle frame. The pontoons, platform, paddle -wheel, and other parts are constructed of wood. Any strong, straight wood can he used.
The sides for the pontoons may be constructed first.
The upper and lower beams are made of 1" X 2" stock. A
paper pattern can be cut out for the rounded end pieces
and the eight pieces can be made at one time so that their
curves will true up and be uniform. The sides and top of
each pontoon are covered with half inch boards. The straight part of
the bottom is covered with one -inch
planking beveled on the end as shown
in the illustration above. The curved
part is covered with galvanized sheet
iron. Brass screws should he used
for fastening the parts together.
White lead is used as caulking material, it being necessary where the
sheet metal is joined to the wood.
Each pontoon should be painted with
regular deck paint. About three coats of paint will be

necessary.
The platform is next made. The two main beams are
1' ¡" X 6" stock, and 61" long. The slats are of 1" X 2"
stock and about three feet long; the length will depend on
the size of the bicycle frame. The platform. when completed, is fastened to the pontoons, care being taken to get
the pontoons parallel to each other. The cross beam in the
rear is next fastened on. It is of 1/" X 8" stock, as is the
support for the paddle wheel.
The size of the beams for supporting the bicycle frame
will depend largely on the type of the frame used. The
same general design should be followed. After the frame
is mounted, the guy wires should be put in place to make it
rigid. The guys should be of galvanized iron wire and
should be anchored with galvanized iron eyes.

The top view shows
that the paddle wheel
is placed slightly to
one side to allow the

8FT 'fIN.

5

FT.

ä
Ì

sprocket chain to be
connected to it.
12"

The framework of the
pontoons is made and

covered with
wood; this makes for
light construction.
then

The rudder is simple and easy to construct. The rod can
be macle from a broomstick, to which the rudder blade, made
from a thin piece of hard wood, is attached.
Making the paddle wheel and mounting it on the raft will
be the most difficult part of the construction. Care should
be taken to have the wheel well balanced and the different
parts should tit together as accurately as possible. The
octagonal center -pieces are made of one-inch oak. A support of the same Nvood is fastened across grain to prevent
splitting. Care should be taken in drilling the holes that
they are in the center and that they go through straight.
The twelve spokes are also made of one -inch oak. A paper
pattern is cut out for these and they should all be cut out
together. The spokes are fastened to the center board with
galvanized bolts. The paddles are made of half -inch oak
5" wide and 17%" long. Copper (Continued on page 642)
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Invisible Ray
Transmits Pictures
Ultra -Violet Ray Carries Television Image
NEW systems of communication are constantly
being sought-to relieve the congestion of exist-

ing channels and to increase the usefulness of
communication apparatus. A demonstration was recently
given of such a new system, which used ultra-violet light
as a medium over which intelligence could be conveyed.
The ultra-violet

Television transmitter showing person

ray exhibition

made apparent immediate scientific
usages and opened
a

whose image is to be

transmitted seated
bef ore transmitting

screen. Paul A. Kober
is at the rear of the

.vide experi-

mental field. An
example is ship -toship communication in time of
war, when radio
signals and visible
light beams would

apparatus noting its
operation.
The complete ultraviolet ray television

apparatus

be impractical.
The same is true
of communication
between airplanes.
In fact, an invisible ray, for the
transmission of

as

ar-

ranged

for demon-

stration

at t h

Bamberger

e L.
fe Co.

department store in
Newark. Dr. Kober
is shown examining
the mercury induction lamp which
makes the phenomena possible.

HIGH FREQUENCY
MERCURY.INOUCTION

LAMP

\

ULTRA-VIOLET

/FILTER

ULTRA-VIOLET

AMPLIFIER

NEON

TUBE

BEAM

(INVISIBLE)

PHOTO-ELECTRIC

CELL

TO POWER
SUPPLY

AM FL'. FIER

OBSERVER

SCANNING
DISC

tir

!SCAN N ING
DISC

TC POWER
`U PPLY

PHOTO -ELECTRIC
"FCELL

At the opposite end of the floor a loud speaker
and head phones delivered the same speech: or
when television was being sent. a screen showed
the image of the person seated before the television transmitter. Whenever the light or rays
were intercepted, reception stopped. Following
this, a filter allowing ultra-violet rays to pass
through was placed over the bulb. Reception
of both sound and
television still continued.
The feasibility of
the system is due in
large measure to the

extraordinary qualities of the mercury

Diagram cf the sys em used. The picture on
the right shows a s andard television receiver
on which the pictures were received.

induction

lamp,

originally developed
for therapeutic

sound and pictures, which ray can neither
be seen nor heard, has far-reaching potentialities.
The demonstration was held at the L.
Bamberger & Co. department store, located
in Newark, New Jersey. The casual spectator observed a group of transmitting equipment at one end of the building and a receiving device at the opposite end. A
bulb emitted a beam of varying colored
light from the transmitting end. The light
flickered and changed in intensity in accordance with the words which an official
spoke into a near -by microphone connected
to an apparatus operating the bulb. The
bulb behaved the same way when attached
to the telex lion transmitter.

work, but recently
discovered to have
desirable character-

istics for light
modulation, beyond
the highest fre-

quency needed for
television.
A remarkable feature of
this lamp is that the

radio frequency

which actuates it
causes it to darken
and glow at least
thirty million times
in every second.
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Radio Patent!
ARADIO device that consists of
little more than a few condensers, transformers, choke coils,
and tubes was recently the cause of a
$20,000,000 decision being won against
radio manufacturers.
The inventor, Mr. Harry W. Houck,
is shown in the photograph on the left,
together with the apparatus on which he
labored for a long period of time, before
he finally perfected it. The device is a
battery eliminator for radio sets and it
makes possible the present-day all -electric radio sets. Fully 95 per cent of the
radio manufacturers of this country are
involved, it is said.
Such a decision gives hopes to many
thousands of experimenters tinkering
with new forms of radio apparatus.
Just think of putting together a few
simple radio parts and evolving a circuit
worth $20.000,000 But this is not the
whole story, for Mr. Houck had to
spend many weary hours before he
evolved this greatly needed device. The
Dubilier Condenser Corporation owns
the patent.
!

Babies Become Radio Critics
the recent Radio Show in Los
Angeles a whole fleet of baby buggies were equipped with receiving apparatus in a novel preopening demonstration. During the show, with each buggy
tuned in on a different station, various
bedtime story broadcasters competed to
see which one would put his particular
baby to sleep first. The photograph on
the right shows the lucky babies in their
novel radio -equipped perambulators.
The possibilities of such an arrangement are unlimited. No longer will the
mother have to croon lullabies; she need
only tune in on some sleepy melodies
from the local broadcasting station and
be entertained while she puts baby to
sleep. As the baby grows older, he may
receive his elementary lessons from the
same loud speaker, or mother may tune
in on the latest talks on how to care for
her baby-and the baby can listen in
also to check up on mother's methods.
Al:

Equals Nine Men Finding Set Faults
HE photo on the left shows a new automatic testing
machine which has been devised to check the performance of finished radio receivers. This device is now being
used in the engineering department of the Bremer -Tully
Manufacturing Company. It does the work of nine inspectors with extreme accuracy and automatically registers any
defects in the receiver.
Heretofore it has been necessary to depend upon a skilled
inspector for testing the accuracy of manufactured radio
receivers. This had many disadvantages, as the fallible
human factor was involved. With such an arrangement it
was practically impossible to have uniform radio receivers,
the uniformity depending upon the skill of the inspector.
This new device eliminates all these disadvantages and
makes it possible to turn out radio sets that are uniform in
their performance as well as their construction. Besides
all this, this device makes it possible to speed up production. The operation is similar to that of a telephone switchboard. The flash of each lamp indicates a certain fault.
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Fig. 1-A de Luxe automatic control. Pushing the button tunes in the station.
The operation is as follows: The button is pushed at A. This causes magnet B
to pull its contact arm, C, against disc D. This completes the motor circuit
through relay H and contact E. When C hits the slot in the disc, K and J make
contact, tripping relay H and stopping F. S is a reversing switch.

TO
CONDENSER

BANK`
REVERSING
STOPS

110

VOLTS

RELAY

TO

TRIPPING
MAGNETS

Construct Your Own

PUSH-BUTTON Station Selector
By Ferd. Mann, Radio Editor
THE

MOTOR

clays of radio sets that required a centipede and a

mathematician for operation are gone. In their place
has come the single -control receiver, and, more recently,
several types of automatic control receivers have appeared
on the market. With these arrangements, tuning in a station
becomes as easy as turning on an electric light. Some of
these arrangements can be operated from any part of the
house Jby means of push buttons. So, in order to bring your
set up to date, it should have automatic control. Several suggestions are shown here for the construction of automatic
controls for radio receivers.
The automatic tuning device shown in Figure 1 may be
operated by push buttons on the set or by remote controlthe push buttons being placed on little boards in different
parts of the house and wires run to them. The diagram
shows how this arrangement operates. To set the discs D
so that they will tune in a certain station, the station is tuned

1
SI

CONDENSER SHAFT

PUSH BUTTONS

REVERSING
SWITCH
AND RELAY

TO

110 V.

LINE
RIGHT

LEFT

V--

5-e-F
SET1 RODS

N

E

E

MOTOR

rra000000S

ARIelli

REVERSING
SWITCH
AND RELAY
TO LINE

RESISTANCE

100

3-A "remote control" tuning arrangement. The resistance
adjusted so that the motor revolves very slowly. Tuning is
accomplished by holding the button down until the desired station
is tuned in. If the station is passed over, the opposite button is
pressed, which reverses the motor and brings the dial back to the
station.
Fig.
is

ulu

Fig.

2-A

manual semi-automatic control.

The station is tuned

in by pushing the rod down to the stop. Retuning is accomplished
by pushing up the reset and then pushing down the rod corre-

sponding to the desired station. The 3 to 1 gears permit
degree tuning with a 60 -degree swing of the rods.

180 -

in on the regular tuning dial and then the slot on D is made
to correspond with the contact point on C. When the proper
position is found, the set screw on D is tightened. In the
same way each disc is adjusted for a separate station. The
device may he constructed with any numbers of discs.
An automatic control that may be easily constructed from
odds and ends in the home shop is shown in Figure 2. This
is a simple arrangement which (Continued on page 668)
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New Radio Devices
This "Motor" Speaker Is Not
The B a i r d Porta radio is a radio receiver enclosed in a
case that weighs no
more and takes up
less room than an
ordinary hand -bag.
It is self-contained;
antenna, power supply, and loud speaker
being provided.

a

Dynamic

THIS speaker has
two unique features. It is not a
dynamic speaker. but
operates on an entirely new principle.
Another feature is
the tone selector,
which makes it possible to match the
impedance of any
amplifier. Such a
speaker gives results
similar to a dynamic

A Radio Receiver You Can Carry
APORTABLE radio receiver that is completely selfcontained has been recently put on the market. It is
called the Portaradio and is manufactured by the Shortwave
and Television Laboratory, of Boston, Mass. Such a set is
handy to take on camping trips and automobile tours. It is
quite sensitive and operates merely by opening the lid, pushing a button, and tuning in the station. It is not necessary

speaker, without

connecting it to an
external source of
current, so that it is
particularly suited
for battery receivers.
Manufactured by the
Best Manufacturing Co.

to go to the bother of stringing up an antenna.

New Power Dynamic Speaker
THIS product of

How to Use Several Sets on One Aerial

the Best Manufacturing Co. is a
dynamic speaker
for large halls and

ADEVICE that will
permit the use of
several sets on one antenna
solves the apartment house
antenna problem. Such a

theatres. It is much
larger than the
average speaker of
this type and handles more power.
A speaker of titis
type fills the need
for a dynamic
speaker that will
handle great volume without distortion.

device is the Multicoupler
manufactured by the Amy,
Aceves and King Co., of
New York.

The multicoupler is little
larger than the ordinary
ANTENNA
INSULATOR

LIGHTNING ARRESTER
GROUNDED STEEL
FRAME OF BUILDING.

The multicoupler is put in
series with the lead-in wire
and provides for the operating of 2 to 15 radio sets
from one antenna.

SET

An Improved Lightning Arrester

lightning arrester and is
LIGHTNING

ARRESTER

(500 OHM

RESISTOR)

MULTICOUP LER

TO SET

Above is shown the arrangement of the multicouplers to
supply three radio sets from
the same antenna. Photo at
right: relative size of coupler.

much the
connected
It makes it
same sway.
possible to use 2 to 15
radio sets on the same anin

tenna without interfering
with each other, and the
sets operate the same as if
they were on separate
antennas.
With this arrangement

T LT R D Y
lightning arrester of improved
design is illustrated
at the right. With
such an arrester
one need not fear
lightning storms.
It is a product of
the Cornish Wire
Company; New
York Cite.
AS

A Giant "Magnetic" Horn Unit

/

it is no longer necessary
to clutter up the roof of

11

MAGNETIC horn unit
that will handle a vast

amount of power, making it
useful for large exponential
horns used in halls and theatres, is shown on the left.
Such a unit eliminates the
necessity of having a separate exciting current for the
field. The Racon Electric Co.
are the manufacturers..

the apartment house with
many unsightly aerials.
And where that is forbidden, it is no longer
necessary to use inefficient
indoor systems and lighting-circuit coupling devices. Efficient reception
with this device is assured.
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A Monthly Question and Answer Department Conducted with a
View Toward Helping Radio Constructors and Experimenters
Baffle Board on Dynamic

Speaker

(732) Mr. Fred Drake. Spokane, Wash.,
writes
Q. 1. I do not understand the action of a
baffle board on a dynamic speaker. What
is its function?
What is the best size
and material.'
A. 1. The action of a baffle board on a
dynamic speaker is analogous to the action
of a hand fan. When the fan is waved in
one direction the air on one side is compressed and on the other side rarified. If
the fan is large a great deal of the air
puffs forward, but if the surface is small
much of the air leaks around the edges.
A dynamic cone when vibrating, produces
much the same action. Air is compressed
before it, and the air directly behind becomes rarified. The baffle board serves to
divide the two columns of air and prevent
one from neutralizing the other.
The
larger the baffle board, the less leakage will
result.
On lower frequencies greater
columns of air are vibrated so that a
larger baffle board is necessary to seal the
air at these frequencies. It is obvious,
then, that the size of the baffle board af:

Sending Time -Ticks

RADIO
ORACLE
Devoted to Queries of
General Interest
from the arrester to the ground. Such an
arrangement should be a satisfactory compromise between the old system where a
large, clumsy switch was necessary and the
present minimum requirements.

TO ANTENNA

5e-14
LIGHTNING
ARRESTER

R.

TO RADIO SET

WIRE

TO RADIO SET

TO GROUND

D.

Noel,

Burlington, Vt.,

asks:
Q. 1. Is it possible to rig up a clock
so that time -ticks may be heard from it-

similar to those sent out from the Naval
Observatory ? I should think that putting
contacts on the pendulum would be all
right. But that would be liable to interfere with the accuracy of the clock.
A. 1. The diagram shows an arrangement developed by the Bureau of Standards ill Washington to obtain time ticks
from a master clock without adding anything to the clock to interfere with the
accuracy. A beam of light and a lightsensitive cell is used. As the pendulum
crosses the beam of light the resistance
varies in the light sensitive cell and a
click is heard in the phone. This click may
be broadcast by a transmitting station or
the amplifier may be connected to a loud
speaker.
It is not necessary to tamper with the
clock when using this system. There is no
lag as the tick travels with the speed of
light and electricity.

ANTENNA WIRE
GROUND

RAREFACTIONS

(735)

PENDULUM

LIGHT

BREAKS UP

LIGHT BEAM

The lightning ground is hooked up as
shown. The lightning arrester is connected
to a

separate ground.
PHOTO

-

ELECTRIC

Telephone Antenna
DENSATIONS

(734) H. E. Clements, Syracuse, N. Y.,
writes
Q. 1. I remember some time ago seeing
an arrangement for using the telephone as
an antenna. Can you show me a diagram
of how this should be done?
A. 1. The arrangement for using a telephone as an antenna system is quite simple. A pie plate or any other disc of metal
is placed under the telephone stand and a
connection is then run from the metal pie
plate to the antenna connection of the
radio set. With this arrangement the pie

CELL

:

LEAKAGE

Showing how the air is distributed.

fects the quality of the speaker, the larger
baffle board handling the lower notes better.
Thick non -resonance material is just as
essential in a baffle board as it is in a
loud speaker horn, as this prevents extraneous vibration being set up with a
resulting distortion effect.

Lightning Ground
(733)

J. C. Jones of Howard, Ill.,

writes:
Q. 1. I see from the Fire Underwriters
code that the ground from a lightning arrester may be connected to a steam radiator
pipé.
Would not lightning be liable to
strike in the house with such an arrange.

ment?
A. 1. While the minimum requirements
of the Fire Underwriters state that a
lightning arrester may have any water pipe
as a ground, we feel that in most cases
the lightning arrester should have a separate ground outside the house as shown.
Any piece of pipe can be driven a few
feet into the ground and a connection made
thereto. The lead wire should be as large
as the aerial wire. It is best to run this
wire as straight and direct as possible

The pie -plate antenna is placed under the
telephone and a wire is run from the plate
to the set.

plate acts as one plate of a condenser and
the telephone instrument as another, while
the felt base acts as a dielectric. Capacity
coupling is made with this arrangement to
the extensive system of the telephone wires
running through the house and to the
street circuit.
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Listening to time -ticks.

Cost of Running All -Electric
Radio
(736) Mr. Hugh Smalley, Orlando,
Fla., asks:
Q. 1. Is there a simple way of finding
out how much electricity a radio draws
from the house lighting system and how
much it costs to run a set for an hour?
A. 1. The power consumed by an all electric set may be compared with the
power consumption of an ordinary light
by noting the speed at which the metal
disc on the electric meter revolves.
With all the current in the house turned
off the disc will not move. A 100-watt
lamp is lighted and the number of revolutions a minute the disc makes is noted. We
shall say that the disc revolves six times in
one minute. The lamp is then turned off
and the radio set is turned on. The number of revolutions of the little disc are
again noted. If these are twelve it is obvious that the radio set consumes twice the
power that the lamp did or 200 watts. The
200 is divided into 1,000 and the percentage
of a kilowatt is found. At 10c a kilowatt
hour it would cost 2c to run the radio set
for one hour.
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Scientific Humor
A Monthly

Fun Page for Those Who Enjoy a Laugh

JOKEY JUNK
Here's submitting a bundle of jokative

SCOTCH FAMILY
BROWN-May I use your phone,
Mrs. Smith?
MRS. SMITH-Certainly, is yours out
of order ?
MR. BROWN-No, dad's using it for a
paper weight; cook's cutting biscuits
with the receiver Sis is using the
mouthpiece for an ink well and baby is
using the cord for a jumping rope.
-Leslie F. Carpenter
MR.

junk-

Some of them are good, some, doubtless,
are punk;
O'er the bum ones I don't expect you to
enthuse,
But just send me a "cartwheel" for each
you can use.
And, should one prove the best
Of the month by your test,
I won't be inclined to feel sore
If you send me three plunks
For that fragment of junk,
Indeed I wouldn't kick if 'twas more!
-Chas. A. Pease.

;

First Prize-$3.00
LIKE RATTLING BONES
DECKER to SWENSON (playing
What key you playing in?

JUDGE

-

-Watt reaction
do you get from
your "Ohm"

OF CORPSE IT IS
TEACHER-Why does a priest use
Latin during a funeral ?
BRIGHT BOY-Because it's a dead
language.
-Leslie F. Carpenter.

Well, it has a
"load factor" of
about seven per

Le-

great thing have

you ever done in

this country to
merit citizenship ?

LEJINSKY-

4

A CLEAR CASE
"See your five and raise you ten," said
the poker player as he glanced at the
mirror behind his opponent.
S. Railsback.

-J.

IMPOSSIBLE
Hoxus I've
» been stung by a
hornet.

away.
Leslie
F. Carpenter.

doesn't "phase"
me.

flying upside clown.

-J. A.

TEACHER

plane figure of 8 sides and 8 angles.
What is a plane figure of 7 sides and 7

angles?

BRIGHT

EXTINGUISHED

PUPIL-Kirkman.

-Stanley Balacki.

VERY BZ
"Who's that making V's on the side-

PROFESSOR-What is a flame test?

STUDENT-Taking your girl for a
ride on a trolley car.
-George Beisser.

cent., but it

FOR AVIATORS ONLY
FRED-Say, how can aviators tell if
they are flying upside down when they
are 5,000 feet high?
NED-They use a wet meter.
FRED-How is that ?
NED-They pour water in their pants,
and if it runs down their neck, they are

KNOWS HIS SOAP
(to pupils)-Octagon is a

Put

Mr-.RKMfY.ti«:'..L u.

ENQUIRED-

LL jokes published here are paid
for at a rate of $1.00 each;
$3.00 is paid for the best joke submitted each month.
Jokes must have a scientific strain
and should be original.
Il rite each joke on a separate sheet
of paper and add your name and address to each.
Unavailable material cannot be
returned.

Buildin'.-Rush.

liniment on it.

brew?

-W. Binton

I'm the janiture
at da Science

Poxes HOKUS-I
can't, it flew
-

ELECTRICIAN

SWENSON-Skeleton key.
DECKER-Skeleton key?
SWENSON-Sure, fits anything!
-Harry Huthuaacher.

VERY CLEVER INDEED

jinsky, what

RUNS IN CYCLES

uke)-

walk ?"

"That's Einstein. He's drawing par-

allel lines.

-Irvin T.

Bonifield.

Bellemmne.

-

GOOD YOU CAN'T DRINK IT
How
did that persimmon beer turn
out that I gave
you the recipe
for ?
GARGLE-Oh,
it puckered up
the mouths of
the bottles so I
couldn't pour it out!
-Henry A. Courtney.

NIP

SCIENTY SIMON SCIENTIST
IT OUGHT TO
BE EASY TO MAKE ONE O(THESE THINGS--- _-

we

É

JUST LEARNED

THE P/2WCIt'LF_ OF
THE THERMONF_TER,
(N OUR 3c.IEN CE.

-

--

A LARGE

FILLED

Wirth

tpdArED

STOPPER -

FLASK
COLORED

ROBBE2

GLASS

KWO

OF COLD

OUT TO -NIGHT -- SO My
THERMOMETER OUGHT TO
REGISTER 1-,RLrTY LOW
6Y MORNING'

SCIENCE LESSON
NO.

36

CAUSE OF ITS RATHER

-

HIGH

FREEZING POINT.. MERCURY
I5 EMPLOYED BECAUSE Ir DOE7
EASILY - -NOT FREEZE

CLASS TODAY

50

Y

ALCOHOL IS BETTER STILL,
FOR (TS FREEZING POINT
Is FAR LOWER
THAN THAT OF
MERCURY

r;
i.

%
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WATER CANNOT Be
(N THE CONSTRUCTION
OF A THERMOMETER EE
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Latest Patents
Notice to Readers:

Combined
Shade and
Flower Holder

These illustrated and described devices
have recently been issued patent protection
but are not as yet, to our knowledge, available on the market. We regret to advise
that it is impossible to supply the correct
addresses of inventors of the devices to
any of our readers.
The only records
available, and they are at the Patent Office
at Washington, D. C., give only the addresses of the inventors at the time of
application for a patent. Many months
have elapsed since that time, and those
records are necessarily inaccurate. Therefore, kindly do not request such information, as it is practically impossible to obtain up-to-date addresses.

Smoker's Waste Receptacle

Sound and Picture Reproducer

No. 1,718,266, issued to Hyman D. Weissberg. This invention provides a basketlike, collapsible frame for electric light fix-

No. 1,710,994, issued to Albert T. Marshall.
Sound reproducing and picture exhibiting
apparatus is combined in this device. The
sound is projected around the edge of the
motion-picture screen. This makes a portable exhibiting outfit which will be useful
for advertising and educational purposes.

tures, lamp stands and the like capable of
being converted to different uses. It is an
ornamental hanging fixture consisting of a
wire -covered loose frame.
No. 1,719,925, issued to George H. Cruess.
The receptacle here shown will retain
smoker's waste such as ash, burnt matches,
and stubs of cigars and cigarettes within
a compartment in such a manner as to prevent the odor of the waste from contaminating the atmosphere and to provide
means to prevent the cigars, cigarettes or
matches from accumulating in the path of
the opening of the receptacle.

Glareless Headlight
No. 1,716.048, issued to Arnold Graves.
This is a lamp for an anti -glare headlight
for vehicles of the type in which the light
source in combination with a small hemispherical mirror is placed inside a parabolic or similar reflector, part of the light
from the source falling directly onto the
reflector and part onto the mirror, whence
it is reflected on the reflector.

Tire Inflater
No. 1,713,899, issued to Raymond A. Gray.
This device provides a novel means
whereby pressure in a tire may be automatically maintained uniform. The comPressor has a spring for actuating the compressing element in a direction to force air
into the tire. The piston is actuated by a
cam on the wheel, the actual pressure maintained by the device being maintained by a
cut-off valve. The device may be made a
part of one of the spokes of the wheel.

`ÿf..

i

.2

" ";=-,

-

' _\__.

Speed Boat Safety Device

¡-- .-.
-,

n

No. 1,710,217, issued to Henry A. Janacek.
A device for use upon speeding and racing
boats is provided for in this invention.
The prime object of the invention is to provide for a means to cause the boat to be
lifted to safety when it strikes a high wave.
The device is inoperative in calm water,
coming automatically into use in rough

water.
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JI Monthly Scientific Question and Answer Page
Writing Electrically
(2330) Mr. Henry F. Sturgis, Lititz,
Pa., asks:
Q. 1. What kind of a paper can be put
on, a sheet of metal so that when a wire
from one side of the house -lighting circuit touches the paper it will leave a
mark. The other side of the house lighting circuit is connected to the metal
plate.
A. 1. There are quite a few chemicals
that can be used for this purpose. One
of the most popular being ordinary
potassium iodide. The paper is soaked
in a solution of potassium iodide and then

dried. Previous to use, it is moistened
but very slightly. A brown mark will be
left on the paper where the wire from
the lighting circuit comes in contact with
it. This mark may fade later. Bichromated gelatine and many other chemicals
which will change their colors when coming in contact with a source of current
as you suggest, will also answer the purpose. The solutions in various polarity
testers which change color when connected across the leads of a circuit could
also be pressed into the service. It is interesting to note at this time that sparks
can also be used to deposit particles of
metal on a piece of paper. This is one of
the systems employed in the transmission
of colored pictures, by telephotography.

The
Oracle
A. 1. You will find that ordinary spider
webs are very serviceable for this purpose. You should not get the web that
has the globules upon it but you should
use one of the supporting strands. The
best way to handle the situation is to
make a small bow with about No. 28
copper wire. Twist the spider web
around one end of the bow, then cutting
off a suitable length, twist the other portion around the other end of the bow
so that the hair is stretched. Now slide
this strand of spider web on the piece of
glass and hold it in place with soft wax
or any other convenient adhesive. A
small drop of shellac or varnish will also
answer the purpose. The hair is left in
this stretched position until the shellac
or varnish is dry, after which the ends
can be cut away.

*-
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Artesian Wells

(2332) Mr. John E. Doyle, Charlotte,
N. C., asks:

which they cannot escape, being confined by the impervious strata both above
and below. Now if we bore an artesian
well in the valley and we reach the imprisoned water between the two impervious strata, the water will be thrown
up in a jet. The height of this jet will
depend upon the lofty ridges or elevations
of the edges of the basin. These elevations may be hundreds of miles from the
well. As a matter of fact, artesian wells
have been successfully bored in the African Desert on the Great Caravan Route.
This water comes from mountainous
areas many miles away.
Any ordinary well driven in the valley
would merely get the local water and
unless there were a rising on either side
we would not get an artesian form of
well or any flowing spring whatever.

When Water Runs Uphill

(2333) Mr. J. B. Downing, Guthrie,
Okla., writes:
Q. 1. Why and how does dry sand or
blotting paper make water run uphill?
I have been on a dry desert and noticed
the water running up a pile of dry sand
in a few minutes. Blotting paper will do
the same without pressure.
A. 1. The reason for this is known as
"The principle of Capillarity." If you
will take a small glass tube having a very
thin bore, you will find that the water
rises upward in the inside of this glass
tube. The smaller or more minute this
bore is, the higher will water rise. Any
other liquid which wets the sides of the
tube will likewise rise. but a liquid which
(loes not wet the sides of the tube will
be depressed. Thus mercury is
depressed by a capillary tube. Water will
also he depressed by such a capillary tube
if the tube has been previously oiled.

Q. 1. Why is it that when one digs an
ordinary well, the water stays in the bottom of the well, yet when an artesian well
is dug, the water generally bubbles out at
the top.

A. 1. All wells and foundations are examples of the laws of equilibrium of
liquids in communicating vessels. Let us
assume that we take an imaginary section of a portion of earth's crust, containing two impervious strata of, let us
say, clay, and one pervious strata in between, of sandstone. We thus have a
basin into which waters filter and from

BLOTTER.
DROP OF WATER..

The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of
scientific students. Questions will be
answered here for the benefit of all, but
only matter of sufficient interest will be published. Rules under which questions will
he answered:
L Only three questions can be submitted
to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written
on; matter must be typewritten or else
written in ink; no penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on
separate sheets. Questions addressed to this
department cannot be answered by mail free
of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a
nominal charge of 50 cents is made for each
question. If the questions entail considerable research work or intricate calculations,
a special rate will he charged.
Correspondents will be informed as to the fee
before such questions are answered.
all

428 COPPER

WIRE.

Lines from Spider Webs
(2331) Mr. Harold T. Darwin. Philadelphia, Pa.. writes
Q. 1. I would like to put a very fine
line on a glass slide. The line must be
exceptionally thin. Scratching it on the
glass is not satisfactory. Please tell me
what else I can use..
:

www.americanradiohistory.com

Water Runs uphill, Due

to

Surface Ten-

sion.
A blotting paper may be likened to a
group of such small minute tubes. The
water wets the blotting paper and by
capillarity it is caused to rise upward.
This is because the meniscus of the surface of the water is curved and this
meniscus has a tendency to straighten
itself like a rubber diaphragm. The same
theorem can be applied to a pile of sand.
The interstices between the granules of
sand act like minute tubes and permit of
this phenomenon of capillarity. If you
oil a piece of blotting paper you will find
that it will not absorb water.
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Radio Repair Mechanic
$1800 to $4000 a year!

Radio Operators
$90to$200 a month
(board free).

'pen !
RADIO
-

122dio Inspectors

$2000 to $4500.

THOUSANDS OF
Pick the job you want
see what only 9 months
training will do!
TELL us where to send your copy of
this free book. See how thousands of

men just like you easily make big -money
in Radio. It's a big pay business. Salaries
from $2,000 to $25,000 a year are common.
So why worry along on a poor salary?
Why put off another day the success that
can now so easily be yours?
These World -Wide Opportunities are
Calling to You!
Share in the glorious future of this gigantic

industry. Broadcasting stations and manufacturers all over the country are eagerly
seeking trained men
Thousands of
ships require experienced operators...and
now, nation-wide radio telegraph service,
telephony, television, photoradiograms
open up thousands of new opportunities for you.
Easy to Learn at Home With This
Magnificent Laboratory Outfit
There's no need for you to know a thing
about radio. The Radio Corporation of
America sponsors this marvelous, simplified home training course
by means
of which you can now prepare for suc-

...

...

JOlI S2t1
...

cess in every phase of Radio
You
learn by actual experience with the remarkable outlay of apparatus given with
this course
learn how to solve every
Radio problem
such as repairing, installing and servicing fine sets. That's why

...

...

you, too, can easily have the confidence
and ability to hold a big -money Radio
job like thousands of our other students.

Only Course Backed by
Radio Corporation of America
The progress of Radio is measured by the
accomplishments of the great engineers
in the huge research laboratories of the
Radio Corporation of America. This gigantic organization set the standards for
the entire industry... and sponsors every
lesson in the course. That's why graduates of this school are posted in newest
up-to-the-minute developments in Radio.
That's why they are always in big demand.
Money Back if Not
Satisfied

This marvelous

insures your success by preparing you
thoroughly in every phase of Radio manufacturing, servicing, broadcasting and airplane radio equipment. As a student you
will receive an agreement signed by the
president of this school assuring you of
complete satisfaction upon completion of
your training-or your money refunded.

READ THIS FREE BOOK
The young men in Radio today will be the industrial leaders of tomorrow
that's what happened
in the automobile business...in aviation... and in
every other essential industry... Get in on the ground
floor and climb with this tremendous industry!
FREE...everythingyou want to know about Radio...
50 fascinating pages ... each one packed with pictures
and descriptions about the brilliant opportunities in
this fast-growing profession.
See for yourself why R.I.A.
training has placed thousands of men in well paid
positions-usually from
3 to 10days after graduation. Mail this coupon now and receive
your FREE BOOK.

...

RADIO INSTITUTE of AMERICA,
Dept. EX -1I, 326 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please send me your FREE 50-page book which
illustrates the brilliant opportunities in Radio and describes your
laboratory -method of instruction at home.

home -laboratory

training practically
rrowsoato srl

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

Name.

Address

i
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FREE BOOK
a World Famous Flier shows
how file can get into

HERE is the book
WALTERHINTON that tells exactly what
,Trail blazer, pioneer Aviation offers YOU.
explorer, author, in- Walter Hinton-hero of
structor, AVIATOR.
The first man to pilot history -making flightsa plane across the gives you the brass tacks
Atlantic-the fanions
Aviation today. He
NC-4-and first to of
fly from North to shows you exactly where
South America. First, your opportunities lietoo, to explore the exactly how to fit yourJungle fastnesses of self for them. Here is a
the upper Amazon.
The man whoo-was as book for_ men with too
crack flying. instruc- much backbone to stay
tor -for the Navy chained to a small -pay
during the \Var; who job-too much adventure
today is training farsighted men for Avi- in their blood for a humation.
Hinton is drum grind
too much
ready to back YOU
up to the limit. His good sound business sense
Book is yours FREE to let this opportunity of
fur the coupon below. a lifetime outgrow them

-

!

The Richest, Fastest -Growing Industry
the World Has Ever Known
Cities everywhere are building more airports; 24 hour shifts are racing construction on new plane
and equipment plants. Air lines, air service of
every kind is doubling and re -doubling itself almost while you watch! There's no doubt about
there being BIG PAY plus a real future for YOU
in aviation. ' Your One sure move is to get the

right training-QUICK!

Aviation Is Ready-Hinton Is
Now It's Up to You!

Ready-

Hinton will train you for Aviation, right at home in
spare -time. His proved course teaches nil about plane
construction, rigging, repairs, motors, instruments, theory
of flight, navigation, commercial Aviation. Whether you
pmn to ny, or want one of the forty Dig t'ay ground jobs,
you Insist have this ground work first. Hinton's Free Book
tells you how to start. Clip the coupon and send it
TODAY!

AVIATION INSTITUTE OF U S. A.
WALTER HINTON, Prrvidrot

1115 Connecticut Avenue

Washington, D. C.

Lieut. Walter Hinton
304-A
Aviation Institute of U. S. A.
1115 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.
Send me sour FREE- book, "Wings of Opportunity," telling how you can give me my ground
stork" right at home.
Name

Street

L

cot.

Agc........
Muet be over ra

St le
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Are Oil Burners Practical
for the Home?
By Harry F. Tapp
(Continued from page 603)
eliminated. Burners of this type are especially flexible with low oil capacities, but
they require a lighter, more volatile fuel,
and in poorly designed burners there is the
possibility of carbon trouble, due to the
"cracking" or decomposition of the oil.
Atomization is the mechanical breaking
up of the liquid oil into a fine mist which
will readily mix with the combustion air
and burn freely. This can be accomplished
in a variety of ways. For example: (1)
By compressed air supplied from a rotary,
or a reciprocating piston compressor. This
method is similar to the familiar perfume
atomizer. (2) By the pressure of the oil
itself thru a small orifice in the same
manner as water is sprayed from the nozzle of a garden hose. (3) By means of
centrifugal force from the edge of a cup
or plate rotated at a high speed.
There is a great variety of design in
which the general methods outlined above
are incorporated either singly or in combination and their effectiveness depends
more upon the reliability with which they
are Luilt and installed, than on the inherent
advantages of the methods themselves.
There is also a type of burner known as
the "natural draft" burner. The oil is
vaporized on a hot plate or in a generator
and the air for combustion is supplied by
the natural draft of the chimney. It is
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LIFE -TIME DX AERIAL
mamma

'mime

[l

Guaranteed Double Volume and SharperTuninq

Description of Lifetime DX Aerial
No. 30-LENGTH 30 FEET:
Assembled ready to string up. Brings in
volume of 150 -ft. aerial but retains the selectivity of a 30 -ft. aerial. Rings are heavy
gauge solid zinc. Duplicates in design and
non -corrosive materials the aerials used by
most of largest Broadcasting Stations. Design permits using this powerful aerial in
30 -ft. space (preferably outside). Sharpens
tuning of any receiving set because of short
length but has enormous pick-up because 150
ft. of No. 12 enamelled wire is used. Made
for owners of fine radio sets who want great
volume on distance without destroying sharp
tuning. (Also used by many owners of shortwave outfits.) "Makes a good radio set

better."

PRICE, $10.00
60-LENGTH

No.

OIL UNDER PRESSURE

60

FEET:

Assembled-ready to string up.

"Big Boy"
size. (Same description as above except that
wire
is
used,
making
300 ft. of
this the most
efficient and powerful aerial possible to man-

ufacture.)

PRICE, $12.50
Manufactured by

THOROLA RADIO PRODUCTS,
So. Michigan Avenue

1014

FAN Alf/

imam»,
/Wm

Chicago, Illinois

RADIO BARGAINS!
Used 5 -tube sets $14.90, guaranteed

1003
chokes.
TARGET

Gun and target oil atomization-how

the oil is broken up by impinging on the

ribbed target.

not hard to understand that the natural
draft burner is sensitive to changes in
weather, air currents about the chimney,
and other factors which are likely to vary
the intensity of the draft and for this
reason-the combustion is not always uniform and efficient. It is possible however,
with proper chimney construction and the
use of a good automatic draft regulator,
to obtain reasonably satisfactory results.
This type of burner is often incorrectly
called a "gravity burner." Gravity feed to
the burner and gravity feed may be used
with either natural draft or mechanical
draft burners.
In order to obtain the most satisfactory,
uniform and efficient results under normal
operating conditions, it is essential that
at least a major portion of the air for
combustion be supplied mechanically by a
fan or blower.
In general, there are three different ways
in which oil burners are ignited-manually,
automatically by electricity or by gas. In
practically all natural draft burners the
ignition is accomplished manually. That
is, it is necessary to make a torch of some
kind and light the burner thru the firing
door. Automatic ignition is accomplished
electrically either by means of a spark
from a high-tension transformer, or by
means of a hot -resistance element, or combination of the two. The spark type however, is the more widely used at the
present time.
(Continued on page 640)
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Sect 6n6 V. 71F- V. C. T. to first choke, 71/n
V. C. T., 2.5 V. C. T. to case 11ñ V. 3 $5,00

For one 281, one 250, one 227, four 226..

..77

first choke, 7%
1002
1% V. 3 $ 75
chokes. For one 281, une 250, one 227, four 226.. 4.
See.T. 450 V.
C.
C
2%

71,C.
4

V.
T.

C.te Tcase.to

Secondary 375 volts -275 volts, 5, 5, 2%, 1% and
11{y.
High and low primary and 2 chokes. $4.25
For 280, taro 171A, five 226 and one 227

875

4

Audio Transformers 75c; Condensers 50e; Rheostats 25e:
1 -tubo sets
$1.95; A. C. Filament transformers $1.90.
Complete list upon request.

Chas. Hoodwin Co.

4240

Lincoln Ave.
Dept. 1116
Chicago, Ili.
Dealers in Bankrupt Radio Stocks

WANTED MEN

To Manufacture Metal Toys and Novelties

Big demand for Toy Soldiers,
Animals, 5 and 10e Store Novelties, Ashtrays, etc.
We cooperate in selling goods you make.
also buy them from you. Small
investment needed to start and see
help you build up. WE FURNISH
COMPLETE OUTFITS and start
you in well paying business. Absolutely NO EXPERIENCE and

po special place needed. A chance
of a lifetime for man with small
Capital. CHRISTMAS RUSH is
now starting, sö if you mean strictly business write
AT ONCE for full information.
METAL CAST PRODUCTS COMPANY
New York City
DEPT. E
1696 Boston Road

TRANSFORMERS

FOR RADIO POWER SUPPLY

.4-13-C Prover for all receivers, Primary 105 to 115 volts
50 or 60 cycles Secondaries -21,¢
volts, 9 amperes-e% volts. 3 amvolts center -tapped, 4 amperes
peres-300 volts each side of center -

-5

tap, 125 milliamperes. All lugs
mounted on bakellte, concealed inshielded.
completely
side case,
Mounting for sub -panel or regular,
for
our
literaPrice $11.00. Write
ture. Dealers get in now.
7427

JEFFRIES TRANSFORMER CO.

Alameda Blvd.

Los Angeles, California
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20 YEARS OF SHIRT-SLEEVE

PRACTICE IN

ELECTRICITY
This is the electrical age, with unlimited opportunities for
the man who has educated himself in the finer points of
electrical practice. Fit yourself for a big-pay job by knowing
electrical practice complete, including inside and outside
work, central stations, and the whole subject. With the
aid of the Croft books you can know electricity as experts
know it and put yourself in line for an expert's pay.

NEWLY

REVISED
UP TO. THE
MINUTE-

The

The

Free
Trial

Croft
Library of
PRACTICAL
ELECTRICITY
A reference library and self training course in eight volumes.
3000 pages -2100 illustrations. In these
volumes Croft teaches you electrical practice
complete. He takes you in quick, easy steps
from the simplest principles to the complete
and economical operation of a great central
station. He tells you all that he has learned
in twenty years of shirt -sleeve practice.

Know Electricity as the
Experts Know It
With these books at his elbow a man can learn as much
about electricity in six months-good practical "bread
and butter" stuff-as he would ordinarily learn in a
lifetime of practice.

The Croft Library is a complete electrical educator. It is
founded on practice-on work as it is actually done. It
is jammed from cover to cover with the kind of hard-headed
facts you want. Written so that the beginner can easily understand it, yet so sound, so thorough, that it is the daily guide
of 59,000 highly paid electrical workers and engineers.
Croft tells you the things you need to know about motors,
generators, armatures, commutators, transformers, circuits,
switchboards, distribution systems-electrical machinery
of every type-wiring for light and power-wiring of
finished buildings-underwriters and municipal requirements-illumination in its every phase-the latest and
most improved methods of lighting-lamps and lighting effects, etc.-how to do a complete job, from
estimating it to completion. Make no mistake
about it-there are big jobs in electricity ready
for you when you're ready for them. Thousands
of men who have the Croft Library know that
to be a fact. The Library itself, on a FREE
TRIAL BASIS, will prove it to your own
absolute satisfaction.

LIBRARY

LIBRARY

PRACTICAL

hem

hum fin=

PRACTICAL

NO MONEY DOWN
Small Monthly Payments
FREE

TRIAL
Just Mail
co h¢

Fill in and mail the coupon attached and we will
send you the entire set of eight volumes for ten days'
Free Examination. We take all the risk-pay all
charges. You assume no obligation-you pay nothing unless you decide to keep the books. Then $1.50
in ten days and the balance at the rate of $2.00 a
month. Send the coupon NOW and see the books

for yourself.

PRACTICAL

:t{ATHEMAnCS ELECTRICITY
PART I

PALMER

Mc CRAY.

HILL

10 Days

Study Course

STANDARD

CROFT

CRAY.
HILL

Mc

.

LIBRARY

LIBRARY LIBRARY

LIBRARY

LIBRARY

PRACTICAL

PRAC71CA1.

PRACTICAL

PRACTICAL

PRACTICAL

ELECTRICITY

ELETiicnT

FLECIRKITY

Etiuwjry

km=

0

PRACTICAL

CENTRAL

ELECTRICAL

WIRING

ILLLIMIRAMI

ELECTRICITY

STATIONS

MACHINERY

-

LIGHTd

,dSlGNAL

CROFT

CROFT

PART

n

CROFT

MCHILL
CRAta

CROFT

UcHe
HILL

c

MsHILL
CRAY.

POWERR

Mc GRAN.

HILL

%'

lIHG

CROFT

Mc CRAW.

HILL

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc., 370 Seventh Ave., New York
Send me for 10 days' free
the Croft Library of Practical
Electricity. If satisfactory I examination
will send you $1.50 in 10 days and $2.00
monthly until the special price
of $19.50 is paid. If not wanted, I will
return the books at your expense. (To insure prompt shipment write
plainly and fill in all lines.)
Name
Address
City and State
Position
Company
S & I 11.29
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Are Oil Burners Practical for the Home?
(Continued from page 638)
employ vaporization and are limited to the
use of the lighter, more volatile fuel oils.
They do not require the use of any refractory material in the
COLLAR
ash pit or combustion
FIRE
chamber of the furnace.
FIRE
CHECK
NOZZLE
"Rotary Disc" burners
BRICK
are similar in some respects to the pot type
STEEL
except that they have a
BOWL
refractory hearth in place
LIINdtlhHll11111111
of a metal pot and pre íl

Some burners, due either to the prefertnce of their designer or to the constructlou of the burner, have a gas pilot for
STAND PIPE
SPRAY PLATE

FAN

RING

'i'i'.
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for if
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FILLER.

OIL

ZAP

GAUGE

TODAYi

NS HAFT
CASE

AIR SHUTTER.
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BURNER

Radio Dealers Save Money

on complete radio sets of every description, dynamic and magnetic speakers, A. C. and all other

types of tubes, eliminators, batteries, radio cabinets-in fact everything required by dealers for
resale or servicing. Buy right, sell right and
make money.

Set Builders and Repair Men

Earn big money by rebuilding and modernizing
old sets. Catalog contains everything required for
this work ; also the latest nationally renowned kits
-knocked down or completely assembled chassis
ready to install in table or console cabinets, all at
wholesale prices.

A. C. Electric Radios

Large selections of the finest A. C. Electric, 6, 7,
8 and 9 tube chassis and complete sets obtainable
at the amazingly low prices we quote. Every modern radio improvement is embodied in these marvelous electric radios. Backed by guarantee of
satisfaction of this 17 year old institution.

;II

The picture at left shows
cross-sectional 2' i e w of
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MILLS offers everything hi
NEW
L
radio at Wholesale Prices that spell real
savings ! That's what you will find in this great
catalog just off the press, featuring Radio's newest
creations in sets, kits, parts and supplies. Eery thing in our catalog is backed by the guarantee of
this old, stable concern and its vast resources, accumulated through 17 years of faithful service to
its customers.

I.

OIL
LEVEL'

li

AIRSHUTTER ROD SET SCREW
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ignition. This is in the form of either
s constantly burning pilot light; a pilot
light expanding at the time of ignition;
v a combination gas -electric pilot light in
which the gas is turned on just previous to
the time required for ignition and the gas
is ignited by an electric spark similar to
the one used for igniting the oil direct.
In general, there is no particular advantage
of one type of ignition over the other. A
gas pilot light limits the use of the burner
to localities where a supply of manufactured gas is available, or requires the use
of gas purchased in containers in which
case, the combination electric -gas ignition
is more economical.
In addition to the general classifications
as: mechanical draft, natural draft burner
and the terms atomizing and
vaporizing,

there

are

ACM

rotary disc oil burner
("Etna). The oil is prepared for combustion by
atomization.

/p

pare the oil for combustion by atomization
with a rapidly rotating disc which is driven
usually by a motor located outside of the
boiler or furnace.
"Gun Type" burners are designed so that
all of the mechanism is outside of the
combustion chamber, which is made of
firebrick or a plastic refractory, shaped
in the ash pit to meet the requirements of
the particular boiler or furnace.
"Vertical Rotary" or "Inside Rotary"
burners are those designed so that practically the entire mechanism is enclosed in
the ash pit and a refractory hearth built
about the atomizing head. With some
burners of this type the oil is burned in
suspension, while in others, it is burned in
contact with specially designed refractory

addi-

tional terms used to further
differentiate between the
various burners on the mar -

Battery Sets for Unwired Homes

Rural communities with homes not wired for electric radios offer a good market for battery sets, repairs and replacements. We have a large stock of
batteries, eliminators, speakers, tubes, transformers, coils, and all kinds of accessories for battery
sets. Best known, nationally advertised goods,
such as Cunningham, Sonatron and Arcturus
tubes, Burgess batteries, Jewel instruments, Belden Products, Utah, Temple, Farrand and other
popular dynamic and magnetic speakers.

-

Send
for Free Book NOW!
Radio dealers, agents, set builders, service men,

etc., cannot afford to be without the New England Mills
catalog, We maintain a complete radio service department, supervised by expert radio engineers who will help
you with all your radio problems. All goods catalogued
are stocked for immediate shipment. write for titis book
today. It's FREE! Send request on business stationery.

Pot type oil burner (Nokol),
described by the author in'
the text. The pot is placed
in the fire box of the furnace.
ket.
These can well be called trade
names.
"Pot Type" indicates that there is a
metal combustion chamber built as an integral part of the burner. They usually

Catalog also contains complete line of tires, tubes,
,-)auto supplies, electrical and sporting goods.

Railway to Airway

NEW ENGLAND MILLS COc
851

Washington Blvd.

Dept. 12

Chicago, Ill

How To Secure A
Government Position
c"
Why worry about strikes, layoffs, bard times? Get a
ernment job! Increased salaries, steady work,
tavel, good pay. I'll help you become a
Forest Ranger, Custom house Clerk.

Railway Postal Clerk, Post Office
Clerk, City Mail Carrier, Rural
Carrier-or any other Government job you want. I was
is Secretary -Examiner of Civil
Service Commission for 8 years.
llave helped thousands.

FREE
Now
lit'

32 -page book tells about the
jobs open-and how I ran help you
get one. Write TODAY. ARTIII It
R. PATTERSON, Civil Service Expert. PATTERSON SCHOOL, 9011
Wisner Building, Rochester, N. Y

bricks located next to the heating surface
of the boiler or furnace.
The nest article will tell of sonie of the
advantages of oil heat and offer sonic suggestions for better use of the basculent.

By Harold Donitz
(Continued front page 588)
Savoia -:Marchetti models, and the PN type
the supply of gas to a dangerous minimum.
of the U.S. Navy, would have to differ
Also, the new Dornier "DOX," of twelve
greatly from any railroad now in use.
motors and 6,000 horsepower, will be able
The track would require a gauge of at
to fly on only half its motors, but will releast ten feet, and the cars used would be
quire all of them to leave the water.
from fifteen to twenty feet in width. The
It is almost inconceivable that such montrack, located on a little -used beach or on
sters as the DOX or the Rohrbach Roan embankment
mar, or the greater flying boats to come,
through a swampy
meadow, would he from two to three mile.
will be launched on their flights from a
in length, and head into the prevailing
carriage on rails but it is quite probable
winds. Two cars would be necessary, one
that in the not -so -distant future such
a flat car, whose floor would be not exan arrangement will be considered an important feature of every large flying boat actly flat, but consisting perhaps of greased
rollers, to reduce the sliding friction of
and seaport terminus.
A track and cars built to serve the
the plane's bottom to a minimum. Behind
largest flying boats in use today, including
this would be an electric locomotive, draw (Continued on page 642)
the Dornier Superwhal, tite Rohrbach and
;
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---"Delta" Electric Handi-Shop

complete Motorized Workshop for craftsmen, including all necessary equipment for
Circular Sawing, Wood Turning, Scroll Sawing, Sanding, Drilling, Grinding and Buffing.
A

Plus

-

-

Dependable Quality
Many Exclusive Features

Practical Design

that's what you find in every woodworking unit bearing the Delia trade-

mark. Craftsmen, artisans, farmers, mechanics-all who use wood in their
daily labors or spare -time hobbies
are delighted with the sturdy
New "Delta"
construction, splendid efficiency,
MOULDING
CUTTER
and moderate cost of Delta equipment. They appreciate keenly such
exclusive constructional features as
the Patented Tilting Tables, Automatically -oiled Bronze Bearings,
Heavy U -Shaped Lathe Bed, Circular Saw Raising Lever in the HandiShop the new Welded Steel
Stands, Graduated Fence, Practical
Rip Gauge, Graduated Miter
Gauge, and the convenient arrangement, in the new Delta Jointer and
Circular Saw Units, which can be
Cuts Over 50 Moulding Shapes
used with your motor, if desired.
With Only 4 Sets of Blades

-

-

Combination 4 -inch Jointer and
8 -inch Circular Saw Unit
nu nurted csnceoienl by on welded steel stand. Both machines can he sited together or separately. furnished with

ur without motor.

8 -inch Circular
Saw Unit

mounted separately on
sturdy, welded steel stand.
Furnished with or without
motor.

4 -inch Jointer
Unit
new,

practical design.

Mounted on stand. Furnished
with or without motor.

10 Day Trial
Easy Terms

For complete details and full description
of the new 1030 Delta line, send coupon
for FREE illustrated literature. Shows
many items of interest to those who work
with wood. You will learn, also, how you
can try any Delta equipment for 10 days
under actual working conditions at our
risk. Choice of three convenient payment
plans. Mail coupon TODAY !

DELTA SPECIALTY CO.
Division of

DELTA MANUFACTURING CO,
Milwaukee, Wis-

1661-67 Holton St.

DEPT. C-119

www.americanradiohistory.com

High speed blades produce over 10,000
cuts per minute at 3500 H.P.M. Blades
require no individual adjustment. Quickly and easily locked in position. Special guide fence. Unusually low price.

igf2
14

tup
21

22

ll

gardir

®

IS

DELTA SPECIALTY COMPANY, Deptc-119
Division of "Delta Manufacturing Co."

1661-67 Holton St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Please send me FREE. illustrated literature
describing 1930 model "Delta" woodworking
Units. Also details of 10 Day 'trial Offer and
Easy Payment Plans.
Name
_Address
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Campbell's

Relieves
Pain
Quickly

Infra -Red

Ray Lamp
Write for
Factory
Price

30 Days
Home

Trial

Relieve That Troublesome Ailment

Write at once and let me tell you how to relieve that troublesome ailment with Infra Red treatments in your own home. The Campbell Infra -Red Ray Lamp throws out
mild beams of Infra-Red Rays which penetrate deeply into the tissues and bring a
soothing internal heat-best, because it works where the congestion is, and restores active
blood circulation. Medical authorities say most ailments are due to congestion-relieve
the congestion and you relieve the ailment because nature itself does the healing
through active, normal blood circulation.

Why Suffer Needless Pain?

Are you troubled with Sinus Irritation, Sore Throat, Neuralgia, Bronchitis, Rheumatism,
Neuritis, Lumbago, Tonsilitis, Catarrh, Ear Trouble, Gall Bladder trouble or similar
ailments? Just let me send you this wonderful lamp on approval. Use thirty days
according to directions and see if it does not bring you wonderful results.
or anyone in your home can use the lamp on instant notice.
You
It is on an adjustable stand-easily carried to any room-easily
placed in any position. Leading health authorities recommend it. Letters from satisfied
users everywhere tell of wonderful results. Just a few treatments will surprise you.
First cost only cost. Connect with any electric light socket.
Shipped by parcel post or express direct to you
from factory at lowest cost. Don't delay-if you
or some friend have some troublesome ailment. Write and let me send it at once.

Harmless

EasyPayments
y

Get Our Book On Infra -Red Rays

This book quotes leading medical authorities and hundreds of users. Mention your
ailment when writing and we will send you free valuable suggestions on how to treat
it with Infra -Red Rays. Thirty day trial period.

WILLIAM CAMPBELL CO.

ö0,0 150

Dept.

1050

ALLIANCE, OHIO

4/OT/ON PICTURE
OPERATORS
TARN
WEEK

BE

THIS- and MORE

the man in the projection booth-it is one of the big, important
jobs in the great billion -dollar movie industry. The hours are short,
the work is light, fascinating-and most in0.0ri ant of all-you can
earn from $4,160 to $7,800 a year and more-easily, quickly
!

Picture Operating Easily Learned!

With bur simplified system of home study your training is practical
and complete-it includes all types of projecting machines and their
operation, Electricity, Stage and Theatre Lighting, Color Finns, and
the new Talking and Sound dories!
Earn two to three times your present salary-have a glorious future
before you! Thousands of others have found this work interestingfascinating-one of the best paid professions open today And right
at house, in your spare time, you can learn all there is to know about
moving picture projection-can start on the road
to high pay and an
unlimited future.
Send today for FREE descriptive book
Our new FREE book tells you about this
wonderfully attractive profession. Shows
how you can quickly qualify for a well paid position. Scud for it TODAYNOW
It may be the turning
point of your career!
!

!
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Railway to Airway
(Continued front page 640)
iug its power from a third rail running

alongside or between the tracks.
Let us visualize a flying boat at a coastal
airport of the future, about to start off on
a voyage of anywhere from five hundred
to a thousand miles.
Behind the waiting room of the port,
and close to a little inlet, is the "starting"
end of the track. On the track is the flat
car and its pusher, and a huge ramp leads
from the water to the level of the car's
floor. Cables, winches, and a crew of
men are guiding the big plane up the ramp
and into position on the car. The three or
four motors are started up, and the twenty
passengers file into the comfortable cabin.
When the engines are well warmed, the
locomotive starts, slowly but with mounting acceleration, up the track. As the
powerful train approaches the necessary
speed, the motors of the plane are speeded
up until they are developing their maximum horsepower.
At a signal from the pilot, an attendant
on the flat car releases a block from the
front of the hull, and the flying boat, no
longer a massive mechanism but a graceful bird, mounts into the air.
The engineer of the locomotive shuts
off the power, and as the train comes
within half a mile of the end of the track,
begins to apply his brakes. Soon the train
comes to a complete halt, and proceeds
slowly back to the airport.
Commercial aviation is reluctant to experiment. At present it must use only such
equipment as has earned the faith of the
public, either through long and efficient
service or through successful sensational
flights. But commerce, especially in the
new world, hasn't even begun to take full
advantage of the flying boat, and when it
does, the scheme described above, or one
similar to it, will he inevitable.

What Our Readers Think
(Continued front page 627)
$21,000 what he was able to do for other

people present who paid the same admission
price we did? We do not hold that the
subconscious mind knows all. We do believe it is the causative factor in the operation of the Ouija board.-En1ToR.)

How to Build

a Bicycle

Catamaran
(Continued front page 628)
sheeting should be used for the supporting
straps. A sprocket wheel can be obtained
from an old bicycle and fastened onto the
paddle wheel. The wheel and axle can
be f astened to the raft by various methods,
depending on the material at hand. Additional links will have to be put in the
original chain to make it long enough.

Don't Miss the

RADIO ARTICLES
In Our

December Issue!
N. Y. institute of Photography.

Dept. C-1813. 8 West 33rd St.
New York, N. Y.
Please send me your FREE Book. "The
Modern Art of Photography," and details as to
how I can qualify as Motion Picture Operator.
Name

SUCCESS
COUPON

Address

City

St ate

www.americanradiohistory.com

Photo Credit Correction
On page 319 of our August issue a
photograph appeared, showing the search-

light illumination at night of the Union
Trust Building of Detroit, Mich., but the
caption credited the edifice with being the
Fisher Building, through an error, which
we are glad to rectify.-Editors.
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Home Movies
By Don Bennett
(Cortinned from page 617)
be used all the while his head is turned.
To show that he is moving, a background
is slid past him, painted on a third piece
of celluloid, a strip as long as is needed.

"In this photo (Fig. 1-B) we see Felix's
outline being inked in, the next to the last
step before photographing. Another man
is doing this, the animator doing no more
than make the pencil sketches. In this
last photo (Fig. 1-C) we see him being
filled in with ink to form the creature so
familiar to us. You will notice that the
pilot pins are evident in each photo. This
guarantees perfect registration every time.
"There certainly seems to be a lot of
work in one of those cartoons, Mr. Jones.
About how many drawings are used in a
reel ?"

"Naturally, that varies somewhat. In a
reel of the theatrical size film, 1,000 feet
in length, there are 16,000 separate pictures. That means there can be that many
drawings. However, by employing the
time-savers I just explained to you (the
use of celluloids) this number is possibly
reduced somewhat, possibly to 12,000.

OWL.

HINGING THE
LEG

THUMB

CAT

TACK..
UNDER,
ADHEfIVE TAPE-.
LOWER SIDE
OF LEG PIECE

Are Your Opportunities Slipping By
THE

years roll by faster and faster
seemingly. More and more frequently come those moments when
we regret the opportunities we allowed to slip by. When we realize
that we have made little or no progress; that we have acquired no new
mental equipment, and no increased
capacity for business or social life.
You must do something if you expect to accomplish anything worth
while. But you will need perseverance and study.

Columbia University, as one of the
world's leading educational institutions, urges you to use part of your
time in study. Not solely for the attainment of greater efficiency in
business, but for a fuller social life,
and for the real joy of having a more
intelligent point of view. Whatever
your objectives may be, and wherever
you live, splendid studies that lead to
these objectives are available through
Columbia Home Study Department.
The range of subjects is wide.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Offers Home Study Courses of University
Grade in the Following Subjects:
Accounting
Algebra
American Government
American History
American Literature
Applied Grammar
Astronomy
Banking
Biblical Literature
Biology
Botany
Boy Scouting
Business Administration
Business English
Business Law
Business Mathematics
Business Organization

Chemistry
Child Psychology
Classics
Composition
Dramatic
English
Various Languages
Lyric Poetry
Contemporary Novel
Drafting
Drama
Drawing and Painting
Economics
Economic Geography
English
English Literature
Essay Writing
European History

Fire Insurance
French
Geometry
German
Government
Grammar
Greek
Harmony
High School Courses
History
Investments
Italian
Juvenile Story Writing
Latin
Library Service
Literature
Magazine Article
Writing

Marketing
Mathematics
Personnel Administration
Philosophy
Photoplay Composition
Physics
Psychology
Psychology in Business
Public Speaking
Religion
Secretarial Studies
Short Story Writing
Slide Rule
Sociology
Spanish
World Literature, etc.

Fig. 2-Various moving figures used in
making Hallowe'en motion pictures.
Some cartoons have been known to run as
high as 30,000.
"The method I use is adapted from the
process used for showing machinery in
action. A svale drawing is used and the
various working parts are cut-outs mounted
on bristol board and pivoted together. You
can do the same thing with figures, planning them only in silhouette, so that they
do not have to face the camera.
"Let's see if we can't plan a Hallowe'en
film that will be easy to make and yet
have plenty of fun in it for the kiddies.
First, let's get our characters lined up.
We need the witch on her broom, the cat
with the straight tail, the owl sitting on a
crescent moon, the jack-o'-lantern made
from a pumpkin, and a house. We'll make
the cat jointed, have the eyes of the owl
blink and the whole face of the jack-o'lantern will light up and go dark.
"The witch, cat (Fig. 2) and pumpkin
will be separate figures and the house will
be painted on the background. We'll use
that title -board you built to make it on.
(See SCIENCE AND INVENTION for January,
1929.) Place it on the table for vertical
shooting. On the title -board we will
fasten a plain background of medium gray
paper, to give a night sky effect. (See
ig. 3.) Fasten this down with gummed

country we are in the midst of
INan thisadult
education movement. University home study courses are one of
the important factors in this progressive
movement, for they offer expert guidance
under educators qualified to direct.
Our courses have been prepared by our
instructors to meet the special requirements of study at home. While all basic
material essential to the full understanding of each subject is fully covered,
sufficient elasticity is allowed to permit
adaptation to the individual needs of
the student. Everyone who enrolls for
a Columbia course is personally taught
by a member of the University teaching
staff..
Special arrangements can be made
for group study.
The University will send on request
full information about these home study

courses. A coupon is printed belowfor
your convenience. If you care to write
a letter briefly outlining your educational interests our instructors may be
able to offer helpful suggestions. Mention subjects which are of interest to you,
even if they are not listed here, as additions to the courses offered are made from
time to time.

HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
PREPARATORY COURSES
COLUMBIA University Home Study Department has prepared courses covering the equivalent of four years of High
School study. This complete High School
or College Preparatory training is available to those who can not undertake class
room work. We shall he glad to send you
our special bulletin upon request.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, University Extension-Home Study Department, New York, N. Y.
Please send me full information about Columbia University Home Study Courses. I am
interested in the following subject:

Name

Occupation

.

Street and number

www.americanradiohistory.com

City

State
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He gets 5100
a week now
just a hand-an
untrained worker doing ordinary work and getting an
ordinary salary.
Then he decided to take up a course with the International Correspondence Schools. He studied at home
in the evening and in spare moments during the day,
In three months he became assistant foreman-then
foreman-and then one day they called him into the
head office to supervise all blue -print work. He's earn.
ing $100 a week now, and to quote the head of the
firm-"That's only a start. He has the brightest
future of any man in the organization." Start today
A LITTLE over a year ago he was

to go upl
How much longer are you going to wait before taking the step that is bound to bring you advancement
and more money?

Mail Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Unireraol t'nireraity"
Box 6200-F, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please send me
a copy of your 98 -page booklet, "Who Wins and Why,"
and tell me how I can qualify for the position, or in the
subject, before which I hase marked an A:
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Architect
EJ Automobile Work
D Architectural Draftsman D Aviation Engines
Plumber and Steam Fitter
Building Foreman
Plumbing Inspector
Concrete
Builder
El
Foreman Plumber
OContractor and Builder
®Heating and Ventilation
['Structural Draftsman
Sheet -Metal Worker
Structural Engineer
Steam Engineer
Engineer
Electrical
Marine Engineer
HElectrical Contractor
Refrigeration Engineer
Electric Wiring
R. R. Positions
Electric Lighting
Highway Engineer
Electric Car Running
Chemistry
['Telegraph Engineer

paper, as thumb -tacks would cause the
celluloid to wrinkle. The figures should
be made on a mat surface paper and all
paints used should be a dull finish. Show card color will be satisfactory. Let's
assume that our lens will cover an area
about eight by ten inches. Our background
piece will be an inch larger than that on
each side. We will use a strip of celluloid
fourteen inches wide and about thirty-six
inches long. On this we will paint a
landscape with trees and shrubs in silhouette (Fig. 3). All this should be
black. Fourteen inches from the right
edge we paint a white moon with an owl
sitting on its rim. Leave large round eyes
for the owl. About four inches from the
left edge paint a house with a little smoke
coming from a chimney and with two or
three windows brightly lit. The windows
will have to be painted in white, or possibly white with just a little touch of black
or blue in it to tone it down a bit. Then
sprinkle some stars around the heavens
all along the celluloid, using either white
or aluminum.
"Now place two guide strips top and
bottom for the celluloid to slide in. These
guide strips can be thin pieces of bristol
hoard an inch or so wide. The thickness
should not exceed one -sixteenth of an inch.
To these guide strips fasten a clear piece
of celluloid to serve as a support for the
figures. Stretch it fairly tight and tack it
down.

Name

Street
Address
State

City

Occupation
If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the
International Correapondenee Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, C'snada

Choice

of(

/2004L

Newest.
v J t.
f

)
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VALUES

QEYD for our 1930 catalog.
Filled with amazing values
in screen grid radios, push
pull audio, consoles, kits,
parts. All standard makes
and guaranteed merchandise.

WESTERN RADIO MFG.
WEER W. LAKE ST.

CO.

CHICAGO ILL.

START TO PLAY
VERY FIRST DA
Even if you can't read a note of music right now,
you play a simple melody on the very day you get
your Deagan Xylorimba. Free, easy lessons show
you how. Soon you are amazing friends and relatives.

Then a new life begins-long, happy evenings of joy; parties;
popularity; radio engagements-and the same chance to
make $5 to $25 a night as Ralph Smith, Chicago-"Played
20 minutes at wedding; received $20." Or the Hellmann
family, Reading, Pa.,-' Made $300 in 5 weeks, spare time."

FIVE DAYS' FREE TRIAL-Our big FREE book

tells all about this fascinating instrument-the 5 -day free
trial offer-the free lessons-the easy payment plan. Send
in the coupon today-the booklet will be mailed promptly
without co=t or obligation.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Deegan, Inc, Dept. 1568, 1770 Berceau Ave., Chicago
Send me. without obligation, full details of Free Trial
offer and ea,y-payment plan on the Reagan Xylorimba
J. C.

Naine
Address

These poses of

Pat Sullivan's
"Felix" indicate

r.

srfi4

f

good style in
making animated movies.

Pharmacy

Telephone Work

Coal Mining Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Navigation D Assayer
['Mechanical Draftsman
D Machine Shop Practice
Iron and Steel worker
[3 Textile Overseer or Supt.
D Toolmaker.
Patternmaker
D Cotton Manufacturing
D Woolen Manufacturing
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping Agriculture D Fruit Growing
Bridge Engineer
D Poultry Farming
Radio
Gas Engine Operating D Mathematics
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Business Correspondence
Business Management
Show Card and Sign
13 Industrial Management
Lettering
Personnel Management
Stenography and Typing
b
Traffic Management
Accounting and C. P. A. English
Service
Civil
Coaching
Railway Mail Clerk
Coat Accounting
13 Mall Carrier
Bookkeeping
Grade School Subjects
D Secretarial Work
High School Subjects
Spanish D French
Illustrating D Cartooning
D Salesmanship
Lumber Dealer
Advertising
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Cllheres an

air of

hospitality that you// like
AT THE HOTEL

iICCAl7ILLY

227 WEST 45rÁ

ST. cc BROADWAY
c IFW YORK,

ADJACENT TO tVERY ACTIVFTY

e

«

600 BRIGHT SUNLIT ROOMS
"Now we are ready to shoot. Put the
EACI-I W TM (MTl9,
celluloid strip ill the guides so that the
ZLEC DIC -FAN, ICE WATER
right edge is just past the picture area.
SINGLE ROOM ^«o BATH i3O9
Put the witch in place about half way up
DOUBLE ROOM ^aD BAT+I
the scene and about a third in from the
Exceptiona' Resfau-ont & Grille
right edge. Now set your camera at half
Wins As Oust EXPENSE ;on RESGI NAT,ONf
F.D.SOFIELD M.W^G,eua D,ercrOo
speed, because all of this is in stop motion, and half -speed gives you better
control of the camera. You will fade in
en this scene in about forty frames, so
close the diaphragm all the way and make
single e.rposttres, opening the diaphragm
THE MIDGET SLIDE
a tiny bit after each exposure. When you
RULE
reach twenty, start moving the celluloid
instantly adds, subtracts, multiplies,
divides,
solves proporof
for
an inch
strip to the right an eighth
tion. gives all roots and poweach exposure. This will cause the sky
Logarithms, Sines. Cosers.
ines, Tangents, Cotangents. etc.
to move across in back of the witch and
Also gives decimal equivalents,
give the effect that she is sailing through
lettered and numbered drill and
tap sizes.
the air. The cat is riding on the broom in
The Engine-divided scales are
on
aluminum
are grease and waterwhitefinished
hack of her. At forty you will be fully proof. Diameter 4e. Priceandwith
Book.
make
in and you continue to
single expo- $1.50. Pocket Carrying Case, 50e extra,Instruction
Cash or C.O.D.
sures and move the celluloid an eighth of Catalogne free. Your money back If you are not satisfied.
RULE COMPANY.
Stuart. Florida
an inch at a time. All this time the owl GILSON SLIDE
'SLIDE RULE MAKERS SINCE 1915)
is moving across sitting on the moon. On
the fixed celluloid have a piece of black
paper covering his eyes. At forty frames,
or ds ''onder `'rene
twist the paper so that one eye is opened.
atsshes Old J'h e 7l/renche.c!
Continue this until sixty and then close it
N wl s fereot!Never a nut
again by twisting the paper hack into place.
PayeAgente wrench like
noiseAuto Show
$20 Daily non. Automatic!
The paper must be slid across the fixed
Ratcheted
'lip.n The harder it's pulled the tighter it
Cans
Del
celluloid in time with the movement of
tore a.
A whole kit of wrenches in one. Rea 23 wonder
Priced low with big profit» to you. Enormous demand.
the strip.
writing
FREE Demonstrator
owns ors
shops
"At eighty, open the same eye again and
Part , full time. Na Pock Investment. We deliver.
Spa.dnut Corp..190 N. State St., Dept. 5 Chicago
at eighty-five open the other. At ninety -
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five, close them both and open them again
at a hundred. At this point introduce the
jack ()lantern with a strip of black paper
covering it so that the openings do not
show. Move it across the fixed celluloid
in step with the strip. At 120 have the cat
reach up \nth a paw (.an extra one cut out
of a separate piece of paper) and tap the
witch on the back twice. Four frames to

lift the paw, two frames touching the
witch each time and two frames between;
four frames back to normal and remove
the extra leg. Now uncover the face of
the jack o'iantern and have the witch stop.
This is done by stopping the background.
Slow it down by only moving a sixteenth
of an inch and finally stopping altogether.
Eight frames will be about right for the
stop. Now the cat jumps down to the
ground, so that he lands right alongside
the pumpkin. He puts his paws up and
starts rolling it along the ground. This is
done by rolling the pumpkin around on its
center while the background moves at the
former rate of speed, the witch still flying
overhead. The cat is not moved, simply
standing with his paws up on the pumpkin, unless you want to put an extra hind
leg on him and have him walk. The discrepancy will probably go unnoticed. If he
walks there should be four movements of
each leg to a step, but both legs must be
moved to give the effect of walking, sort
of a scissors movement.
"Before long the house will appear at
the right and as soon as it comes clear of
the edge, stop it and let the cat roll the
pumpkin up to the house, the witch following him overhead. As soon as the
pumpkin reaches the house (right side up)
the cat jumps up to the witch's broom
again and they move off the screen at the
left. All this time the background is still.
\\hen they are clear, moving at the rate of
an eighth of an inch a frame, place some
small pieces of paper on the face of the
jack o lantern. One of these should cover
his mouth, one his nose, and one over each
eye. The one over the right eye is pulled
about half way up as if he is peeking at
something. Then it opens fully and the
left eye opens. The mouth and nose are
then uncovered and after that right eye
Now
gives a ten -frame wink (covered up)
slide him over so that he covers the house
and suddenly cover his face as if he has
turned around.
"Replace the setting with one of a window frame from the inside reaching from
the bottom to the top of the picture area.
Have the edges light to represent the
lighted walls of the room. The window
space is pitch black until we see slowly
opening the eyes of the jack olantern
peeking firough the window. Finally his
whole face is exposed and right then is
the time to have someone `planted' near
the screen who is good at screaming on
demand. It will give your guests quite a
jar and leave them laughing. If you want
to carry on further without the trouble of
filming, you can have enacted a little playlet in silhouette behind the screen, switching on the silhouette light as the projector
is switched off. This whole film, if properly timed, will run about a minute and a
half if sufficient timing is allowed at all
the pauses and for all the cat's and the
pumpkin's. movements. That means about
twelve hundred exposures, but the movements are all very simple. It should he
possible to make this film in an evening if
all preparations have been made beforehand. And it will be an evening well
spent."
"That's a corking idea, Mr. Jones, and
you can believe me when I say I'm going
to start tonight."
.

(Nest month 31r. Joncs will discuss
"How to process your filins at Howe."

Don't
envy your .friend's fine car
You, too, can enjoy a better car! For the cost of a new low
priced car, you can buy a quality car with only a fraction
of its mileage used. This free book, "How to Judge a Used
Car," tells you how to save money on your motoring. Last
year millions of people bought used cars.

Mail Coupon for

FREE BOOK
Cut your motoring expense by
sending the coupon below for this
valuable free book. In it, experts
who buy hundreds of cars for resale, tell you in plain words and
pictures how to select any make
of used car from any dealer-show
you what to look for and what to
avoid. Get this money-saving information for a 2c stamp. You can
easily save $200 by mailing this
coupon NO W while used car
prices are at their lowest level.

Pledge to the Public
on Used Car Sales
1

Every used car is conspicuously marked
with its lowest price in plain figures,
and that price; just as the price of our
new cars, is rigidly maintained.

Studebaker automobiles which are
2 Ail
sold as CERTIFIED CARS have been

3

properly reconditioned, and carry a
30 -day guarantee for replacement of
defective parts and free service on adjustments.
Every purchaser of a used car may
drive it for five days, and then, if not
satisfied for any reason, turn it back
and apply the money paid as a credit
on the purchase of any other car in
stock-new or used. (It is assumed
that the car has not been damaged in
the meantime.)

". 125 The SkuJ.b.l.r C.mpw..kon of Amvi.a

125,000 people have saved money
by mailing this coupon!
THE STUDEBAKER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Dept. 1711, South Bend, Indiana
Please send me my copy of your valuable
free booklet. "How to Judge a Used Car."

-1

Name
Street
City

State

STUDEBAKER
Builder of Champions
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INVENTORS
Protect Your Ideas
Send for our Guide Book, HOW TO
GET YOUR PATENT, and Evidence of Invention Blank, sent Free
on request. Tells our terms, methods, etc. Send model or sketch and
description of your invention for INSPECTION and INSTRUCTIONS

TERMS REASONABLE.

FREE.

BEST REFERENCES.

RANDOLPH & CO.
PATENT ATTORNEYS

Dept. 172, Washington, D. C.
Name

wert

November, 1929

PATENT ADVICE
CONDUCTED BY J OSEPH H. KRAUS
In this Department we publish such matter as
is of interest to inventors and particularly to those
who are in doubt as to certain patent phases.
Regular inquiries addressed to "Patent Advice"
cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such
inquiries are published here for the benefit of all
readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance,
we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.

Feathering Airplane Wings
(1192) C. P. Craig, Martinsville, Va.,
has designed an airplane in which the
wings are so arranged that the angle of
incidence of those wings is increased when
taking off or landing. He asks whether we
consider this a good plan.
A. 1. While the design which you have
inquired about is similar in effect to airplanes that have been patented by other
inventors, you could probably get a patent
on your system because of the way in
which you change the angle in question.

City
who derive largest profits know
and heed certain

INVENTORS
patents.
applying

simple but vital

for
Our book,
Sense, gives these facts; sent free. Write
facts before

Patent-

LACEY & LACEY
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F STREET

BODY OF PLAN

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Established 1869
NEW YEAR - NEW IDEA
PATENT YOUR IDEAS

The worm and gear arrangement is

to change the angle of the wings

quicker take-off.

Call or send me a sketch of

your invention.

Phone LONgacre 3088

Recording Blank
FREEInventors
Confidential Advice

U. S. and Foreign Patents secured by

Z.H.POLACHEKConsult.
1234 Broadway,

Engineerey

New York MR

PATENTS
WRITE FOR FREE INSTRUCTIONS

Send drawing or model for examination.
CARL MILLER, Patent Attorney
Former member Examining Corps, U. S.

Patent Office

261

McGill Building, Washington, D. C.

TORSjKODELS
nieal
peciatisls forever

Labor Saving

the man with an Idea

Designed euill

20 vean. Rendering
Complete Service to

Machinery

Circular -References -Guarantee -Free
BERNARD t;HELLER-'31 East17thSt..NYC..

INVENTO

We have been in business 30
invention or patent has merit,
model, or write for information.
ties. References. Adam Fisher
Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

years. If your
send details or
Complete faciliMfg. Co., 205-D

PATENT

IN ENTONS
EDWARD GOTTLIEB

Attorney in Patent Causes
5 Beekman Street
New York
Inventions Developed-Representative for
Blair Tool and Machine Corp.

for

Not so long ago, SCIENCE AND INVENMagazine published photographs of
the Bonney Gull and of what happened to
it. Mr. Bonney was killed in the accident
to his brain child. He worked upon this
for years, developing all of the parts in
laboratories, where they were submitted
to wind tunnel tests.
The plane was so arranged that the
angle of incidence could be increased for
take-off and landing, and when in the air,
it could be changed so as to make for the
greatest amount of speed. Unfortunately,
Mr. Bonney never proved that his ideas
were of value, and he spent a small
fortune in developing them. While we
have no doubt but that planes will use some
such method for increasing the angle at
the beginning and termination of flight, the
industry itself is probably advancing as
rapidly as one could expect, yet it is still
in its infancy.
The planes of the future might be so
different from our modern constructions
that any patent you might get on such an
idea would be of no purpose. We would
not advise further action.
TION

Auto Brake
(1193) M. S. Chapman, Johnstown,
Pa., has asked what he can do with an
idea of an automobile brake which has no
brake -lining, steel disc or other form of
friction ; would prevent screeching, wearing or burning; will last for the life of a
car without replacement will stop a car
quicker than the best brakes without locking the wheels will prevent skidding and
increases the efficiency in second gear; has
;

;
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Should advice be desired by mail, a nominal
$1.00 is made for each question.
Sketches and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

charge of

NOTE:-Before mailing your letter to this department, see to it that your name and address
are upon the letter and envelope as well. Many
letters are returned to us because either the name
of the inquirer or his address is incorrectly given.
few working parts and never loses its
efficiency.
A. 1. With the many advantages of

stopping an automobile which you have
expounded in your communication, it
seems strange to us that you cannot pool
the interests of some of your associates
and friends, and get them to invest a small
sum of money in your patent. We would
advise that you establish the usual claims
of priority, and then take the idea to those
of your friends from whom you could expect aid for an interest in the patent; an
investment of $20.00 or $25.00 each. A
patent would probably cost you no more
than about $200.00 and if your invention
proves to be what you claim it is, you
should have no difficulty in selling the
product.
While the advantages that you point
out might be apparent to you, they may
on the other hand not be apparent to the
'manufacturer, and he would want to be
shown. You have given us no details of
your invention, and consequently, we are
not in a position to comment on its practicability.

Perpetually Flying Plane
(1194) Edward P. Conlin, Avon Park,
Girard, Ohio, has designed an airplane in
which there are several generators driven
by air turbines. These generators produce electrical current which in turn
operates electrical motors and propellers.
A. 1. The only and most unfortunate

This inventor believes that the air pressure can be used to operate a turbine, and
this in turn will drive generators, the
current thus produced to be used for operating the propeller motors.

part of your system is that the airplane
you have designed will not operate. There
would be no need of even a gasoline
engine on such a plane; you could merely
face the plane into the wind, generate current and make this current drive the
motors and propellers and they in turn
lift the plane, and if it were possible, your
speed would increase constantly, because
the faster you travel, the more current
you would generate, the faster your
(Continued on page 648)
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At the right is a view of my drafting and specification offices where
a large staff of experienced experts are in my constant employ.

e

All drawingsand spec-

My Patent Law

Just

ifications are prepared under my personal
supervision.

Offices
Across Street

From

U.S. Pat.
Office

',

_gfofflit

Protect Your Ideas

Take the First Step Today-Action Counts
a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article or for an
improvement on an old one, you should communicate with a competent
Registered Patent Attorney AT ONCE. Every year thousands of applications for patents are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or
snore applications are made for the same or substantially the same idea
(even though the inventors may live in different sections of the country
and be entirely unknown to one another). In such a case, the burden of
proof rests upon the last application filed. Delays of even a few days in
tiling the application sometimes mean the loss of a patent. So lose no
time. Get in touch with me at once by mailing the coupon below.
If you have

inventors
eA4A-tizehe,

Free Boo

Prompt, Careful, Efficient Service
This large, experienced organization devotes its entire time and attention
to patent and trademark cases. Our offices are directly across the street
from the U. S. Patent Office. We understand the technicalities of patent
law. We know the rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We can
proceed in the quickest, safest and best ways in preparing an application
for a patent covering your idea. Our success has been built on the
strength of careful, efficient, satisfactory service to inventors and trademark owners located in every state in the Union.

Strict Secrecy Preserved-Write
Me in Confidence
All communications, sketches, drawings, etc.. are held in strictest confidence in strong, steel, fireproof files, which are accessible only to authorized members of my staff. Feel free to write me fully and frankly. It is probable

Highest references. But FIRST-clip the coupon and get
I can help you.
my free book. Do THAT right now.

that

No Charge for Information
On How to Proceed
The booklet shown here contains valuable information relating to pateng
procedure that every inventor should have. And with it I will send you
my "Record of Invention" form, on which you can sketch your idea and
establish its date before a witness. Such evidence may later prove valuable to you. Simply mail the coupon and will send you the booklet, and
the "Record of Invention" form, together with detailed information on how
to proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW. No need to lose a
minute's time. The coupon will bring you complete information entirely
without charge or obligation.

,

rt...e:,e.eSWit,e:

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN
Registered Patent Attorney
and Attorney -at -Law

1

Clarence
A. O'Brien
Registered Patent Attorney
& Attorney -at -Law
Member of Bar of: Supreme Court of the United States:
Court of Appeals, District of Columbia; Supreme Courts
District of Columbia; United States Court of Claims.
PRACTICE CONFINED EXCLUSIVELY TO
PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS
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53-X Security Savings & Commercial Bank Bldg.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

-or-

Suite 1106, Woolworth Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY

Please send me your free book, "How to Obtain
a Patent," and your "Record of Invention" form
without any cost or obligation on my part.
Name

Address

(Important! Write plainly and address office
nearest you)

Science and Invention

`300000
For Th:s Simple Invention

That's what Eastman Kodak

paid for the Autographic idea.
Other simple inventions have
brought fortunes to their inventors. The crimped tin cap paid
$135,000; the inventor of "Kiddie Cars" made $165,000; King
C. Gillette and Waterman have
become millionaires many times
over. Thousands of other inventions are needed and offer enormous opportunities for earning
fortunes. If you are of an inventive turn of
mind, why not concentrate on things that arc
really NEEDED? Even one practical IDEA-a
little thing like the humped hair -pin, the pencil
eraser, the paper clip and other money makersand you're MADE! Get Raymond Yates' new book,

1,000
NeededstartInventions
Cost;
thinking

only $1.50 and may
you
on what
the industries need and what the public wants. Hundreds of people have the imagination and ability to create
some startling Invention-yet don't realize it. Mr. Yates'
book is the very thing to bring out your "inventive
knack." It tells the ten most needed inventions and suggests what inventions are needed in the Radio, Chemical,
Electrical, Marine. Automat ive and Dlechanlcal fields.
Contains important chapters on Aviation and Television.

Send No Money
Just write postal. when postman arrives deposit

with
Examine the book for 10 days.
delighted, return it and get your money bark.
Remember-oat a cent now-and even after you have paid
deposit It is still your money, if you want it. This offer
limited.
Write TODAY and discover your bidden "inventive knack." (Outside U. S., $1.70 cash with order.)
Address
him $1.50, plus postage.
not

If

Bureau of Inventive Science

711
Rochhestest

erB

.Y
Rochester, N.Y.

INVENTORS

PATENTS

May now arrange
to obtain
and pay for them on the basis of

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
INVENTORS SERVICE BUREAU
Dept. C, Union Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

MYSTERY GAS LIGHTER M
M Mr JUST
INSTANTLY WITHOUT

0
N

OUT, LIGHTS GAS

SELLS LIKE WILDFIRE
WHEREVER GAS IS USED -BETA LS roll 25Ç

SPARKS OR FLAME

?,

rl

MAKE

$25.

..DAY
l)

PACKED ON INDIVIDUAL CARDS WOO INS RLCnoa'

yRUSH>IO2-"-

FOR GROSS oe1oci FOR DOZ.

New Method Mfg. Co., Box 23-11, Bradford, Pa.

O
N

Write today for this new book. It tells you how
a law training will shorten your road to success. It also carries a vital and inspiring message to every ambitious man. Find out about
the opportunities that await the law trained man.
Find out tow you can learn law right in your own
home. No oblleattona.The bona la absolutely Fuse.
low tuiuon re,
Write Toda Y -new-whil°
e in force.
American Correspondence School of Law
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 2428, Chicago. IIL

Electrical
e'ding
Engineering hag
Course tor men of ambi-

limited time.
men trained.
Condensed course in Theoretical and Practical Electheclose`
Ltea1
ly related
subjects of Mathematics and Mechanical Drawing.
Students construct motors, install wiring, test electrical machinery. Course designed to be completed
tion

and

Over 5000

in one college peer.

BLISS

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Prepare for your profession In the
most interesting city in the world.
Catalog on request.
151 Takoma Ave.. Washington. D.C.

You Can Get Into

AVI,A.TION

Train yourself NOW to qualify for one
of thousands of jobs crying for trained
men. My course trains you at home,
and I help you find job upon graduation. Amazing new
plan. No education or experience needed. Anyone over
IS can qualify.

FREE BOOK Explains

Patent Advice
(Continued from page 646)

In RADIO NEWS

motors would run and hence, the greater
would be the speed. Judging from this,
you would soon be able to travel even
faster than light.
From a theoretical standpoint, ti lore des
not seem to be anything wrong with the
argument from a practical standpoint, it
simply will not operate at all.

for November, 1929

;

Remote Control

All

Rush name and address for big FREE ROOK on Aviation. Get my special tuition offer, and money -hark agreeMAJOR R. L. ROCKWELL.
ment. State your age.
Dept. R-20. Dayton, O.

POLICE RADIO ROUTS RACKETEERSHow the Detroit Police Department has
equipped a fleet of scout and cruiser
automobiles with radio receivers locked
to the wave -length of the Police Department broadcast station, and what a year's
experience has demonstrated as to the
value of such a radio system in breaking
up gangster operations.

\ SHORT-WAVE TRANSMITTER THAT
FITS

(1195) B. A. \Ventegart, Bronx, New
York, asks whether it would be a good
idea to patent a system whereby any radio
set could be controlled from some remote
point. He wants to know what advantages
such a system should possess.
A. 1. Many systems for the remote
control of radio sets have been advanced
Some of these have been described heretofore in SCIENCE AND INVENTION magazine.
The difficulty with devices of this type is
that they do not do the work efficiently
and they require cable wiring which the
average individual will not make. Any
system that is to be used and that can be
practically sold on the market should be
so contracted that it can he attached to
the dial control of the radio set by means
of a thumb screw.
No more than one pair of leads should
be employed, and if possible no leads at
all should be used. Even this type of circuit has been described heretofore but
none of these methods seem to meet with
a favorable market.

THE

AVERAGE

HOME

AND

PURSE-Lieut. Wenstrom presents the
constructional data for a short-wave code
and phone transmitter of low-cost andbest of all-of such design as to involve
no upsetting of orderly housekeeping

ideas.

PRACTICAL POINTERS ON SOUND AMPLIFIER INSTALLATIONS-S. Gordon
Taylor gives some valuable advice to the
radio man who wants to add to his income by entering this profitable field.
THE

VARIABLY -TUNED BAND-PASS-

Second of a serles of articles by John
Rider, on Band Pass Filters; describing
their use in tuned radio frequency circuits, and explaining the theory and practice of their design and construction.

THE MARSHALL PUSH-PULL SHORTWAVE RECEIVER-A constructional
article by Thomas A. Marshall, telling
just how to duplicate the receiver which
successfully pulled in strong signals over
2,000 miles of distance on waves as low
as seven meters.
RADIO NEWS FLOATING LABORATORY TRIES OUT AN EXPERIMENTAL
SMALL -BOAT RECEIVER-A report of
progress to date, in designing a receiver

which will furnish entertainment as well
as navigational aid for the small and medium size cruiser.

How to Sand, Grind and Polish on the Lathe
By H. L. Weatherby

E

Y

November, 1929

(Continued frone page 616)

rri HE

writer remembers well that early

in his woodworking experience, he was
called upon to bore more than a thousand
-inch holes in some

oak bookshelves for
adjusting pins. The
only available machine with which it
was possible to do
this was a lathe, and
so a chuck to hold
the bit vas purchased
and mounted in the
live center end of
the lathe and the
holes were bored in
The
a short time.
chuck proved to be a
good investment and,
lacking other boring
and drilling facilities. it has served
many years for work
in wood and metal.
For wood boring,

"Forstner" bit
which has no screw
center is most satisfactory-, although a
regular auger bit will
do if the lathe is operated at slow speed
a

and the screw threads are filed on the bit to
prevent it pulling too rapidly. For long holes,
such as are needed in lamp posts, it is

SAND PAPER

GROOVE SLIGHTLY LARGER THAN
PIECE THAT FITS INTO IT.
ROUND CORNERS TO PREVENT
SAND PAPER CUTTING

.,COUNTERSUNK.
SCREWS

CYLINDER RISING

CYLINDER ABOUT
3" IN DIA.

SLIGHTLY
ABOVE BOX

BOX

NAILED

AND GLUED

TOGETHER
SAND PAPER
LOCK

Constructional de-

tail of the flat sanding cylinder.
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GLUED BLOCKS
CYLINDER SET

UP BETWEEN CENTERS
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possible to use a long drill and get an
absolutely true hole; by setting the drill
in a piece of hard wood that is turned to
the size and shape of and takes the place
of the dead center. The work in which
the hole is to be bored should be centered
to the spur center and revolved slowly
against the drill. A hole should already
have been started by hand and the feeding
of the drill should be done with the hand
wheel. Frequent cleaning of the hole and
cooling of the drill are necessary and when
about half way through, the work should
be turned around, re -centered, and drilled
from the opposite end. The two holes will
meet exactly in the center.
For drilling in metal a punch should be
used, to center the drill. The work may he
held against the drill by the tail stock with
the center removed and fed to it by the
hand wheel.

OUR OFFER.
should

VICTOR BUILDING

write for our blank form,
"

Patent Office. There is no charge
or obligation for this service.

Write for Our Five Books Mailed Free to Inventors
Our illustrated Guide Book
HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Contains full instructions regarding U. S. Patents. Our Methods,
Terms, and 100 Mechanical Movements illustrated and described.

OUR TRADE -MARK BOOK

FOR polishing and buffing metal stir -

Shows value and necessity of Trade -Mark Protection. Information regarding TRADE -MARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETI-

faces one may make up a wheel of several thicknesses of canvas sewed together.
For finer work a similar wheel of muslin
may be used and for coarse or first polishing a wooden wheel, covered with a band
of leather will suffice. A polishing or buffing compound of emery, carborundum, or
pumice for this purpose should be applied
to the under side of the wheel in motion.
The wheel is mounted in the same manner
as the grinding wheel. The work should
always be held against the bottom of the
buffer and the speed of the lathe should
be from two to three thousand revolutions
per minute. For small lathes wheels of
about three-inch diameter should be used.
Scratch brushes can be purchased that
till do for sough work and special brushes
for carbon removal can be had for automobile work.

TION IN TRADE.

OUR FOREIGN BOOK
\Ve have Direct Agencies in Foreign Countries, and secure
Foreign Patents in shortest time and at lowest cost.

PROGRESS OF INVENTION
Description of World's Most Pressing Problems by Leading
Scientists and INVENTORS.

DELAYS ARE DANGEROUS IN
PATENT MATTERS
TO AVOID í1.11,A]': YOU SHOULD HAVE YOUR
CASE MADE SPECIAL IN OUR OFFICE to save correspondence, secure protection and early filing date in Patent
Office. You should send us a model, sketch or photograph with
a description of your invention together with $25.00 on account.
We will make an examination of the U. S. Patent Office records
and if it is Patentable we will prepare the official drawings immediately and forward them for approval. If the invention is not
patentable we will return the fee less the cost of the examination.

Veining

PAYMENT OF FEES IN INSTALLMENTS
It is not necessary that the total cost of a patent be paid ill one
payment. We permit our clients to pay for their applications
in three installments as the preparation of the application progresses in our office
ALL COMMUNiC'ATIONS AND DATA STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. INTERFERENCE AND INFRINGEMENT SUITS
PROSECUTED. Our I.arge, Comprehensive Organization has been
established for 30 years and offers Prompt, Efficient and Personal Service by experienced Patent
Lawyers and Draftsmen. We shall be glad to have you consult us or to answer any questions
in regard to Patents, Trademarks or Copyrights without charge.

Highest References-Prompt Service-Reasonable Terms

It is quite likely that with specially de-

vised cutter, mounted on shanks, some
moulding and moulded edging could be
done on the lathe. We would suggest to
the reader that he experiment with his
lathe, and he will find it one of the most
useful pieces of machinery imaginable.
Ne.rt month we hope to give the readers
of Science and Invention some worth
zc'hi(e Christmas suggestions in the war of
turned articles, and things that go with
turned articles.

PRODUCTION
INVETHE
ENTION
NTION

Before disclosing your invention, a
sketch and description should be
made on our "Record of Invention
Blank", signed, witnessed, then returned to us and we will place it in
our fireproof secret files. We will also
give our opinion as to whether the
invention comes within the Patent
Office definition of a patentable invention. This "Record of Invention"
will serve as "proof of conception"
until the case can be filed in the

Our New Building Nearly Opposite U. S.
Patent Office Specially Erected by
Us for Our Own Use

Polishing and Buffing

done.

YOUR

"RECORD OF INVENTION

AANYONE with a lathe need not want

AT present veining is a popular means of
decoration for panels and broad surfaces on furniture. Usually it marks the
line between different tones of color in the
finish. A friend of the writer's devised
a very simple but very effective little veining tool by filing the head of a number
ten flat head wood screw ill such a way
that it formed two cutters. This was
mounted in The chuck and by using a temporary guide, very satisfactory veining was

OF

YOUR FIRST STEP-The inventor

Grinding
for an electric grinder. He can mount
any sort of a grinding wheel that he may
wish between collars, one of them to be a
screw collar, that turns on to the headstock, as does the face plate.
Wheels of this sort have been known to
burst, so a word of caution is needed. Do
not operate at a higher speed than recommended, and do not stand in front of the
stone when it is revolving. The tool rest
for the lathe may be used on which to rest
the tools while grinding them and a can
of water should be near at hand into which
the tools should he clipped from time to
time for cooling.
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WRITE TODAY

FREE

-

COUPON

VICTOR J. EVANS 8r CO.
Registered Patent Attorneys: Established

1898

MAIN OFFICES: 715 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.

BRANCH OFFICES: 1007 Woolworth Bldg., New York City; 1640-42 Conway Bldg.,
Chicago, Ill.; 514 Empire Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.; 828 Fidelity Phila. Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.; 1010 Hobart Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Gentlemen : Please send me FREE OF CHARGE your books as described above.

Naine
Address
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Answers to Scientific Puzzles

Save

$2000

(Continued front page 610)

with this
OFFER

Steam and Salt Water

Send no
MOW!,

Passing steam through a solution of salt
water will raise the temperature of the
salt water above the normal boiling point
of water. This is because the salt tends
in

Get.WITH
strong
These Improved.
Muscle Builders

cellfor 05°O
Why pay an extravagant price
for strength-get all equipment
you require and excellent course
of instructions for only ;5.00.
Develop muscles of a super-man.
Get strong and amaze friends. We
rho v hose to easily master feats
which now seem difficult-if you

want physical culture for your health'.
net what you
sake, this equipment '
e furnish
Save t treat half.
need.
a ten cable sheet expander adjustable to
ade of new,
resistance up to 200 lbs.
live, extra strength. springy rubber to

aa
and give resietaeea Yuu
e
e olose
You
scl development.
ed for real
also get
pair of patented hand gripe for
de loping powerful
exercising pforearm',
rts r whichrme
wall leeerp
ece back,
permitspwe ,,cod to
ity. á.cä
cie
eeó real
n
á d athletes, too, first age
mesa
with foot
their legs. Develop leg muscles
strap which we furnish. This ill give
you speed and endurance-hut that isn't
you get. In addition a include a
all
ay written couree which containe
and diagrams showing how to
ÿtares
develop nay paart of your body so you
eee
quickly get on with
advantages from their used

developr

Act now!

SEND NO MONEY
All items pictured am included in
this epecial offer. Sign name and
to coupon an ru h to tie.
dde
adders.
cable
r. your
ll parts,
to
pir of hatnd
foot strap and the course
gripe,
by return mail. Pay postman
$5.00. plus postage on arrival.
(L you rend heck or money
ava we pay poeeage.)
order
GUARANTEE

s

All C sader products are goer.
Wp

to gave
steed
faction or weary

entire
back.

Crusader Apparatus Co.,
Dept. 411, 44 Parker Ave., Maplewood, N. J.
I accept your offer. Send me everything described
in your advertisement by return mail. I will pay
postman $5.00 plus postage on arrival. It is understood if I am not entirely satisfied after examination.
I can return the goods and you will refund my money.

State

City

I_

ci
v

yfi

_J

How's this for
flight Record?

The

Cali -plane has an
official record of 35 min-

utes

continuous

flight
under own power, and in practice flights has
remained

45 minutes in

air under
its own power

Cali-plane is of the Monoplane type. Its wing
spread is 18,e length of fuselage 18". Price complete, ready to fly, $5.00. Complete parts of plane
knocked down ready to assemble, $3.01). Full size
blueprints of all parts, 50 cents. The only tools
necessary to assemble plane are pliers and screwdriver, and assembly requires only 3 hours. Send
Express or P. O. Money Order. No stamps.

Box

CALIFORNIA LABORATORIES
Los Angeles, Calif.

1771

$15000
ayear
awayin a
Job? At
lest, the avengefellow
get out of the rut.
Why slave
poor-paying

Most gases and vapors become cooler
when they expand suddenly. If the air in
a bottle is already saturated with air moisture any cooling effect will tend to make
the vapor condense into little droplets
which we call fog. The compressed air in
the bottle soon becomes saturated with
moisture. When the stopper blows out,
the cooling effect may be sufficient to
cause condensation, especially if a little
smoke is present to afford particles upon
which the drops can condense.

Lan
et me show you how

to make big money.

Step Into Your Own

Business !

You don't need experience or eeheoang. 1
a at ones geeverything.
the charging businesº
in your neighborhood.

Startall
$10.00

Jest think-only $10
down is
you perm
Where el se
uld you
Mart In business for
only $10 down. Your

Two and Two

Ed
on
casa In Ms basement; by the next der
h had made $460.

Star s You!

Fill
upon. Mall
NOW!t Get
y HIG
PROFITS book. it's
Free. Tells you how
easy It la to become

greateetepportualty,

.

C. F. HOLMES. Chief Engineer

Independent Electric Works
4912 No. Clark Street, Chicago, Dept. A
Dear Mr. Holmes: Sure I want that book of Big Profits.
Send it to me at once.
Name

The Weight of an Hour -Glass

It is an utter impossibility for a person.
to sing a pure note of but one frequency.
If he did he would sound like a tuning
fork and his voice would be considered
devoid of quality. Analysis shows that
every note we sing and every syllable we
speak is a composite note made of a large
variety of frequencies. These various notes
are called "overtones" or "partials". Their
frequencies and relative intensity determine the quality and apparent pitch of the
whole. Most of the principal overtones
are harmonious and thus form chords. A
few of the weaker ones are dissonant, but
usually pass unnoticed.

Fanning a Thermometer

successful.

Mail This Coupon

Some liquids such as water and alcohol
contract when mixed, so as to produce a
volume that is less than the sum of the
two volumes taken separately. Thus two
quarts of water, plus two quarts of alcohol, do not make four quarts of mixture,
but about 3.8 qts.

An hour -glass weighs the same when
the sand is flowing as when it isn't flowing. The loss in weight due to the sand
that is in the act of falling is exactly
counterbalanced by the force which the
falling sand exerts on the bottom of the
glass.

make big money
charging batteries
with my ServieeStation charger. Stuart
Trego made 5175.00
the first week. William Gillespie made
enough to pay for
hie charger in two
days. Bill Gallaway
Is clearing from five
to aeven thousand a
a year easily. You
can do the same. My
charger handles 60%
to70%morebatteriee
than similar chargers.

11

Address

a

Stop Using A Truss
STUART'S ADHESIF PLAPAO-PADS are
entirely different-being mechanico-chemico
applicators-made self -adhesive purposely to
keep the muscle-tonic called "Plapao" continuously applied to the affected parts, and to
minimize danger of slipping and painful friction.
The fabric is soft as velvet, and being adhesive
clings closoly to the
body without straps,
buckles or springs. Easy
to apply, comfortable,
Inexpensive.

For almost a quarter
century stacks of sworn
testimonials from many
different countries report Awarded
Awarded
Gold Medal
success-without delay Grand Prix
work.
from
The epidermatic absorption of Plapao
and the utilization of "plaster therapy" tend
toward a natural process of recovery, after
which no further use for a truss.
Test of factor "PLAPAO" sent
Mail Coupon below TODAY-

FREE

393

Plapao Laboratories, Inc.
St. Louis, Mo.

Stuart Bldg.,

Gentlemen: Sendme a Free Trial Plapaoand 48-page
book on Rupture. No charge for this now or later.

Fanning a thermometer will not cause
any appreciable change in its reading un- Name
less the thermometer is wet. Increasing
the circulation of air then increases the Address
rate of evaporation and thus cools it.

The Power of a Washing
Machine Motor
Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once for free book, Opportunities in Modern
Photography, and full particulars.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Chicago, U. S. A
Dept. 1425, 3601 Michigan Ave.

°col

r

E trons5000

A Bottleful of Fog

Singing Chords

Street

You can

(latent heat of vaporization) which raises
the temperature of the solution above that
of either the components that are being
mixed.

1

Name

aiìillg

to make the steam condense. In condensing, the steam gives up a quantity of heat

The armature of every motor develops
an electromotive force that is opposite in
direction to that of the applied voltage.
The difference of these two electromotive
forces largely determines the power that

www.americanradiohistory.com

LEARN TELEGRAPHY
Be

an expert Morse
WITH
Continental rode
operator! BIG PAY- TELEPLEX
TRAVEL
FUN
ADVENTURE. After a few short
weeks of practical study with Teleplex you will be an expert operator.
This amazing instrument teaches
you right in your own home. works
like n phonograph. No knowledge
needed-beginners learn at once!
Free IO days'
NOT A SCHOOL.
trial. write for FREE booklet L-11.
TELEPLEX CO., 72 Cortlandt Street, New York City
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-
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will be drawn by the motor. If the motor
is running slowly, as it does when laboring
with a heavy load, the back -electromotive
force is small and consequently the effective
voltage driving the motor is large. Consequently the motor under this condition
will draw more power than when it is
running freely under a light load.

Is the Sea Level?
Sea level is by no means the same over
the surface of the earth. Nor is it the
same throughout the same latitude, even
after temporary changes due to tides have
been taken into account. The coast of
California is about 8 inches higher than
the coast of North Carolina. Difference
in temperature over various parts of the
earth, together with the rotation of the
earth, are largely responsible for great
ocean currents. The direction and magnitude of these are again modified by the
shape of the various continents and the
depths of the ocean. The sea level at
any spot is thus seen to be the result of a
number of conditions that are far from
uniform over the surface of the earth.

Model Blueprints
Correct-Easy

to Follow

1-2 Horizontal Steam En-

set $1.00
gine details
3-4 Boiler construction for

set
above
Ton Bark
Twin Cylinder Steam
Engine and Boiler.set
Gasoline Fired Locoset
motive
U. S. S. Constitution,
"Old Ironsides" set
13th Century Man -of War
set
Chinese Junk
Electrically driven
set
Automobile
Roman Ballista .......
Simple Steam Engine,
set
How to Build a Reflecting Telescope..
"Santa Maria," complete
Model U. S. S. Portsset
mouth
Building a Model Tugboat
Twin Cylinder Marine
Engine

$1.00
50c

5 880

6-7
8-9
10-11
12

13-14
15-16
17

18-19
20-21
22

23-24
25
26

27-31
32
33
34

35-36
37-38
39
40
41

$1.00
$2.00
$1.00
50c
50c

$1.00
50c

50c
$1.00
50c
$1.00
50c

50c
$2.00
U. S. S. Truxton
50c
Sopwith Biplane
Speed Boat
50c
Airplane Engine
50c
Motor Winch
75c
Vertical Steam Engine $1.00
Cannon
50c
Steam Roller
50c
Prairie Schooner
50c

Lincoln Sport Biplane
(man -carrying)
$6.75

Gerber Monoplane
(man -carrying)

$1.00

Send Orders to

BLUEPRINT DEPARTMENT
SCIENCE AND INVENTION
381 Fourth Avenue
New York City

your Employer
how to get a $5 Rais e..
American School
announces the new

UNIT PLAN
Employers have welcomed the
Unit Plan because it enables
their men to get just the training material they need to prepare them for the position
immediately ahead.
And the Unit Plan appeals
to the ambitious employee because it brings INDIVIDUAL,
personal help when he goes
after promotion. For every
man has a different background of education and experience-every man has a
different job ahead of himand the Unit Plan permits him
to fit his training to his immediate needs. Where in the past
"complete" courses had to include everything thousands of
men in a given Industry might

lack.

Only 3-4 months'

time

-only a few dollars
Cost

Now, instead of years of
time, a UNIT takes only a few
months. Now, instead of hundreds of dollars in cost, each
unit costs around $30. Simply
because you take only the
training you need for the position you seek.

For Executive
and Beginner
Nearly 200 Units are now
available, covering a wide
range of business and engineering subjects. Here is help
for executive or beginner-for
college graduate or men with
only grammar schooling.
Here in simplified, usable
form is the life-long experience
of big men from Westinghouse,
Allis Chalmers, General Electric and other great corporations-of noted professors of
Massachusetts Institute, Columbia University and many
leading colleges ...The newest
methods in office and factory.
All men ambitious enough
to go after promotion, expect
to continue to climb upwards
year after year. Unless such a
man secures real benefits from
the first Unit he tries, he will
not register fora second. That,
in the belief of the American
School, is convincing proof of
the quality of their Units.

The first chance you get to have a heart to
heart talk with your "BOSS" ask him how
YOU can get a $3.00 or $5.00 a week raise.

One of the surprising things he'll tell you is -the
very existence of the business depends on promoting
men now with the company, rather than "importing"
executives from the outside. And that is why they are
glad to tell YOU how to get ahead.

One

Step-at a Time

Advancement, your employer will frankly tell you, has
become a matter of moving up ONE STEP AT A
TIME. You can no longer expect to be promoted from
Clerk to President or to jump from $30.00 a week to
$5,000.00 a year.
He will tell you the company can't afford to pay
you more money for the same work-if you want
more money, you've got to learn to do work that pays
more money.
There you have the employer's "formula" for promotion. The next question is where and how can you
acquire the training which qualifies you for a better job?
How can the Clerk prepare for a Junior Executive
position? How can the Mechanic get in line for a Foremanship? How can the Bookkeeper advance to Auditor
and the Auditor become Assistant Treasurer? Where
can the Carpenter quickly learn Drafting or a certain
definite branch of building construction?

Go

After the Job Ahead-

The new UNIT PLAN of the American School, described briefly at the left, supplies exactly this need.
It helps you today by giving you the things you need
today. As your circumstances change, you can now
change your training, too. Extended contracts and
long-drawn-out payments have been abolished-you
register only for what you need, and pay only for
what you get.

This Book

Free-

Send for booklet telling ALL about
the UNIT PLAN, without cost or obligation. It will tell you exactly how to
solve your immediate problem of getting
your next $5 raise.

The American School
Dept.

U-874

Drexel Ave. & 58th St., Chicago

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept. U-874
Drexel Ave. & 58th St., Chicago
Send me booklet about the Unit Plan without
cost or obligation.
NAME
STATE
J
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Glands-Monkey and
Other Kinds
By Dr. G. H. Estabrooks
(Continued from page 608)
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Combined with

Amplifier and
with one which is only half active. As a
"B" Supply Unit
result of this the child grows up feebleminded. This particular type of mental
is called cretinism and the child
Learn How defect
a cretin. The picture he presents is one
CNbes
mee)\
Easily
which is easily recognized by anyone who
This famous genuine Roister
JIFFY INDEX in
mentally
He
deals
with
the
defective.
is
K-5,
AC
Electra
-Dynamic
ReThese Five New Big
producer is complete with a 210
always very short, with a yellowish, sickly
Books Makes
Auto
Power Amplifier and "B" SupAll Facts Instantly
skin. His hair is scarce and falls out
ply Unit all self-contained on
Available. Find Anya steel frame.
This real fine
easily. Sexually he is always quite unthing You Want to
matched rugged Unit weighs 95
Know in a Moment in
developed
and
his
muscular
strength
is
lbs. without the Cabinet.
The
This Latest Edition
Cabinet itself is Pencil -Striped
very small. Perhaps the most characterWalnut, beautifully designed
Model K-5
All Shipped istic physical trait is the "pot-bellied" apwith Cathedral grille.
If desired, the 210 Poorer Ampearance of his abdomen, while mentally
5 Big Auto Books
plifier will also supply 22, 67 and 90 volts "B" current,
he is always feeble minded.
Repair any auto fault, learn hose now. You can do it
suftietent for any set using up to 8 tubes. An automatic
easily in this new simple way. These five big automobile
regulator tube, UN -874, maintains the "B" voltIt is a very strange fact that we can get voltage
books are the most interesting, the most practical books
age silent and steady.
the have ever published on automobile construction, operexactly
same
results
in
the
the psychoThis Electro -Dynamic Reproducer ran be used with any
ation and repairs. Ilriinful of farts, photographs and exbattery or AC set, replacing the last audio stage, or be
logical laboratory in our work with aniplanations so easy to understand that anyone can learn
Wherever used it will
used whit all tubes of the set.
how to repair auto faults in almost no time. Over 2,000
mals.
Thus
if we cut out the thyroid
bring out es -ers shading and range of tone; every note is
pages full of diagrams, data sheets and everything else
pure and undistorted.
faithfulness,
utmost
with
reproduced
gland
in young rats we get the same picneeded to make anyone an authority on automobiles.
It will modernize any radio receiver.
Whether you want to qualify as garage owner, auto repair
ture of an undersized, weak, "pot-bellied"
Uses 1-UX-210, 2-UX-281 and 1-UX-874 tubes.
expert or merely wish to know how to keep your own car
creature as he grows up. Likewise he is
100% efficient, you will recognize the amazing value of
A 20 -ft. cable 11 included with each instrument. Operthese five big hooks, especially on our
ates direct from 50-60 cycle, 110-120 volt AC current.
feeble minded. "How in the world," you
No Money Offer
Brand new in original factory rases and guaranteed.
ask, "can a rat be shown to be feeble
Every Reproducer is serial -numbered and has factory guarA very liberal plan of distribution brings these books
minded?" Quite simple. Any ordinary
antee tag enclosed.
to sua for examination without one cent of payment to us.
We don't ask a cent of you, but ship the books free. Look
rat can learn to do certain tricks such as
AMER ICAN SALES COMPANY
them over, read them as much as you want to, note the
splendid photographs and drawings. and then if you definding his way out of a complicated maze
New York City
19-21 Warren St.
cide you want them, send only $2.00 and then $3.011 a
to his food box. In this way we measure
month until only $24.80 is paid. That is all. Nothing
more to pay us. There is no further obligation.
his intelligence just the same as we meaSend for my Book
American Technical Society Membership Free
sure a child's by means of intelligence
Tes, we include a cctiticate of membership in the
STRONG ARMS and
tests. But we find that a rat which has
American Technical Society, which entitles you to free
consultation with 18 experts for one year on any subject
lost its thyroid glands at an early ageBROAD SHOULDERS
relating to automobile engineering. You can write or
for 25c coin or 30e stamps
is
thyroid-ectomized, we say-simply
wire any time for special information. Answers will he
illustrated with 20 full -page half -tone cuts,
sent promptly without cost.
cannot learn these little puzzles as can an
showing exercises that will quickly develop,
Repair Any
Find Facts Quickly
beautify and gain great strength in your
ordinary rat.
Auto Fault
One of the best things about these
shoulders, arms and hands, without any apmoney making books is the Jiffy Inparatus.
With these
However,
his
not
hopeless.
In
plight
is
Equal to a $20.00 Course
dex, which puts vital facts at your
books you don't
PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
his case and in that of the human child
finger tips. You don't have to read
have to worry
New York City
1235
6th
Ave.,
Studio D,
to
books
you
don't
have
tile
through;
about auto
we have learned to inject thyroxin into the
This
spend long hours over them.
troubles. IllusIndex enables you to put your finger
blood stream. Thyroxin- is made from
trations are so
clear and exon the information wanted In a jiffy.
the thyroid glands of certain animals and
planations are
Don't Hesitate
so simple that
when we give this to a child it takes the
There
are no strings to this offer -anyone can unit means just what it says. Send
place of the normal secretion. By this
derstand them.
name and address on the coupon and
All phases of
means we can completely cure him of his
all of the five big books will he sent
automobile enmay
fact
alone
Remember,
one
you.
gineering fully
feeble mindedness and he will develop
save you an expensive repair or help
covered.
into just as normal an individual as youryou to a better job.
, self. But the treatment has to begin early
tSoya! Here's the great Navy model Airship. Large
and has to continue during his whole life.
American Technical Society, Dept. A-825
6 -foot air bag with inflators, parachute with autoDrexelAve.at 58th St..Chicago, Ill.
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matic release and complete instructions for flying.
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is left will be enough to supply all the
bodily needs. If not, thyroxin is given

to make up for the lack.

The Parathyroids

NEAR the thyroid are four glands
about the size of grains of wheat.
These are the parathyroids and in spite of
their tiny size they are very important.

Science and Invention
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Mastertone
LaboratoryMdde lteceíver
The NEW

if they are removed the patient will die.
This is frequently done in the laboratory
on various animals and they always (lie
of parathryoid tetanus, a peculiar disease
wherein t:ie animal has fits and stiffening
of the muscles. Their exact function is
not known but the drug which they secrete
seems to act in a calming manner, as
would morphine. An animal in whom
they are removed behaves as if the brakes
were taken off and literally wears himself

IIItlII Ì7111flNkIIIIINII

+

out, finally dying in fits and convulsions.
It is very interesting to watch the battle
between science and these various diseases.
Ever since 1900 the physiologist has been
hot on the trail of the parathyroid. Just

$5,000

FOR PERPETUAL
MOTION

The editors have received thousands of
different designs of perpetual motion devices, and have received hundreds of circular letters soliciting finances for the
building of perpetual motion machines.
The editors know that if they receive
these letters, there are thousands of others
in this country who get similar letters
and who fall for the claims made in the
numeroue, prospectuses giving the earning
capacities of the various machines.
Most of the shares of stock for these
perpetual motion machines are being sold
at a rate of $1.00 per share, although some
inventors are trying to sell shares of
stock at $100.00 per share.

Therefore, the editors of this publication say, "Just come in and show usmerely SHOW us-a working model of a
perpetual motion machine and we will
give you $5,000.00. But the machine must
not be made to operate by tides, winds,
waterpower, natural evaporation or humidity. It must be perpetual motion."

Completely Built and Assembled by
II -F -L Engineers -Shipped ready to Operate
All metal completely shielded chassis: 7" x 21"x 714". Fits nearly all consoles.

11

tubes

operating at peak efficiency [5-224; 3-227; 2-245; 1-280.) Single dial positive one-spot
tuning; Humless AC Operation; Uses 5 Screen -Grid tubes, 5 Tuned R. F. Circuits;
High Power Screen-Grid detector, with 175 volts impressed on plate; Automatic line
voltage control inbuilt holds voltage against fluctuating; 100-Volt DC Dynamic field
supply incorporated; 3 stage Phonographic amplifier; Finest quality precision made parts.

Amazing Power

Highly Developed Circuit

Startling realism! Unfailing accuracy! Its
great power and sweet tone awe and thrill,
setting new standards of performance
achieved by H. F. L. engineers after two
years of tireless research and tests under
all conditions.

Intermediate employs 4 screen-grid tubes
with 5 tuned filter circuits, easily adjustable
to peak of tuned frequency. Positive 10
Kilocycle selectivity. Most highly engineered receiver ever built.

Keenest Sensitivity

Uniform amplification over entire musical
scale. Operates with dynamic, magnetic or
horn speakers without a bit of hum.
The H -F -L Power Master
Not an ordinary power pack, but a specially
developed unit of the Mastertone,
built separately to simplify installation. Has oversized transformer,
full wave type 280 rectifier tube.

Unlike any ever known! Gets distant
stations clearly, sharply, distinctly with only
wire screen or metal plate aerial built in
cabinet.

The New Audio System

Built by Hand-Yet Low
in Price

-

Quality-not quantity-theH-F-L

how could an individual be saved in whom
these glands had been destroyed by disease? As usual, science began by trying
out various cures on animals, especially
white rats. It was soon discovered that by
certain means an animal could be kept

alive for a few weeks after the removal
of these glands. Finally, as late as 1924
a Dr. Collip discovered parathyroid extract which will save the life of the individual who has lost the parathyroids. It
is a very peculiar fact that if his life can
be saved or a few months the body then
learns to exist without them and he can
live normally from that time on.

The Pituitary Gland

PERHAPS the most startling of any

of these glands, in some respects, is
the pituitary, situated in the brain. This
very interesting gland seems to control
the growth of bones. For instance, in
some people it becomes over -active and
as a result of this the bones grow too
large. This is the case in our classic
giants. When these huge people are examined atter death it is then found that
the pituitary gland is enlarged and has
been pouring too much of its particular

Mastertone standard. One demonstration will convince you that
its the master receiver of all times.
Fully guaranteed.
Write today for complete
description and price.

HIGH FREQUENCY LABORATORIEJ'
28 North Sheldon St. Dept. Chicago, III.
21

Magnified 225 Diameters
This is what the tip of a fly's leg
is like when seen through the
Ultralens
Microscope
At last a high
powered microscope le within
the means of all

who wish to
study, observe

and experiment
with the vast
world of minute
objects Invisible
the naked eye.
$5.00 for Complete Outfit Prepaid to
Such fun it Is,
educational. No technical training required, yethundredf
sclenttats and teachers are using this Instrument. Gives
enormous magnification and perfect definition. Send $5.00
for complete outfit. Send for descriptive literature.
ROAT & LOHMAN, Dept.203, Milton, Pennsylvania
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drug into the
happens that
normally until
to adult life.
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Airplanes:-

in Model
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Wing

Weight: 3% oz.

26 in.

A

N entirely new, light -weight, strong,
fast -flying Model with IDEAL'S twenty
sears experience behind it, and months of dependable service before it. New in construction, unique in design. A wonderful flyer.
Fuselage and tail assembly of Balsawood;
aluminum bulkheads; built-tip wings with

ready formed ribs; indestructible landing gear;
special pitch propeller. Beautiful color scheme.
Construction is simplicity itself; any boy can
build this Model. Get one for Christmas!
Complete Construction Set containing
G .5
all parts and full instructions
Also furnished Completely Assembled
and ready for immediate flight, with

body. Now, it sometimes
this gland behaves quite
the individual has grown
Then, for some reason or
other, it suddenly takes a spurt. The results would be funny if they were not
tragic. You see, the bones have already
stopped growing so they cannot start
again and give us a giant. Unfortunately
the bones of the hands and feet are the
last to stop and these seem capable of
further growth until well on in adult life.
So when the pituitary becomes over -active
in the grown-up individual his hands and
feet start growing.
The result is a
peculiar disease called acromegaly in
which the sufferer has huge hands and
feet which are out of all proportion to
the rest of his body. Besides this control
which the pituitary gland exercises on
bone growth it evidently has other functions, since its removal in animals always
results in death.

A perfect, scale -model of
the giant airplanes now in

-_

use

for

coast -to -coast

pas-

senger transportation. Any
boy can build it; the
IDEAL Complete Construction Outfit contains all
parts, fittings and materials,
with complete plans, diagrams and building -flying instructions. The Model
is guaranteed to fly when correctly built. Complete
Construction Outfit
$8.50
IDEAL Model Airplanes, Parts and Supplies are sold
if
by Toy, Sporting Goods and Hardware Stores.
unobtainable in your locality, your order will be
filled from the factory upon receipt of price.
(All prices above are 10% higher West of Denver, Colo.,

and in Canada)
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Complete, accurate, %-size Plans. with Building -Flying Instructions. for any one of the following Models,
sent postpaid for 25e: FORD MONOPLANE; New
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Curtiss Biplane; DeHAVILLtiAND Biplane; NC 4
Nasal Seaplane;Bleriot, Taube or Nieuport Monoplanes;
Cecil l'eoli Racer. Catalogue included free with plans.
64 -page Catalogue of Models, Pans and Supplies for Builders- Sc

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY CO., INC.
"The Safest Name in Model Airplanes for 20 Years"
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in Accounting are limitless. Dozens of
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through the Accounting Department. It
is through Accounting that you make
yourself indispensable to your employers.
FREE BOOK ABOUT ACCOUNTING
The I. A. S. is training thousands of men
in their spare time at home. An 80 page
book, "How to Learn Accounting; will
be sent you absolutely free if you simply
mail the coupon below. Tells all about
Accounting-what it leads to-the money
that is in it. Do not delay. Mail the coupon.

International Accountants
Society, Inc.

To the InternationalAccountants Society, Inc
3411 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Send me, free, "How to Learn Accounting,"
and tell me how I can increase my income.
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TO NEWSSTAND READERS

IN

order to eliminate all waste and
unsold copies it has become
necessary to supply newsstand
dealers with the actual number of
copies for which they have orders.
This makes it advisable to place an
order with your newsdealer, asking
him to reserve a copy for you every
month. Otherwise he will not be
able to supply your copy. For your
convenience, we are appending herewith a blank which we ask you to
be good enough to fill in and hand
to your newsdealer. He will then
be in a position to supply copies to
you regularly every month. If you
are interested in reserving your copy
every month, do not fail to sign
this blank. It costs you nothing to
do so.
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State
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In stock-immediate delivery

is another tiny gland in the

brain which is very important. This
is the pineal, and it seems to have some
strange power over normal development
in childhood. For instance there are certain rare but curious examples which show
the purpose of this gland. Thus we have
cases reported wherein a child of five or
six suddenly loses all interest in dolls
and childish games. His voice deepens,
he begins to act like a man and actually
in some cases he develops a beard at this
tender age! We also find that he is developing the adult sex characteristics. An
examination shows that the little pineal
gland is the source of the trouble and
that it has become diseased, thus disturbing the child's normal development.

325,

GEARS
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Catalog

Set Builders-Dealers! Save Money!
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Gears,

speed

reducers,
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thrust bearings, flexible couplings,
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carried in our Chicago stock. Can
also quote on special gears of any
kind. Send us your blue -prints and
inquiries.
Write for Catalog No. 90

Chicago Stock Gear Works

769-773 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
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The Adrenals
TO of these ductless glands are inter esting survivals of a time when man
lived by tooth and claw. These are the
two adrenal glands, one situated just over
each kidney. They have been very aptly
called the "emergency" glands of the body.
You see, your body is more or less of a
machine which runs on somewhat the same
plan as an auto. Ordinarily you are jogging along at a comfortable rate but every
now and then a Ford passes you, whereupon you step on your accelerator, pray
a kindheaven that there are no state police
in the vicinity, break every known traffic
law and roar past your tormentor in
ridiculing contempt. We refer, by the way,
to the old type Ford.
It is exactly the same in the human
body. Here the stimulus is not a college
Ford but any one of the great emotions,
especially fear or anger. Fifty thousand
years ago fear or anger meant danger,
meant an emergency. If it was fear you
were going to do a hundred in ten flat
with a cave bear on your heels, the loser
to supply the eats. If it was anger you
were going to seize your trusty club and
show a brother tribesman just exactly
where he stood on certain little matters
of etiquette. In any case you were going
to need every ounce of physical strength,
you were going to "step on the gas," so
to speak.
So the moment you feel either strong
fear or anger a message is sent to the
adrenal glands and they immediately pour
into the blood a substance called adrenalin
This substance has a very strong and
quick effect on the entire body. It prepares you for violent physical exertion.
In the first place it causes all the digestive tract to stop work. That is so you
may not be putting any energy into such
trifles as digesting your last meal when
ou have more important work to do.
Then it starts your heart beating more
strongly so as to get more blood to your
muscles, and your lungs start working
faster so as to get a better supply of
oxygen.
Most important of all is its effect on the
liver. This organ is, among other things,
a big storehouse for sugar, and sugar
happens to be the fuel on which the muscles feed. The liver is thus a sort of
gasoline tank for your body. Adrenalin
acts on this and causes it to pour more
sugar into the blood. The heart is already
working overtime, so that as a result of
the action of the adrenal gland, your muscles not only receive more blood but that
blood contains more muscle fuel or blood
sugar. Not only more gas but a richer
mixture, so to speak. Consequently you
can see that the strength of fear or of
madness is no idle myth. The individual
can literally do feats under strong emotion which he could never attempt in the
normal state.
It is very interesting to note that one
animal has very tiny adrenal glands. This
is the skunk. For him there are no emergencies, no occasions for great bodily
exertion. Jua a contemptuous flick of
the tail and all his arguments are settled
in a perfectly satisfactory manner-for
him.
The adrenal gland, however, is a hangover from times of savagery. Today
when you become angry the adrenal immediately starts working and among other
things stimulates the liver to pour more
sugar into the blood. Ten thousand year;
ago you burned up that sugar by means of
violent physical exertion. Now you do
nothing and the sugar simply remains until
it can be removed. This removal is the
work of the kidneys. Consequently they
have to do extra work in addition to what

.

.
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The Gonads
THE last of the ductless glands which
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we will consider are the sex glands.
One part of these, called the interstitial
cells, give an internal secretion and are
in no way connected with reproduction as
such. It is to these particular cells of
the sex apparatus that we refer when we
talk of treatment by means of monkey
glands. Actually, as we will see, such
treatment is still a very long way from
being proven useful.
As you well know from your observation of animals, the loss of these glands
has a very bad effect on the individual.
While we generally see such results only
in the case of the male, we would get the
same picture in the female should these
same. glands be removed. Our best example in nature is the contrast between
the male horse in which they have been removed and the animal in which they aire
still intact-the stallion. The latter presents
to us the picture of masculine beauty and
strength, the other is simply the everyday
drudge in front of the coal wagon, lacking
fire and energy, simply a slave of work.

One hand on the wheel!
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a press of your thumb!
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A Real
Xmas Gift

Castration, or the removal of these
glands in the human being, gives much the
same result. The man grows to maturity
lacking all the qualities of manhood. In
physical strength he is far inferior to the
normal individual, and his voice always
remains high like that of a woman.
Strange to say he never even develops a
beard which is so troublesome to mankind
in these days of safety razors and shaving
lotions. After all, there appear to be
consolations for every condition.
It is interesting to note that with thew
glands removed the voice never deepens.
For this reason it was once customary
to castrate choir boys who had very fine
soprano voices, in tins way making certain that they would not be lost to the
church choirs. Indeed, this habit of human
castration was once very common, Slaves'
who worked around the harems of the East
were always so treated and were then
called eunuchs. It appears to have been
a common custom with a large percentage
of all slaves in some societies, and it is
very possible that in very primitive peoples
the leader of the group may have castrated all the younger male members so as
to be sure of his authority. There is a
certain amount of evidence which points
in this direction.
As for the famous "monkey gland"
treatment we have practically no experi-
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ments on which to go. Thoreck has
shown that the glands from a human being
will function in an ape. Voronoff claims
to have proven that a sheep which is old
and feeble can be rejuvenated or made
young again by having the sex glands
from a young and vigorous animal grafted
into its body. This subject is one which
excites great public interest, and like all
such questions is very difficult to answer
in an unbiased way. Here again, however,
we must try it on the rat. If we are able
to show that such treatment can make
young again rats-or any other animalsafter they have reached old age, we should
have some basis on which to hope that the
same will apply to the human being. Such
experiments have not as yet been carried
out.
I understand, however, that Slonaker at Leland Stanford University is
making a serious attempt to solve this
problem of rejuvenation by means of
grafting of sex glands. He is working
with rats, bui his results have not as yet
been published.
I fear that all this talk of the peculiarities of various glands in your body may
leave you in a state of wonder that you
are still alive. Actually, nature takes
care of these things in very fine fashion.
The glands are very important, to be sure
and any trouble with the least of them has
prompt and terrible results. But not one
in one thousand of my readers need have
the least worry. All you need with reference to these glands is a "scientific ignorance" as some one says. Let them alone
and they will do their work smoothly and
well. The surest possible way to cause
trouble is to begin meddling. A great
many people on reading of these glands
promptly get the idea of injecting adrenalin
or thyroxin to pep things up. But your
blood he on your own head if you try it.
Nature has established her own balance.
You tip the scales by your interference.
Sometimes you may very easily tip them
so far that neither nature nor the doctor
can right them and death ensues. Thus
certain medical men were in the habit of
injecting thyroxin in large quantities to
overcome what they thought was a lack
of this secretion from the thyroid gland.
Actually they excited the gland to such
an extent that it could not stop secreting
and all the symptoms of exopthalmic
goiter resulted. Only the entire removal
of the thyroid saved the patients' lives.
So let nature handle these little trouble
factories as she sees fit. Don't be carried
away by tall stories of the wonderful results which will come from taking some
form of gland treatment. There may
come a time in your life when one of them
becomes diseased. Then it is a problem
for your doctor. But normally the safe
motto is "hands off." Modern science is
teaching us two lessons about the ductless
glands. The first is their great importance to the body. This I have tried to
describe. The second deals with the very

grave danger of meddling with their work
and so upsetting the balance which nature
has established.
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THE EAR -FLUNG PARTS OP'ON ORGANIZATION. ITS DEALERS AND IT9 CUSTOMERS.
ARE BROUGHT

We wiA pay for photos accepted and published.

AS CLOSE AS

INSTANT SPEECH

Great strides in invention,
great expenditures ..
An Advertisement of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
BUSINESS, using

the telephone, eliminates space
and time. The far-flung
parts of an organization with
its dealers and customers are
brought together by instant
speech. The home, like the office,
reaches out over an ever -widening circle of neighbors.
The telephone is tireless and
quick. It runs errands near and
far, transacts business, keeps
friendships alive. Telephones
throughout the house save time
and fatigue. They bring the
comforts and conveniences of
the office to the women in the
home.

Keeping ahead of the new
developments in American life calls for great
strides in inventions, great expenditures in money. The Bell
System's outlay this year for
new plant and service improvements is more than 55o million
dollars. This is one and one-half
times the cost of the Panama
Canal.
This program is part of the
telephone ideal that anyone,
anywhere, shall be able to talk
quickly and at reasonable cost
with anyone, anywhere else.
There is no standing still in the
Bell System.
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If you have successfully built
and flown a man -carrying glider,
take some photos of it, and send
them along with a description,
to the Editor.
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kadio Consoles

You Can Make These
Electric Servants

WNEOERD"S

PLUMBERS

Old style plumbers are fading like
the horse and buggy. The world demands modern Plumbing and Skilled
Trained Mechanics to do it. Unlimited, swift growing field. Make $50
to $100 a week or start own shop. We
train you quick. Learn in 8-12 WEEKS
to do any job with skill and science. Need
no previous experience. Strictly toolueing system. Opportunity knocks. Invite.
tigate today-amazing offer-low tuition.
World's greatest school. Write-

By W. R. Pyle
(Continued front. page 619)

tiring in a cool bedroom in summer and
arising in a warm one in winter.

f

UNIVERSAL PLUMBING SCHOOL
Kansas City. Mo.
2157 Troost Ave.

HOW TO OBTAIN

A Better Looking Nose!

Improve your personal appearance

My new Model 23 Nose Shaper is
designed to improve the shape of
the nose by remoulding the cartilage and fleshy parts, safely, and
painlessly. This is accomplished
thru the very fine and precise adjustments which only my patented
Model 25 possesses.
Results are
lasting. Can be worn at night. or
during the day. Money refunded
if not satisfied after thirty days'
trial. Write for free booklet to

M. TRILETY

Pioneer Nose Shaping Specialist
Dept. 76
Binghamton. N, Y.

The automatic 'window closing device is
shown above. 1 is the window release,
2 the knife switch, 3 the clock, and 4
the register opening solenoid.
beautiful Walnut Cabinet with sliding
doors of matched Butt Walnut and
selected Japanese Ash sidepanel overlays.
Accommodates Buckingham, Crosley, Atwater Kent, Fada, Sparton and all standard receivers. Ample space for Receiver,
Speaker, etc.
Write today for Free illustrated folder of
all new styles, including Phono - Radio
Combination Consoles.
A

EXCELLO PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1832 West 16th St., Cicero, Illinois

as

Aweeks of pleasurable practice
gives you command of theconn saxo-

phone which enables you to entertain
yourself and friends. Be popular, increase
your income if you wish! Start now with
aneasy-playingConn. Choice of world's
foremost artists-and costs no more.
Free Trial, Easy Payments on any
Conn. Write forFree Book,details.
1156ConnBldg.;
G. Conn,
Elkhart. Ind.
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INSTRUMENTS

6 FOOT

MODEL ZEPPELIN
Flies For Miles

Large 6 -foot air bag with inflatora,parechute with automatic release and complete
Instructions for flying. Will fly for miles
at height of 1000 feet. Send 25e for years' subscription
to Everyday Life and 75e extra. $1,00 in all and we will
send you our magazine for one year and the ZEPPELIN
Air Ship. All charges prepaid. A greatoffer tointroduce.

EVERYDAY L1FE,Dopt 22

A.S. 337 W.lfadisonSt.,CHICAGO

LATHE
WADE BENCH
Cap: 4" dia. 12" length.
x

Sliderest has travel entire length of bed.
Lead -screw inside bed.

Hollow spindle. Turn-

ing. faring. boring,
drilling, winding, thread -

No. I Lathe, plain headstock $40.00. No. 2 Lathe
back -geared headstock $68.00. Either lathe. 4"x1S" $7.00
extra. Complete line of accessories at equally low prices.
THE GEROLD COMPANY
Catalog sent free.
New York
120 Liberty Street
Dept. S-22

rutting.

To be sure of getting your copy each month
subscribe to Science and Invention, $2.50 a year
-Experimenter Publications, Inc., 381 Fourth
Ave., New York City.

This control mechanism is shown on the
small table in the photograph. It regularly
rests on a shelf inside the wardrobe.
It consists of a clock, knife switch and a
solenoid with a movable plunger mounted
as illustrated in the diagram. The solenoid
is a helical coil of about 300 turns of No.
18 insulated wire wrapped on a wooden
spool. The plunger is a soft iron rod ss"
in diameter.
A similar solenoid and plunger are
mounted both under the window casing and
on the heat register as shown in the diagram. The white knob at 1 in the pho
tograph is for inserting the plunger into
any one of several notches in the window
sash.
Since on retiring the window is raised
and the register closed anyhow the only
additional effort to set the mechanism is
to lift the arm on the clock about %", close
the knife switch and place the plungers
in the position shown in the drawing.
At the time the clock is set, say one
hour before arising, the alarm arm rotates
and puts 115 volts across each solenoid.
All of the plungers are instantly pulled in,
thus simultaneously tripping the heat register and releasing the window, which by
means of specially balanced sash weights
slowly closes due to gravity. A fraction
of a second later the control plunger has
taken up the slack in the flexible cord and
has opened the knife switch, which breaks
the current to all of the solenoids.
The writer has a self-regulating furnace,
which makes it only necessary to open the
register and close the window in order to
arise in a comfortable room.
This mechanism could be used to open
the drafts of an ordinary furnace if so
desired.
The range of usefulness of the control
mechanism could be extended by putting
a little ordinary table salt in a small. inconspicuous non-metal container fastened
just outside of the window with wires connected to it as shown in the diagram.
Then if rain should start to come in at
the window the salt would be dissolved
making a conducting electrolyte and the
solenoid plungers would release the window and open the knife switch.
Since this mechanism uses current for
only an instant the meter is hardly moved
and the cost of operation is not noticeable
on the monthly electricity bill.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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IS UNNECESSARY TO SUFFER
WITH THIS DREADFUL SKIN DISI SUFFERED FOR YEARS.
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WRITE R. S. PAYNE, 234 E. 2nd ST.,
COVINGTON, KENTUCKY.
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An electric fan cut-off is shown on top
of bureau in photo.
It consists of
two triple plugs and a knife switch,
the latter being opened by a brass arm
screwed on the alarm winding shaft of the
clock. The bell clapper is removed from
the clock so that the fan will be noiselessly stopped at any time for which the alarm
is set, which is generally two or three
hours after one has gone to sleep.

Other Electrical Conveniences
AFEW other installations
writer's home are as

in
the
follows:
a master switch at the head of the basement stairs controlling all lights in the
basement plus a small red pilot light in the
kitchen telling when any basement light is
burning; automatic lights in the cloak and
the kitchen closets which are turned on
when the doors are opened and off when
they are closed; and an abundance of threeway and four-way switches which makes
possible turning the light off behind and
the one on ahead no matter through which
door in the house one passes.
Three switches control the electric light
in the garage, one of which is within
reach from the driver's seat, another near
the side door of the garage and the other
is inside of the house.
Sixty-one outlets (plugs, switches, etc.)

in a house with six rooms, bath and base-

ment have proven indispensable for the
efficient use of about a dozen common electrical appliances in addition to the above
mentioned devices.
The writer has designed, made and installed (during construction of the house)
all the devices herein described and they
have been in use for some years without
any repair expense.

Cost of "Electric Servants"
THE actual costs (no labor charge) were
approximately as follows:
Electric Baby Rocker
Motor for same (second hand)
Electric Garage Door Control
Motor for same (second hand)
Electric Fan Cut-off
Electric Solenoid Mechanism
Alarm Clock

$3.00
6.25
10.00
6.25
50
4.00
1.00
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Just As I Have Trained Over 25,000
Electrical Engineer
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Training for25years.
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equipment
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spare time at home. Employment Service renders FREE aid for life. Lifetime Consultation Service. Many exclusive features available nowhere else.
Mail the coupon today for full particulars.
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Win a Nash
Sedan
Or $2,750.00 in Cash

Someone who answers this ad will receive, absolutely free, a
fully equipped 7 -Passenger, Advanced Six Nash Sedan, or its
full value in cash ($2,000.00). We are also giving away a
Dodge Sedan, s Brunswick Phonograph and many other valuable prizes-besides Hundreds of Dollars in Cash. This offer
is open to anyone living in the U. S. A. outside of Chicago.

$31.00

Solve this Puzzle

There are 7 cars in the circle. By drawing 3 straight lines
you can put each one in a space by Itself. It may mean
winning a prize if you send me your answer right away,

$750.00 Extra for Promptness

Baby is rocked to sleep by electricity with
the device shown above.
Almost all of the material used was
second-hand as the chief aim was to obtain maximum convenience for minimum
outlay.
It is great to let the invisible servant
keep the garage doors closed while you
are gone and to prevent you from getting
out in the rain, sleet or snow to open or
close them (the pressing bill saved will
pay for the apparatus).
Furthermore,
this servant will "walk" the floor with the
infant, keep you asleep on a hot night and
get you up in a warm room in winter.
Who will object to such par excellence
service?
Should you have any difficulty in
making your "electric servants" work,
Mr. Pyle will be glad to help you. His
address appears at the head of this
article.

In addition to the many valuable prizes and Hundreds of
Dollars in Cash, we are also giving a Special Prize of
$750.00 In Cash for Promptness. First prize winner will receive $2,750.00 in cash, or the Nash Sedan and $750.00 in
cash, In case of ties duplicate prizes will be awarded each
one tying. Solve the puzzle right away and send me your
answer together with your name and address plainly written
and I will send you full particulars. $4,500.00 in prizesE\'EItYRODY REWARDED.
John T. Adams. Mgr., Dept. 3798, 323 S. Peoria St., Chicago, iii.
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Relativity and Common
Sense
Donald H. Menzel, Ph.D.
(Continued from tage 613)
In thought you can see solid objects. You
can imgaine them to be in motion. But you
cannot-even aside from limitation of memory-possibly- picture all at once the entire
history, say of a house, its construction, its
long period of usage, its decay. It might
look something like this (Fig. 2) only you
By

They speak your
language
THERE was a time when you had to take an interpreter
into the store with you when you went shopping, a few

hundred miles from home. The things they had for
sale were hard to recognize. Even familiar products
were sold in strange forms, and under queer names.

It was one of the disadvantages of travel that had to

3-The layman says, "Here is the
earth's orbit. The actual path is nearly
circular. Surely this <wiggly line I have
drawn outside it is longer than the true
path."
Fig.

be taken along with the pleasures.

Nowadays the millions of Americans who go visiting
their neighbors North, South, East and West, encounter no such difficulty. The picturesque beauty, the
quaint customs that make other sections of the country
different and delightful have all their old appeal. You
can still hear mellow mission bells in California. You
can eat terrapin in Baltimore, or sleep in a Vermont
farm -house under an Ethan Allen quilt. But in any
of these localities you can buy your favorite toilet soap,
or breakfast cereal, or automobile tires as readily as in
your own town.

-A

The trade -marks and the packages speak your language. National advertising has made good brands of
merchandise uniformly known from coast to coast.
4 Ham

If you read the advertisements
and use advertised goods, you are
at home in any store in America.

Now!
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the Service or without removing the parts to be plated with the
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.simple and Economical to operate. Not
Perfect and Durable Work can be done.

a toy, but a practical Plating Outfit with which
Positively Guaranteed to do as we claim. BE
YOUR OWN BOSSI Build up a Profitable
Aladdin Electro-Plating Business of your
hen. This offers wonderful ECONOMY to usera and
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to AGENTS. Thousands in Servire.
Write for FREE Booklet and Testimonials and
30 -Day Trial Offer Today.
AGENTS and DEALERS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

Thousands in Servire since 1924

P. J. F.

BATENIIURG, Dept.
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should be able to see clearly every detail
both inside and out continuously, where I
have sketched a blurred shadow of the exterior alone.
P.-Then relativity's substitute for the
law of gravity practically amounts to titis
Every object so moves that its path between
two points is of maximum length?
L.-That seems entirely out of reason.
Here is the earth's orbit. The actual path
is nearly circular. Surely this wiggly line
(Fig. 3) I have drawn outside it is longer
than the true path!
R.-There now! Right at the start
you've forgotten what I just told you. Let
me ask you some questions. What kind of
orbit is this you've drawn?
L.
spacial orbit.
R.-While a geodesic
L.-I see. The geodesic is the track of
the object in four dimensions. I forgot
the time again.
R.-I sha'n't bore you with the mathematics of the problem, but the path you
have drawn, while unquestionably longer in
the spacial sense, is shorter in tinte. That
may not seem logical, but the displacement will so affect our measuring apparatus
-clocks and rules-that the path will be
shorter, four dimensionally, than the present track which is the longest possible in
space and time. The spacial portion of the
geodesic or world line, as seen from the
sun is the well-known elliptic orbit.
L.-Relativity doesn't seem to be so far
removed from common sense after all.
R.-Personally I should say that relativity is common sense. But you are not
tite only one who is having difficulties.
Here is a letter from one of my correspondents ; this is the effect that my
statement "Gravitation is an illusion," had
on a certain individual.
must be intelligent enough to
realize that what you're saying is utter
nonsense. Here I ant in Buffalo; there volt
are at Moult Hamilton. We both stick
out from the earth in different directions.
(Figure 4) Clearly there MUST be some
force attracting us toward the center of
the earth!"
L.-I sympathize with the writer of that
letter. It isn't easy for us who were raised
on grai itation, to throw it completely overboard.
R.-Yes, I too sympathize, but your point
of view, though manifestly human, certain-

RACING, WISC.
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ly is not scientific. It is the scientist's
aim to uncover the true nature of the universe, without letting himself be influenced
by preconceived ideas of what he ought to
find. Your attitude toward relativity is
scarcely more charitable than that of the
farmer who hopes that his neighbor's cows
will die so that the price of milk will go up.
Why do you feel that gravitation is so
fundamental-so obvious? Is not your
faith in it due more to your being "raised
on it" than because of its correctness? Remember that you learned about it when you
were very young-at the age before your
critical faculties were well developed? It
is so easy to accept, as a child, the authority
of parent or teacher, and the precepts or
principles laid down at that time become
so fixed in our minds, that it naturally becomes very difficult for us to accept any
conflicting idea. If gravitation is so
"obvious," why did science have to wait
many centuries for a Newton to develop the
conception?'

Enjoy the thrill of your new skill in
making things this modern motorized way!

7On1'

P.-Nevertheless

there is something
about gravitation that appeals to the imagination. There is a sense of security in
the idea That the earth is pulling us
toward it.
R.-True. Perhaps part of the antagonism that has been exhibited toward rela'
tivity may be found in the familiar advertising slogan "Beware of Substitutes!" Untier relativity, one may subconsciously cherish the fear that he may no longer walk
with certainty-that on his very next step
he may fly off the earth! Of course this
is nonsense-sheer superstition-but superstition and prejudice are often the weapons
of those who are unable to resort to scientific argument.
L.-But I can feel the pull!
R.-Are you sure? I grant that you feel
something-but is it not the push of the
solid earth against the soles of your feet
rather than the pull of gravity? (Fig. 5.)
P.-But surely there is something that
holds us to the ground I don't see that it
makes much difference what name you give
to the force.
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of a force. As you say, you can feel it.
But I deny that the force is a tugging of
the eartl:.
Forget Newton's law and fix your attention on mine: all objects in the universe
tend to follow a definite kind of path-a
geodesic. Your geodesic intersects the surface of the earth, which, being solid, prevents you continuing in your normal path.
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P.-According to gravitation the force is
constant. In one case it manifests itself
by pulling us against the earth. In the
other it causes our motion.
R.-Logical but for one thing. Where,
how, and why does gravitation arise? Suppose that a man, who has never seen or
heard of a railroad train, is given the opportunity to ride in one. The train starts
without a jar, and he does not at once become aware of the motion. Suddenly he
exclaims, "Why, the earth is moving !" You
immediately correct him. "It is the train
that is moving. There is an engine up at
the head that is tugging, pulling us along."
To our neophyte, unacquainted as he is
with all manner of machinery, the name engine means nothing. He might think of it
as a witch, or he might not visualize it at
all-an invisibile force similar to our conception of gravitation.
He replies, "But I don't feel anything
palling me !"
P.-Of course not. After the train has
started, the engine serves merely to overcome the friction of rails and wheels. If
friction could be eliminated, once the train
was in motion, the engine could be discon-
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Montreal, Can.

Save Money
By Building

What You Want
This Book
Makes It Easy

-

SO often a little knowledge
will do the trick and
here's the book that will tell
you how to do it.

"How to Make It" is a veritable treasure -house of information for the man who
has the urge to learn to do
things for himself. In it you
will find full instructions for
making over a hundred helpful and unusual things. For
example, it includes full details for making furniture,
fireplaces and lamps; the making of a telescope; for building
a model tug-boat, a deaf -phone
that is of real benefit, a small
lathe, a telegraphone, an enlarging machine, and numerous other articles that bring
joy to many families.
A copy of "How to Make

netted and the train would require no
further pull. (Provided, of course, that
the road-bed were perfectly level.) The
presence of the engine is inconsequential.
R.-I grant your contention. Please remember, then, that mere motion is no proof
that a force is acting. Now let us return
to our neophyte's first ride. A great rock
slide covers the track and the train suddenly crashes into it.
The man is thrown forcibly from his
seat as the train stops, but he picks himself
up, and, rubbing his braised head, remarks,
"There must be a devil in that engine. I
certainly felt the tug that time. It was so
strong it pulled me right out of my seat-"
and you now are bound to explain that the
force was not real, only apparent; that it
arose from an obstruction in the natural
path of the train. (Fig. 6.)
P.-I begin to see the truth of your
analogy. The track represents the geodesic.
R.-Yes. As long as the train or a falling body moves undisturbed along this path,
no force is required. It does not even
exist. When an obstacle-the pile of rock,
cr the solid earth in the second instance,
intervenes, one may think he feels some
sort of gravitational attraction but it is an
illusion produced by the presence of the
obstacle.
L.-I have a question. The man in the
wrecked train, after the first shock, no
longer feels the force, whereas a body at
the surface of the earth experiences a constant "pull," be it mythical or not. Why
this difference?
R.-That is a defect of the analogy. The
clearing away of the rock debris will not
of itself set the train in motion again. But
if a hole is dug in the earth, any object
lying in it will gain motion from the removal of the obstruction, alone.
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Mediumship the Science of
Invented Hokum
By Herman D. Wagner
(Continued from page 597)
I turned from the "big timers" to the
lesser lights in the private circles, in the
churches and in the homes. Here I Investigated every phase of mediumship that
is practiced, and again was chagrined at
the insults to my intelligence, and the
actual crudeness of those who are holding high honors in various Spiritual organizations and in the local "bright lights"
who hold their neighbors, friends and associates spell -bound in awe at their remarkable f ?) powers.
Next I joined and attended regularly
the
"developing classes" throughout
country in an effort to privately reveal
to myself the methods employed by these
mediums to fool the public. I had not
long to wait-for in many instances my
real name was never known. In a western
city 1 joined a "trumpet developing class"
under the name of Jones. Immediately I
received actual voices in the trumpet from
Grandpa Jones! Poor Grandpa Jones had
a pitiful time explaining to me why it was
that he had never seen me "in the flesh" or
why I had never seen him. At another
meeting in a \Vest Coast City I introduced myself as a devout spiritualist by
the name of H. D. Wilkins. At this particular meeting a voice approached me
saying "Hello Howard." I did not answer, because it was not my name. Someone kindly informed me that the voice was
speaking to me. "But that isn't my name"
I insisted. "Well it should have been"
the voice said, "Your mother wanted to
name you Howard but Dad objected. By
the way what did they name you?" I decided to give out no "leads" so I said
"Never mind, you know my father died
7 months before I was born, but who
are you?"
"The
you say," the voice said,
"That's right-it was too bad wasn't it?
Of course we are glad to have him here
with us but you have had a hard time,
haven't you?" The real fact is my father
is living to this day and has no expectation of becoming a "spirit" soon. "Who
are you?" I asked again. "Don't you
know me?" I was asked. "No, I don't,
I'm sorry," I said. There was no alternative, for 1 would not let him avoid the
question so he had to say "I'm your
Uncle." I replied in surprise, "Oh is
that you Uncle Ben?" "Yes, yes" in a
relieved tone, "Your Uncle Ben Wilkins."
I arose from my chair and said, "Thank
you so much. In the first place I have no
Uncles alive or dead, and in the next
place my name is not Wilkins" and with
that I flashed on the lights. The medium
was leaning over in her chair holding the
trumpet to her mouth which a moment
later, she tossed into the air. There was
great confusion and the meeting broke
up. This particular medium retreated into
obscurity and the whole affair was quickly
"hushed up." I attended other trumhrt
séances in that city and elsewhere with
practically the same results.

Materializations
LNXT
tion"

I investigated the "materializa-
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Sprays-all money makers
Underline the
for you.
item you are interested
in and mail for full particulars without obligation to

Paint

HOBART BROS.
Box S-119

TROY, OHIO
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We Pay
YOU
Big Money
for Your
Spare Time

drapes either in a "trance" or not, most of
those at the circle think he is in a "trance,"
and never leaves the chair during the performance. In several instances I appeared
to be overcome with emotion at seeing
some "dead relative" and would fall forward and grab the "Spirit" which turned
out to be the "medium" draped in a thin
silk gauze vaguely visible in the very dim
red or green light used in the room for
this purpose. I have beets threatened with
arrest and all manner of threats for breaking up a séance its various private homes,
hut they have never done so yet because
they know they would have to give
genuine proof of spirit materialization and
that they cannot do.
"Transfiguration" is the form of
"mediumship" where the medium's features are supposed to take on the features
of dead. persons and you are supposed to
recognize them. In all such demonstrations I saw no change in the medium's
face whatsoever, even though others ill
the room claimed to have seen wonderful
changes take place, and I attribute this
phase to a warped imagination on the
part of the spectators, who really are
weak enough to believe they are seeing
something which they do not see. If
there is a real transfiguration of the features, then everyone should see that
change take place, and when everyone does
not see it. it is in my estimation purely
imagination on the part of the on -lookers.
And I actually believe that some mediums
have been "kidded" so much by these silly
creatures who think they see some change
take place, that they actually believe
themselves that it is a form of medium ship.

Do easy, interesting work in

your home town. We pay
big money for your spare
time. Pays just as well at
night as it does during the
day. Many of our staff have
earned as high as $35.00 a
week extra in their spare
time by just following our
simple instructions.

No Experience

or Capital
Necessary

Anybody can make big
money with us. You don't
need to be brilliant or talented. There is nothing
difficult to learn, and we
supply all the material for
beginning at no cost to you
whatsoever. You can start
without a cent in your
pocket and earn $5 the very
first day.

The Developing Classes
FIN \LLY I ventured into the Clair vi vant Circles and developing classes.
Various mediums have brought back to me
my mother, father, brothers, sisters, who
are supposed to be in spirit and delivered
messages from them to me. Each new
medium has given me some new kind of a
"Guide"-sometimes I am favored with
a Hindu, at other times an Indian, or an
Arabian, or a Doctor, lawyer, priest, etc.
I often wonder why the "forces" cannot
tolerate me for long and it becomes necessary to give me new ones and different
kinds all the while.
After convincing myself that it was all
hunk, I pretended to suddenly "develop"
my own powers and "gave out" various
messages that were declared to be marvelous. It was all very easy. By listening
to the conversation of various persons
with others, noting some things they told
about themselves or their friends, and
making a mental note of it I could get the
"low-down" on all of those who were
present from time to time. At the next
sleeting or perhaps two or three weeks
later I would bring this into their reading
after having camouflaged it just enough
sot to appear a direct repetition, and so
strongly impress them and give them
great confidence in my powers. Often it
is possible to get information about certain persons who have never attended the
treetings through someone who has invited them and by carrying on a natural
conversation with the person who know
them. If many mediums were more oh -

serving of minor conversations than they
are they could be even more famous
than they are at their trickery.
It is all easy matter to describe spirits
for nearly everyone has a relative in the
"spirit world" who looks a great deal like
them. and the medium is reasonably safe
in slightly altering the description of the
person receiving the message-for they
are quite sure to recognize someone of
that description. If you describe a spirit

www.americanradiohistory.com

Begin Earning
at Once
Fill out and mail us the coupon below, and next week
you can have plenty of extra money. Write us now
We want to tell you all
about it.
!

-

MackinnonFly
Publications, Inc.,

Dept. 2511w, 38I Fourth Ave., New York

l

Iilaekinnon-Fly Publications, Inc.,
Dept. 2511w, 381 Fourth Ave.,
New York
Gentlemen
Please tell me how I can easily earn BIG
MONEY in my spare time without investing a penny.
:

Name

Street
City

State
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Amazing

invention that ends all
trouble, annoyance and expen-,
of slamming doors and brings
fortunes to agents. Just one
look at this clever device and
the sale is made. Can be
installed in a few minutes
with ju-t a screw -driver.
Saves nerves, besides enormous loss through broken
glass and wasted fuel. Every
office, factory, store, institution or public buildingneeds one for every noisy door.
-

Entirely New Principle-Worms in Oil

Kant -Stem is different from any other door control. It's
not pneumatic, but is built on new oil principle, that
controls door like human hand. Gives
lifetime service without adjustments.
Clever
Alt,
eflrient in any weather.
Demonstrator
Low in Price
Kant -Slam is neat, Offered FREE
compact, light in
we,ght and is low- ','e
est priced control agents a fullever offered with a size sample
-

furnish

factory guarantee.
Pays big commission that makes
agents $15 a day
ant more. easily,
just shoving it.
Rest -Slam Door Check
Co., Dept. S-12

Bloomfield

mounted

on a

weight-

light

easy-to-carry

miniature door.
Makes sales in
a few minutes.
Write for
Free Offer

lad.

from any other publication;
tour big intimate Magaxlneia
atrietly for you Can tbedeaerióed--moat be asent No
Fake, eo Fade, no Fiction, no
1

Fooliehnaea--but eurprisiogly
original, courageous, and 100%

valuable to you. Devotedeerlonely to intimate subjecte in
which NORMAL MEN everywhere are individually Interested--euob ae Physical Fitness, Personal HyPrevention.
giene and
Virile Manhood, Masculinity. Social and Married Life,eto.Thoueands of men would not cell their copies for
money. You will know WHY when you nee
it. I f you see married or ever expect to be.
both you and wife will benefit-for
IT DOES NOT DUPLICATE ANY
OTHER MAGAZINE but actuallydealewith
vital subjects heretofore not generally discussed in print. Endorsed by men physicians.
And edited to meet s I ong-felt need.
s
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ORRECT
Your

I Give Successful "Trumpet"
Séances

HEN

MEN! Daringly
Different
A

they do not recognize why it can always
be switched off to he a playmate in your
childhood days, or a friend of the family
in earlier days, or perhaps even a stray
spirit who has been attracted by their
pleasant personality. It usually goes over
very well and satisfies them. And of
course many people can "recognize" a
spirit with a uniform, for many have
either relatives or friends who were killed
in the World War or perhaps in the Civil
War. The expressions on the faces of
those receiving the reading and the ejaculations they make lead the medium on to
other and greater "convincing" tests.
After establishing the fact that I was
a "gifted person" 'I have seen many
people go out into the world and give
messages that they believe they arc
getting thru a "Spirit Guide" whom I
have given them. I told a lady in the
middle -west that she had a very strong
Indian force by the name of "Shootin'
Star" and she is today holding séances
and using this "Guide" as her helper. He
even "talks" thru the trumpet, when some
fake medium comes to town and learns
that she has a Guide by the name of
"Shootin' Star." Others will come to me
and tell me they SAW and CONVERSED with their Guide, and had it not
been for me they could perhaps never
have found out who their Guide was.

NOSE

lmyrove your appearance with the
ANITA Nose Adjuster. Shapes fiesta
and cartilage-quickly, safely and
painlessly, while you sleep. Results
are lasting. Doctors praise it. 65,000
users. Write for 30 -Day Trial Offer
and PT)EE BOOKLET.
ANITA INSTITUTE, M-73 Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

I tried my "hand" at broadcasting through the trumpet. A sensation was created when the announcement came that I had "gotten" the trumpet
phase. After holding several dark -room
séances with wonderful results, wherein
nearly everyone present actually "recognized" a voice and chatted intimately with
"relatives," it was simple to see how easily
some people can be fooled. A slight
change in the tone and pitch and in conversational characteristics makes a decidedly different sounding voice thru a tin
trumpet and my audiences readily recognized their loved ones.
At my last trumpet demonstration, when
there were several supposed - to - be
"mediums" present after the performance,
I revealed that it had been faked and
surely stirred up a hornet's nest-for I
was cursed, threatened and sneered at.
However, these sane mediums a moment
before declared it wonder ful and when I
told them that if they were real mediums,
God would not let them be faked and
would have put them wise, they became
For several days threatening
furious.
letters poured in at my hotel advising me
to leave town or "I would be done away
with."

How "Spirit Photos" are
Produced
SPIRIT photography while not

so common as other phases of medium=_hip
also has its tricks. I have never received,
as yet, a spirit photograph from a stranger
which had any spirits I could recognize
photographed thereon. Of course one
recognizes the face of Christ as He is
supposed to have looked and His face was
usually on tm,st of them along with others
whom I did not kits w. But when getting
photographs from those I know I would
have pictures of relatives dead and living
thereon. The method is very simple.
I demonstrated the method to some of
my friends and they were "staggered" at
the simplicity of it after it was explained.

After producing spirit photographs for

several people I knew I offered to photograph anyone I did not know and guaranteed to have spirit pictures on the photograph that they would recognize. I was
(Continued on ftatic 667)
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EARLE LIEDERMAN, The Muscle Builder
Author of "Muscle Building," "Science of
Wrestling." ".Secrets of Strength," "Here's
Health," "Endurance,'' etc

NEW BODIES

k 24

!fate you ever watched a magician pick wriggling
rabbits out of a high hat? A wonderful trick, you say.
well, I'm a magician
of a different sort-a magician
that builds health and strength into your body in just
And it is no trick. It took me 19 years of
24 hours.
tireless planning and experimenting to be able to do It.
People call me the Muscle -Builder. because I take
run-down bottles and transform them into strong.
virile, handsome bodies in double-quick time. And
actually do it in 24 tours.
In the Privacy of Your Own Root
liy this I du not mean that you must exercise 2t
hours continuously-.
My scientific short-cut to healthy.
handsome. broad -shouldered bodies must be taken in
short 15 minute doses.
Because, if you exercised more
than that in my high-pressure, quick development way%
you would tear down more than I can build up.
So all
I ask of you is 16 minutes of your spare time each day
for 90 days (actually only 22% hours time) doing simple.
easy exercises under my guidance.
You ran do them
in the privacy of your room, if you wish, but you must
do them erery day to get the beet resulte.
weak,

And What Results!
In the first 30 days I guarantee to add one whole
inch of real, live muscle on each of your arms, and
two whole inches of the same revitalizing strength arrnss
your chest.
I'll take the kinks out of your bark.
strengthen and broaden your shoulders, give you a
wrist of steel, and a fighting, peppy personality that
just yells youth, vigor and vitality all over.

I Work Inside As Well As Out

Your heart, your liver, your kidneys, -your lungs-all
your internal organs get the jolt of their young lives
when I start to work on them.
And they settle clown
to an orderly, well-mannered existence that means a
new kind of happiness for you-the joy of living that
only a healthy, virile body can give you.
And the
headaches, constipation troubles, aches and pains that
are always caused by weakened, flabby bodies somehow

miraculously disappear.

You See

It in Her Eyes

And will your friends notice the difference!
Just
watch that girl you love so dearly fight to hold your
attention!
And the boys In your crowd-they'll look
up to you as a real. leader.
Instinctively they worship
strength and the leadership that must go with it. But
let me tell you all about it.

Send For My New

64 -Page

Book

inadeliedUateleelefftalt;IT IS FREE

I do not ask you to send me a single cent until you
are convinced that I can help you. All I do ask is that
you write today for my free 46 -page book, "Muscular
Development," so you will be able to read for yuuraett
just what I do for you and what I have done for others.
1
want you to have a copy for the sake of your future
health and happiness, so send today-do it now before
you turn this page. Just fill out and mall the coupon.

Dept. 2711

EARLE LIEDERMAN

305 Broadway, New York City

EARLE LIEDERMAN.

Dept. 2711

City.
Dear Sir: Please send me, without obligation on
my part whatever, a copy of your latest book,
"Muscular Development."
305 Broadway,

New York

Age

Name

Street
City

(Please write or print

plainMately)
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These 5 Big Movie Novels

Yours Complete
for a single Si
TEN DOLLARS' worth of novelsall for a single dollar! That is
our offer to you. It's a price never
before equaled in the world of books.
The same novels, if sold in the bookstores, would sell for at least $2 each.
Yet, our price to you is only 20c each,
or $1 for all 5.

How can we afford to do this? For
two reasons. First, because we have
a surplus stock of several hundred
volumes on hand, and second, because
we publish them in an entirely new
style of magazine binding which enables us to cut our costs in half.

Each Novel Fully Illustrated
With Pictures Taken Direct
From the Movies Themselves
Each novel is profusely illustrated
with over 50 pictures. These we
obtained through the cooperation of
the big producers. The result is a
more interesting, easier reading novel.
than any put out in the old-fashioned

Portraits are wonderful for framing.
Many Screen Fans consider the portraits alone worth the price of $1.

These 5 Complete
Novels for $1
The Iron Mask

If the Prince of wales had a
twin brother, would they both
become king? D'Artagnan and the
famous -Three Musketeers answer
the question, and save France.

It's the Biggest Bargain
We've Ever Offered

The Singing Fool

Consider, then, just what you get for
a single $1. First, 5 complete hooklength movie novels, fully illustrated
with pictures taken from the movies
themselves. Second, 10 Shorter Stories
of Popular Movies, also fully illustrated. Third, 30 Full -Sized Gravure
Portraits of Famous Screen Stars suitable for framing. And it all costs less
than the price of a good meal.

singing waiter makes all New
York rave about him to prove
his worth to the girl who spurned
Isis love. Al Jolson at his best in
a story of romance and adventure
A

-

amid Broadway's bright lights.

The Awakening
She MIS not like

other girls in

the village. Never had a man
filled her heart with mad desires.
And then he came, riding in at

the head of his troops. and awakened her soul to new longing. The
story of what might well happen
when an experienced toast meets
an innocent girl.

The Divine Lady
Seldom has a story of romance and
adventure been so strongly woven

"The Divine lady." this
strange tale of the time of Napoleon. when the great Lord Nelson and his secret lady -love match
their wits against that famous
War -Eagle.
as

Noah's Ark
The Creed Mood of Bible Day;
returns once snore in a version of
more atuviera times, and with it
comes the ail -conquering love of
a wum an for a man.

Order Today-Mail the Coupon
Send for them today. Get your set of
5 Big Movie Novels at this biggest of
bargain prices. Simply pin a dollar
bill to the coupon below, and mail it
back to us. Or, if you prefer, send a
dollar check or money order. We pay
the postage on all shipments in the
U. S. A.

book form.

Shorter Stories and
30 Full -Size Portraits of
Famous Screen Stars
FREE With Each Order
10

In addition each novel also contains
Shorter Stories, also fully illustrated, and 6 Full -Size Gravure Portraits of Famous Screen Stars. These
2

Simply

Return

Mackinnon=Fly Publications, Inc.
Dept. 2511pp, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

This
Coupon
With

Gentlemen:

I enclose $1. for which please send me. postpaid. the i Big Movie Novels, Noah':
Ark, The Singing Fool, The Awakening. The Divine Lady and The Iron Mask.
These. I understand, are to include 10 Shorter Stories of Recent l'opular Movies
and 20 Full -Sire Gravure Portraits of Famous Screen Stars.

$1

Name

and All

5

Street

Are Yours

City

L
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Mediumship the Science o
Invented Hokum
(Continued from page 665)

Do you want a be .ter position and a higher salary? You can
have these if you can do the work. LaSalle experts will show
you how, guide you step by step to success and help solve
your personal business problems through the time -saving
LaSalle Problem Method. Our salary -increasing pion enables you to prepare during your spare hours, without interference with your "resent duties. Simply mark on the coupon
the field in which you desire success, and we will mail you a
valuable book describing the opportunities in that field, to-

not supposed to know who it was they
had selected for the sitting. A friend of
mine who was wise to my investigations
found out from some member of the committee who did the choosing whom it was
that they had selected.
The next day my wife called at this

person's residence, presumably selling a
new carpet and rug cleaner. The lady
was not interested and did not wish to
Also
-increasing
gether with an outline of our salary
plan.
buy any. But by carefully planning her
copy of Ten Years' Promotion in One." There is no cost or
obligation. Find out how the salary -increasing plan starts
talk my wife secured the privilege of a
average men and women on the high road to success and
financial indepencence. Check and mail the coupon NOW.
demonstration. The lady admitted her
-Find Yourself Through LaSalleand during her absence to the kitchen for
LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY an old dish and some water to dissolve
The World's Largest Business Training Institution
the powder in, my wife took a miniature
Chicago
Dept. 11384-R
Tell me about your salary - increasing plan
"police camera" from her handbag and
for my advancement in the business field
checked. Send ago copy of "Ten Years'
quickly snapped several large pictures
Promotion in One," all without obligation.
hanging on the walls of the room. It was
PersonBusiness Management
nel Man Modern Salesmanship
a large, well lighted room, and had several
agement
Higher Accountancy
enlarged pictures of deceased members of
Expert
Traffic Management
BookRailway Station Mgmt
the family hanging on the walls, as almost
keeping
Railway Accounting
English
every home has. The demonstration was
Law-Degree of LL.B. Business
Commercial Spanish
Commercial Law
soon over and my wife took her leave
Effective Speaking
Industrial Management
C. P. A. Coaching
without the least suspicion as to her real
Banking and Finance
Stereotypy
reason for entering that house.
Modern Business Corre- El Telegraphy
spondence
Credit and Collection
When the lady appeared for her sitting
Modern Foremanship
Correspondence
I photographed her in the usual manner.
Name
After making a print of the negative, I
pasted prints of the small photos made
Present Position.
with the police camera around the head
Address
and blended the edges into the back -ground
DRAWING COURSE
and re -photographed the print. When this
The biggest value you ever
second negative was developed it had the
saw advertised anywhere.
"spirit pictures" on it and was delivered
Haven't you often wished that you could draw
to the person with her picture.
cartoons, illustrate some idea, sketch some pretty
face, etc.? You can do all of these things.
In my investigations I have seen twentyOne of America's most famous Cartoonists
two insanities take place thru the cause of
and illustrators has developed a great,
simple system for euccets In all branches
mediumship alone, and there are perhaps
of Commercial Art.
This system bas
revolutionized the entire theory of
more insane persons in the public and
drawing. It means that drawing can
be as easy for you as writingprivate institutions put there from this
much simpler than learning shortcause, than is generally supposed. This
hand, bookkeeping or typewriting.
We are now placing this original system for
cursed trickery overwhelms the poor,
learning Drawing, Art and Cartooning, consisting of 34 lessons with over 500 Illustralittle weak minds in it's unexplained untions, within reach of every one. If you
will devote a few hours each week to the
canniness, so that the warped imagination
Course WE ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEE
becomes overpowered and the person bethat you will learn to draw and draw well
before you have half finished the Course.
lieves themselves "obsessed" by evil
It we fail to make this claim good we will
refund every cent paid us. By eliminating
spirits.
a large office force for answering correspondence, expensive catalog. etc., we are enabled
Many mediums refer you to the Bible
to make a price of 32.98 the cheapest price
for proof of spirit return. We read in
ever known for a high-grade home
study course. Learn to draw. It is a big
Revelations 1:10 "I was in the Spirit on
asset, no matter what field you are In.
the Lord's day, and I heard behind me a
If you orda the Course
No Money at once we will include great voice, as of a trumpet," etc. and in
Send
Just order the Course, and
a
drawing
outfit,
Acts 8:39 we have what the Spiritualists
an arrival pay postman.p .9Ó
consisting of artist's
plus a few cents postage
like to call "Levitation." And in all there
pencils, pens, paper,
payment In full for the entire erasers,
thumb tacks.
are some sixty-eight references to which
Course
and
Drawing Outfit.
enabling you
If not entirely satisfied, return etc..
to work without
they call our attention to prove that the
within five days and we will RE- go
rnat.
any
additional
FUND MONEY. Address:
"dead do return"; but in none of them
LEDERER SCHOOL OF DRAWING, Dept. 123-Y
does it say the phenomena was accomChattanooga, Tenn.
Orders from outsi=de the IT. S. A. are payable $3.20 cash plished in a dark room nor that it was
with order.
faked! According to the number of
mediums there are scattered thruout the
world this mediumship business is a common thing and one that any vagabond or
We teach you At Heme by Mail to mount Birds, Aniickly
qurs
rslyartist. Easily
learned by men women and
unholy person can accomplish.
boye.Tremendous(y',nteresting and fascinating. Decorate
home and den with ,eautiful art. Make Kip Profit...from
If it is a genuine and possible thing
Spare Time SeilingSpeeimena and Mounting for Other,.
absolutely Free -beautiful book
let them come forward and prove it.
Free Book Yee
telling all about how to learn taxidermy. Send Today. You will be delighted. Don't Delay!
There is a nice little fortune offered by
sad Bdg.
Northwestern School ofTaxidenny3OMAH
OMAHA, NEB.
INVENTION for positive
SCIENCE AND
proof, as well as other attractive awards
offered by various societies thruout the
Learn to be an expert wrestler. Know scientific
etli
elf -defense and Jiu-Jìtau. Develop .a
world. Why do not these who claim such
hysihool and hava perfect Health. Join
mail. The famous
marvelous powers take advantage of these
world's champions -the
dlmaarvvb
awards. Can it be that they are so rich
Frank
Gotch and Farmer Burns
old you a wonderful opportunity. Wre tlime is
already that they scoff at such offers?
and Quickly learned at home by mail.
bona
rite now for splendid freel book.
No, it is not so! They cannot produce
mm all the science and tricks. Be able to boodle
gESTL1NG big
'th rase. Accept this wonderful oser
the real results and they know it. It is
NW. Send for free booktoday, eating,ourage.
FarmerBurasSoheleof Wrestling,. 3798 Raageßldg.,Omaha,Nebr.-_
impossible.

--

--

$998

t

Wrestling Book FREE
g,

ndp

stdÌy

Dr.
Harlan

Tarbell

aster of Magic
who //demystified magicians

as weil as Layman
,with his marvelous

tricks.

Astonish
Your

Friends-

Gain that magnetic popularity that
makes you the center of any crowd.
Business and social success is assured
the man who can perform mystifying
tricks. You can earn big money either
on the side or as a professional, as
well as being the most popular person in your crowd. Why envy others'
skill? You can learn Magic yourself,
quick and easy.

Earn $250 to
$1000 a Month

Even sleight-of-hand, generally supposed to re.
quire long practice, is NOW made simple to
learn. For Dr. Harlan Tarbell, one of the
really Great Magicians, has finally opened up
the secrets of his profession in a completely
illustrated course offered at a merely nominal
cost. Through the wonderful Tarbell System
you will be able to mystify and entertain your
friends with simple tricks taught in your very
first lesson. After that Dr. Harlan Tarbell
takes you through the entire maze of sleightof-hand, card tricks and elaborate stage divertisements. The apparently superhuman doings
of the accomplished magician becomes as
simple as ABC when you just know how.

Mali Coupon
for

Free Literature

is a tremendous
No Solesmºn Witt There
demand for magic enBother You?
tertainment. Clubs,
Lodges, Charity and Social affairs-all will pay
high fees to the man who knows Magic. Dr.
Harlan Tarbell really gets as high as $250 for
a half hour's work right now. Opportunity
everywhere to make money aside from your
regular occupation. Salesmen find it a tremendous asset. Write for free literature telling all
about amazingTarbellcoursein Magic. Get our
lowprices and easytermsplan. Mailcouponnowf

Tarbell System, Inc.

1926 Sunnyside Ave., Studio 14.28 Chicago

Tarbell System, Inc.

1926 Sunnyside Ave.,Studio 14-28 ChIcago
Tell me all about Dr. Tarbell's new and simple
system by which I can learn the secrets of
MAGIC. No obligation on my part.
Name_

MM

1
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Construct Your Own Push -Button Station Selector
By Ferd.
TO
CONDENSERS
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longer, it will even be possible to control
the set from the porch or another room.
The drawing shows two different method;
of constructing the reversing switch. It is
connected to a universal motor as shown.
A complete push-button radio receiver
is shown in Figure 4. A conventional arrangement of parts is used. The condensers
Cl are semi -variable mica condensers.
Each group is adjusted to the wavelength
of the station to be tuned in by correspond:ng push button. The condensers C2 are
standard variable condensers and may be
on one shaft to make a single control
receiver. When the TUNE button is
pushed, condensers C2 may be used to
tune in distant stations. The set shown
will work all right for stations several
hundred miles away, but additional stages
of radio frequency amplification should be
added for greater sensitivity. It will he
necessary to add one condenser to each
group for each additional stage.
Automatic and remote controls greatly
increase the usefulness of the radio receiver.
The usefulness of the radio may be extended to every room in the house, as a
set of push buttons and a loud speaker call
be installed in each room.

(Con, from page 631)
requires no great electrical or mechanical
knowledge t o conIt is foolstruct.
proof in operation.
All that it needs is
some strip brass, a
couple of gears and
discs, some % - inch
brass rod and a length
of thinner rod for the
pin.
The stops are
made from binding
posts.
Any small
knobs can be used on
the set rods.
The remote control

PUSH BUTTON

B

.1a

Mann

--h

_-

--RESET
171

arrangement shown
in Figure 3 makes it
possible to he several

GRID
RES.

feet away from the
receiver and not have
to undergo the annoyance of getting up to
tune in another station. If the push-button lead is made

i

6V. A.C. ;
0o2.5V. A.C. '

I

=o+45V.
=o+60V.
=o+135V.

Fig. 4-A complete
push-button radio receiver, making use of
semi -variable condensers to llene in the station. (Suggested by
Beryl Bryant.)

i
¡
i

o+180V.i
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"My Banjo Made Me Popular Overnight!"
mixer- -t fat's what everyone in town had me down
They were right, I couldn't sing, couldn't play,
.chenever there was a party I was at it-but not in it!
!'hen I learned to play the banjo. Studied home at
night-it was so easy, so simple, so much fun, that

MO
1V for.

almost in no time I could play the most difficult pieces

-classical, jazz, 'hot numbers'

1

"One night about a month ago I played at a small
gathering. Everyone was amazed. People noticed me
now who never before knew I existed. .And to cap the
climax. 3fr.
,
one of our leading merchants,
told me he never knew a fellow with so much genuine
personality. Later on he made me a fine business proposition-said he 'only wanted live wires in his organization.
Take it from me. it was the turning point in my life
the day I sent for details about learning to play the
banjo er home-" If you want to win quick popularity,
or earn ca -y, extra money. then r'rite for particulars
NOW'

TENOR BANJO STUDIOS
Dept. B-403

5th Floor

Woolworth Bldg.

New York City

French Scientific Sleuth
Exposes Glozel Fraud

Become a Trained

By Count A. N. Mirzaoff
(Continued from page 607)
tion, and probably had kept less than five
years. 2-Cotton and linen shreds showed
that they were in perfect state of preserdyed
they were
vation
and that
with modern colorings. 3-The tablets,
after being subjected to a water treatment
disintegrated rapidly, thus showing that
they were placed in the ground a short
time ago. Among other conclusions M.
Bayle found that a small blade of fern
was introduced in an artificial hole in
one of the smaller tablets, and was kept
in place by means of freshly mixed clay.
Among other objects seized at Fradin's
farm was a mass of plastic dry clay which,
after microscopic examination, was found
to be of the same origin as the material
of the other two tablets. However, the material in the medium size tablet was found
slightly different in composition, although
the clay of which it was made came from
the same soil as the others. Furthermore.
in the cellar of the museum was found a
pot containing wet clay of the same identical composition as the large and the
small tablets. Here are some of the details of Bayle's scientific investigations.
First let us examine closely the larger
tablet. This is made of a yellowish clay
the same as the other two. It measures

Radio -Tech. ician

ELECTRIFY YOUR $685 13/ inches long by 10 inches wide and
PA. inches thick.
On one side of the
RADIO FOR ONt COMPLETE tablet
there are some curious signs, which
Why discard your present good set when you
can electrify it for only $6.85, and banish the
annoyance and expense of buying new "B"

batteries?

OVER

"B"

100,000 TOWNSEND
POWER UNITS IN USE

Hooked up in a few minutes.
Use same tubes-no changes.
You'll be amazed at the improvement in reception and

distance getting. Send name
and address today for full
details, proof and Free Trial
Offer.
TOWNSEND LABORATORIES,
725 Townsend St.. Chicago, Ill.
Please seal me full information on the Townsend
"B" Power and Free Trial Offer.
Name
Address

City

State

-

J

CHOOSING AVOCATION
k'o longer necessary to choose your vocation

Now by this scientific method, based
FREE blindly!
tried psychological, vocational principles
TEST on
ter measunng ability, you can TEST yourself
SENT at home to learn where your strongest powers

he and what occupation you ought to be fol-

lowing. Your one beat talent may be unsuspected, because undeveloped. This "teat," which will be

gent to you tree on request, not at a0 like a school exam. Only
ordinary education required. Small fee if, after taking tent, you
retain our professional cervices-otherwise no charge. For free

teat and explanation, address
N. Y. VOCATIONAL INSTITUTE. Dept. E-31,
215 E. 73rd St., NEW YORK

LEARN CARTOONING
At Homo-is Your Spare Time

The famous Picture Chart Method
of teaching original drawing has
opened the door of success for hundreds of beglnnets. Whether you
think you have talent or not, send
for sample chart to test your ability, and examples of the work of
students earning from $50 to $301
per week.

Please stale Your age.

THELANDONSCHOOL
1460 National Bldg., Cleveland, O.

e
DRAWING
TELLS CHARACTER

creil

Know your virtues as well as your faults -learn character of those with whom you are
associated. Send sample handwriting, in ink
on plain paper, with one dollar for complete
fa le:le. Address GRAPHOLOGIST, 308 Stock
Exchange Bldg.. Buffalo. N. Y.
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give the evidence of the freshness of the
clay at the time when they were carved.
A thin coating of dirt resembling varnish
covers the entire surface of the tablet.
Upon close examination under strong
light, both sides of the tablet show minute
striations parallel with one another, evidently left by a pen. On the reverse side
are seen traces of cloth, and on the corner
it was found that unsuccessful attempts
were made to erase finger prints left on
the tablet.
One of the most important phases of
these investigations, was the questionwere the tablets baked and to what degree
of temperature were they subjected? To
answer these questions let us first find out
various principles of the properties and
the elements in the clay. Since the tablets were made of common clay, which is
of sandy earth, they could not have been
baked without certain binders, the mineral
constituents of which alter at certain temperatures. Several temperature tests were
necessary in order to find to what period
these tablets belonged.
The prepared
samples were found still to contain traces
of chlorophyllous leaves, moss, grain
roots and dyed linen and cotton fibre.
M. Bayle took these samples and subjected them to minute tests in his laboratory. He discovered that the vegetable elements carbonized at 302 degrees F. The
majority showed little or no change.
Spectroscopic tests showed the grasses in
the large tablet to date from between 1920
and 1927. The presence of the vegetable
matter showed that the tablets had not
been baked, this was confirmed by the
chemist's instrument, the polariscope. Thus
M. Bayle first determined that if baked the
baking process never reached a temperature of 302 degrees F. The rapid crumbling away in water also showed the un baked nature of the tablets. Some of the
finds resisted the action of water. The
quartz in the tablets showed that they had
never reached a temperature of 1132 degrees F. nor the argillaceous matter 932
degrees F; therefore the tablets were
(Continued on page 671)
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RADIO INDUSTRY
Pleads For

"Registered"
Radio Experts
MICHAEL I.1ST,
Prece \lichaci Ert,
One.,
and
Pres.
Federated Radio
Trade Amenand
Director, Wia
Radio Trade Aeon.

Opportunity beckons as never
before in the Radio Industry.
Good paying positions, interesting work, a chance to be-

come independent-radio offers all this and more to ambitious men
who seize the opportunity NOW!

Radio Trade Association Approves S. of E. Radio Graduates
The Wisconsin Radio Trades Ass'n now compels
every radio service man to pass severe examinations
and become registered. Dealers are tired of untrained, incompetent help. Radio trade associations the
country over are planning to follow Wisconsin's ex-

ample. The School of Engineering is the only institution in the country whose course is approved by a radio
trade association. Graduates of the S. of E. are 'registered" without examination-i4 S. of E. men successfully employed by R.C.A. Photophone, Inc.

Most Thorough Practical
Radio Course in America
Here in this big splendidly
equipped electrical school
(from which Station WISN is operated) you can secure in three months
the most thorough,
the most compact
and practical radio

training offered

anywhere. Covers
entire field of radio!
Complete course includes Radio Laboratory Practice, Radio Telephony Theory, Radio
Transmission, Code Instruction, Electrical Mathematics, Service and Installation, Radio Sales and
Merchandising. Daily broadcasting from WISN.
All training is roo ó practical. You learn everything
in three short months!

TELEVISION INCLUDED
Complete Radio Course also includes study of fundamentals of Television and latest developments in
that gigantic new field. Enables anyone to keep up
with progress of this new industry.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
Not only do we help place our men after graduation,
but we can arrange for part-time employment for
ambitious men who can finance their tuition. This
will cover part if not all of your living expenses
while you are taking the Radio Course at the School
of Engineering.

SEND FOR FREE BOOK
Send today without obligation, for FREE catalog
describing the wonderful opportunities in radio, the
three month Radio Course, and details of our Earn
While You Learn Plan.

CHO öf ENGINEERING
School of Engineering
Milwaukee, Wis.
Dept. S. I. 11-29
Without obligation, please send me FREE Book
describing your 3 months Radio -technician
course and full details of your "Earn While You
Learn Plan."
Name
Address
City

I_

Age

State

_
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It Pays H

Read Classified Advertising

1

1

Advertisements in this section fifteen cents a word for each insertion. Name and address must be included at this rate. Cash should
accompany all advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency. Not less than 10 words accepted. Objectionable or misleading
advertisements not accepted. Advertisements for these columns should reach us not later than 1st of 2nd month preceding issue.
Classified Advertising Manager-Experimenter Publications, Inc., 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City

Advertising

Agents Wanted-Cont'd

Chemistry-Cont'd

Inventions Wanted

Learn quickly at
Get into Advertising.
home.
Experience unnecessary. New. easy
plan. No text -books used. l'ru ideal work.
Old established school. Send name and adl'agedress for interesting free booklet.
Davis School of advertising, Dept. 533-A,

Succeed With Your Own Products. Slake
them yourself. Formulas, Processes, Trade Secrets.
All lines.
Catalog. Circulars
free. D. Thexly Co., Washington, D. C.

Your Chemical problems solved and working process furnished for Five Dollars.
Write me. \V. Stedman Richards, Consulting Chemist. Box 2402, Boston, Mass.

Inventions Wanted-patented, unpatented.
If you have an idea for sale, write Hartley,
Box 1120. ![angor, Ste.

Michigan. Chicago.

3601

Advertising

A gencies

Inch Display. 50 Monthlies, Thrice. $8.
Meyer Agency, 4112 It, Hartford, St. Louis,

Agents Wanted
Agents-I

A wonderful
chance to make $15 a day; (2nd) New Ford
Sedan free of cost; (3rd.) Your groceries
offer you (1st.)

and household supplies at wholesale; (4t11)
\Valuable premiums besides big cash profits.

Write today for particulars. Albert Stills,
3971 !Monmouth, Cincinnati. O.

Men Wanted-To demonstrate and take
orders direct from motorists. Amazing MagSucks on metallic
netic Trouble Light.
surfaces. Our men earn as high as $75.00
Write for demonstrator. Magno,
weekly.
Beaten Bldg.. Dept. 1498, Boston, Mass.

perience needed. $1.43 profit every $1.50
job. Free Sample. "Rake," 111043 Washington. Boston. Slats.

You Are Wanted to resilver mirrors at
home. Immense profits plating autoparts,
tableware. etc. Write Sprinkle, Plater, 955,
.Starisa, Indiana.

Make your own products. Employ agents
yourself. Toilet articles, soap, extracts. We
furnish everything. Valuable book Free.
National Scientific Laboratories, 1975 W.
Broad, Richmond, Va.

Big money and fast sales. Every owner
buys cold initials for his auto. You charge
$1.50; make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy.
Write for particulars and free samples,
American Monogram Co., Dept. 71, East
Orange. N. J.

Big Ohio Corporation wants county manOpportunity $50 to $75 weekly. EarnGood for $5.000
ings start immediately.
We furnish everything. deliver
yearly.
and collect. Capital or experience unnecesager.

Fyr-N}'ter Co..

1907

Fyr-Fyter Bldg.,

Dayton. Ohio.
$12.00 Daily Showing New Tablecloth.
Looks like Linen. \Vasty like °MMNoth. No
laundering. Sample free. Bestever, 651
Irving Park Sation. Chicago.

Window Letters and Script
Signs; no experience; : ito';;, profit; samples
free. Consolidated, 69-H, West Van Buren,
Chicago.
Leaf

Gold

Free Booklet describes 67 plans for making $20-$1011 weekly, home, office. Your

business.

own

Elite

Co.,

Elizabeth Street, N. Y.
$10 daily

Dept.

B,

84

silvering mirrors, plating and

refinishing lamps, reflectors, autos, beds,
chandeliers by nor method. Outfits furnished. Write Gunmetal Co., Ave. D, Decatur.

Ill.

Model Airplane Builders send 5c for 32
set 60r, Lockheed
$5.25.
Model Airplane Supply. 29 North Ave.. Dept. 13, New
Rochelle, N. Y.

Simplex Air Model Co.. Auburn. Mess.
Model airplane supplies, gas engines. wing
sections, gliders, book on model building
glider construction and aerodynamics. Send
5c for catalogue.
Biggest, Best Catalog Model Airplanes,
Parts, Supplies; Sr postpaid. Ideal Company, 23 West 18th Street, New York.
Mounted Propeller, 12 inch and circulars
on 3 foot model aeroplane, lnr.
Aero Shop.
3030

Hurlbut Ate., Detroit, Mich.

Be Independent. Slake. Sell your own
Immense profits. Catalog dependable Formulas, special selected agents' best
sellers FiIEE.
E. Lustre, 4211 Cottage
Grove, Chicago.

gnus.

Genuine Gold letters
Easily applied. Free
Liberal offer to general agents.
Letter
Metallic
Co., 441 It., North Clark,
Get into an Interesting -Highly Profitable
business of your own. Manufacture a quick
selling automobile or household specialty. A
new stay to get started-tor a liberal plan
successful
experienced
under actual
guidance-appeals instantly to the ambiWrite today for
tious man or woman.
Free Booklet "Keystone of Success" in
Specialty Manufacturing. E. Ruskin Co.,
1501 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland. Ohio.

-

-

-

Agents-I'll pay $19 daily to wear men's
fine Felt Hats and show friends. Smartest
styles. Latest shades. $2 to $5 saving on
every hat.
Samples FREE. Taylor Hat
Cap Mfrs., Dept. SC-390, Cincinnati.

and
Ohl

a.

Used correspondence school courses sold
repurchase basis. Also rented and exchanged. Money -back guarantee. .C'atalog
tree.
(Courses bought).
Lee Mountain,
on

Magic and Games

Pisgah, Alabama.

Vanishing Coin Trick-Mysterious, bewildering. Amaze your friends. 20e silver.
Dana, 413-S
California.

Detectives
Detectives. Work home or travel. Experience unnecessary.
Particulars free.
Write George Wagner, 2199 Broadway
New York.

Stunts with chemistry,
Illustrated guide
.sheets 5c each.
The Home Laboratory Institute, Brockton. Mass. Dept. B, Box 192.
Experimenters!

electricity. magnetism.

flare,

Hose

Long

(leach,

Magic Catalog 20r. Lynn's, 103 Beach,
Dept. li. .lersey City. N..1.
Free with $25 order our large die box.
Send 20c for our large catalogue of tricks,
Oaks
puzzles, wigs, sensational escapes,
Magical l'o., Dept. 549, Oshkosh, Wis.

Miscellaneous

Business Opportunities

Models, Data, Special l'arts and Apparatus to you r Order. Circular free. Experimental
Service Laboratory, Hoosick
Falls, N. Y.

stamps)

Ideas Furnished, for valuable yet simple
inventions. perfect them and reap enormous
profits.
$1.00 each.
Write Hensel, 368
69th Ave., \\'est Allis, Wisconsin.

Import Your Own Goods, German export
magazine published in English, offers
numerous bargains, latest novelties; opportunity for obtaining profitable agencies;
copy 60e.
Square Deal Supply, 246 E.
Fifth Ave., New York,

Nickel -silver plate autoparts. silverware.
jewelry, lighting fixtures, foetal test 50t
$9.00. Free laboratory baths. Big money evenings in baseSend stamp for
ment or spare room.
!,(scum Engineering Comsamples. data.
pany, 855-A South 37111. Lincoln, Nebraska.

will plate work worth

Sell by Mai!!-hooka. Novelties, Barl'art Rulers Free,
gains! Large Profits!
1:-Elfco, 525 South Dearborn, ttiiego.
,t

Splendid Side Line-We

Sell ('ass
Books, cheek covers. coin bags, etc., mainly
They are centrally located and
to banks.
Little
time
is lost.
do business quickly.
Our samples are light. compact, easily carried.
Sales run into money, items repeat
well, commission is liberal, and all paid
We also have an excellent
immediately.
line of advertising novelties for merchants.
Our quality is good, the variety extensive,
the syles interesting. Line is big enough to
devote your whole time if you wish. We are
manufacturers, own our buildings, been in
business fifteen years. make thirteen thousand sales a year, ship to every state. You
could work wherever you happen to be. CorContinental Bank respondence invited.
Supply Co., -Mexico, 'Missouri,
A

Artists and Art Students
signs

230

and

pictures

an

are

printing

hour wiliest

We sell inventions, patented. unpatented.
671, Bangor, Maine.

Write Service, Box

Inventors. Use our special service for
presenting your invention or patent to manufacturers. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 2113-A
Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Blanking and forming dies. Light stamp1larhine nark.
B. L. Nortwed,
Mitchell, So. Dakota.
ings.

Formulas

Femulas, processes. all lines; chemical
problems solved. Individual service. Moderate charges. Lex. Clore, Industrial Chem-

ist, Crawfordsville, Ind.

Amateur Cartoonists:

Sell

Your Car-

toons New Plan. Smith's Service. Ex. 1194.
Wenatchee, Wash.

Cameras and Photography
Supplies
money

in

Photography.

Learn

quickly at home. Spare or full time. New
Nothing like it. Experience unneces,American Seised of l'hotographY,
vary.
Dept. 5332, 3601 Michigan Ave.. Chicago.

for one

send

of

Brass Gears and Model Supplies-Rend
The l'ierce Dltalel Works,

for Catalogue.

Tinley lark. IH.

Special-Motors geared to 4 RI'M with 4
contacts for flashing, A. C. 110 volts$8.00.
GE transformers.
110 volts to
15 volts, 21 watts for bell ringing-$1.00.

Atwater Kent ignition colls-$1.00. Magnet Coils, 110 volts-$1.110. Better prices
Air Compressors for all
in quantities.
purposes.
Send for catalog "H" Pioneer
Air Compressor Co., 243 Canal Street,
New York City.

Patents
Inventions Commercialized.

Mail Carriers-Post Office Clerks. $1700Steady stork, Men 18-45. FreCommon education.
examinations.
Particulars free.
Write immediately.
Franklin Institute, Dept. t,$5, Rochester,
New York.

Patent Attorneys

$2300 Year.

quent

Wanted Immediately, Men -Women, 18qualify for permanent Government Positions, $105-$2511 month; experience not required; Vacation with pay; common educa55,

tion; many needed

soon.

Write, Instruction

Inventors Service Bureau will send
booklet and give you free advice concerning the proper procedure for obtaining
patents, arranging payments on time to
Dept. C.
assure immediate protection.
Union Trust Building, Washington, D. C.

Patents-Write for Free Instructions.
droving or Models for Examination.

Gill Building, Washington, D.

Chalk Talks

Catch from 45 to 60 foxes in front 4 to
weeks' thee.
Can teach any reader of
this magazine how to get them. Write for
particulars. W. A. Hadley, Stanstead, Que.

Laugh Producing Program. $1.011 Catalog
I
Bahia Art Service, Dept. 4. Oshkosh,
Wis

Be a Detective-Biggest paying worin;
everywhere. Write National Headquarters,
169 East 83r1, Nett York.

Catalog listing 00 illustrations. chemists supplies. 5000 chemicals. 1000 scien-

tific

Laboratory Masent for 50e.
Company, 635 E. 71st St., Chicago.

honks

terials

Complete Chemical Laboratory Equipment for Experimenter. Circular Free. Experimental Service Laboratory, Hoosick
Falls. N. Y.

'

I

Firemen, Brakemen, Baggagemen (white
or colored), Sleeping Car. Train Porters
(colored), $150-$250 monthly. Experience
unnecessary.
097 Railway Bureau, Eas:
St. Louis, Ill.

Mail Carriers, Clerks. $1700-$2300. Men
Particu10-45. Frequent examinations.
lars free. Write Franklin Institute, Dept.
C4, Rochester, N. Y.

-

100 different
Chemical Experimenters
Sufficient
chemicals of Highest Quality.
quantities for host of experiments. Apparatus to perform experiments included.
Price $5.00. 50 pieces of High Grade Apparatus. price $7.00. Interesting to High
School. College Students and Home Laboratories. Send Money Order for your outfits not to Pines Chemical Co., ,1524 St.
Marks Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Mfg.

For Sale-latent on Automatic, Laborsaving Sprinkling Systems.
Mrs. Lenora
Spencer. 2218 Oak St., flot Springs. Ark.

Send

Chemistry

Patented or

\\'rite, Adam Fisher
unpatented.
Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Bureau, 293, St. Louis, Mo., quickly.

Plan.

(coin or
snail.
Ted

me 25e

pound

Help Wanted-Instruction

Free Book.
Start little mail order
business. Badwll, 5-1-74 Cortland( Street
New York.

Gigantic Mail;

Armour, 136 East 28th St., New York.

Ten Handy Formulas only 25e. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Elastic Cement Formula 25r. Neil Tusher, Shamokin, Penna.

Sample and particulars 10c.
Strani -1015 Slulberry, Springfield, Ohio.
machinery.

$60-$200 a week.

Chicago.

205

For Inventors

tor store windows.
samples.

Inventions Commercialized. Patented or
Write, Adam Fisher Mfg. Co..
Enright, St. Louis, 310.

unpatented.

Propellers, for airplanes. boats, sleds,
road speedsters. Crawford Motor and Airplane Incorporated, Seal Beach, California.

Make

$2.45-Raincoats all Colors. Trenchcoats,
Sample
Tweeds, Alligators, Leatherettes.
Coat and bonus to workers. Beautiful Outfit Free. Bradley, Dept. AD -11, 230 S.
Wells, Chicago.

Correspondence Courses

page catalog 11.0.6.
Vega Construcion Set

Big Money applying Gold Initials on
Automobiles. Easiest thing today. No ex-

sary.

irplanes-.4 viation

A

Musical

comedies

and

revues,

minstrels, comedy and talking songs, black fare skit, vaudeville arts, monologs, die
logs, reoltation. entertainments, juvenile

plays and songs, musical readings, makeup goods. Catalog free. T. S. Denison &
l'o.. 623- So. Wabash, Dept. 99, Chirego.
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Registered Patent Attorney
(former l'aient office examiner). 258 McC.

Patent Sense. As one of the oldest firms
in America we give inventors, at lowest
consistent charge, a service noted for results,
evidenced by many well-known
Book,
of extraordinary value.
free.
Lacey & Lacey, 644
F Sliest, Washington, D. C., Este)). 1869.

patents

Patent -Sense.

Highest referPatents.
Booklet free.
)test results. Promptness assured.
E.
Coleman, Patent Attorney,

ences.

Watson

Washington, D. C.

Inventions patented; confidential advice;
for
Inventions developed-representative
Blair Tool and 1lfarhine Corp.; trade -marks
registered. Edward Gottlieb, Patent Attorney, 5 Beekman Street, New' York.

Patents Procured; Trade -Marks Registered-Preliminary advice furnished withBooklet and form for disout (hare°.
Irving I. McCathren,
closing idea free.

How to Entertain
Plays,

Carl Miller,

703

D. C.

International Building, Washington,

Monroe E. Miller, Ouray Bldg., Washington. I). C. l'aient Lawyer, Mechanical.
Electrical Expert. Booklet and Priority

Record blank gratis.
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Classified Advertisements-Continued
Patent Attorneys-Cont'd

Photo plays Wanted

Salesmen Wanted-Cont'd

Patents. Tbce count, in applying for
patents. Don't risk delay in protecting
your ideas. Serin sketch or model for instructions or write for Free book, "How to
Obtain a Patent" and "Record of Invention" form. Na charge for information on
Communications strictly
how to proceed.
confidential.
Prompt, careful. efficient
Clarence A. O'Brien, Registered
service.
l'adent Attorney, Security Bank Building
(directly across street from patent office),
Washington, D. C. See page 647.

For Photoplay Plots. Stories accepted any form, revised, criticised. copyrighted, marketed. Estab. 1917. Booklet
free. Universal Scenario Co., 223 western
& Sauta Monica Bldg.. Hollywood, Calif.

Punchboards-hottest,
largest
money
making line ever offered.
Season starting.
Best conuni.sione.
Nothing to carry.
('stato.r FREE. Art! M & L Sales, 301
W. Adams, f virago.

Printing Outfits and Supplies

Wanted-Salesmen to sell merchants our
latest fast selling line. $60 weekly easy.
Guy -Ray Products Co., Lafayette, Ind.

Print Your Own cards. stationery, cüru
lors, advertising, etc. Junior press. $5.90;
Print for
lob presses, $11; rotary, $149.
ether,; big profit. Easy rules furnished.
Write fer catalog presses, type, pape', eta.
Kelsey Company. t1-6. Meriden, Cont.

Songwriters

"Inventors' Guide" free on request; gives
valuable information and advice for all who
have original ideas or improvements. Frank
Lederman, Registered Attorney and Engineer, 233 Broadway, New York Pity.
"Inventor's Adviser." Valuable Patent Labiner, 3 Park Row, New

!rook sent free.

York.

Patents Wanted
Inventions Commercialized. Patented or
unpatentcd. Write. Atlant Fisher Mfg. Co..
205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Personal
Let me read your character from your
12e.
reading,
Sample
hand -writing.
Graphologist, 2309-B1', Lawrence, Toledo,
Ohio.

$

$

$

Radio Sets for Sale
300 -Mile

"Pocket"

Radio. $3.50.
No
Complete with special loond receiver.
Order siren.
tubes or batteries retta fired.
New

}thence Laboratories.

110

atlas. Altron.

(1.

Salesmen Wanted
Punchboard Salesmen.. $10.000 Yearly.
New Line. All fast sellers. Lowest price
Fall commission on repeat business. Catalog Free.
Il urey! Puritan Novelty Co..
1409 Jackson, Chicago. Ill.

Amazing screwholding screw driver!
Factories, garages, porkers buy on sight!
Profit 75e each. Exclusive territory. Free
trial offer. Jiffy, 1171 Winthrop Bldg.,
Boston.

(Continued from page 669)
never baked. To show that the tablets
disintegrated immediately in the water was
conclusive proof that they had not been
in the ground for a long time. In one of
the medium sized tablets a hole has been
made in order to insert a fern stalk which
was smaller than the hole, and was kept
in place by clay. Dry plastic earth seized
at the Fradin's place was put under rigid
microscopic examination. It was found
that the material of which several tablets
were made was of identical composition.
The sediment (still moist) in a saucepan,
seized with the rest of the objects, was

Submit your song -poem or

complete song. \\91l return it immediately
if not accepted. (Stealer Escher, Music
Publisher, 125 W. 45th St., New York City.

Free!

0-24,

Writers' Guide. Beaver,
Elm, Green Bay, Wis.

Song

1257

7c.

Commemorative

mont

85 cents.

$1.00.

Half

Dollars.

Pilgrim

Lafayette

(

shads.

Song Poem Writers: "Real" Proposition.
11191, 9104 N. Keystone, Chicago.

Ifibbeter,

Telegraphy
Learn Morse and wireless telegraphy. Big
salaries.
Tremendous demand. Expenses
low, can earn part. Catalog free. Dodge's
Institute, Stone Street, Valparaiso, Indiana.

Wanted to Buy

90 cents.

Dollars,

Stone

Ver-

Trade Dollars. $1.00. G. T. Davis, Box
17111, Huntington, W. Va.

found different in composition. However,
the coating of the large and medium
tablets was identical with this sediment.
To push his investigation further, M.
Bayle borrowed several samples of herbs
and vegetables from various collectors dating back to 1815. Each plant was separately examined to determine the coefficient
figure of its absorption. For these he
utilized the unerring instrument, the spectroscope. He made a chart and placed all
his samples under the spectroscope and
thus noted their chlorophyllous absorptions.
By classifying each plant separately,
he. discovered that it was a simple mat -

different Africa

Free packet with bargain lists. postage
2r. Itheaunte, 7748 IIenri Julien, Montreal,

Stamps and Coins
Mountain

10

Schaeffer, 262 Tenth Ave., Bethlehem,

l'a.

Song Poems

Songwriters: Substantial Advance Royalties are paid on publishers' acceptance.
Write for free booklet on developing ilex
for ,song. words or music reiuired by Talking Pictures. Newcomer Associates, 1674
Broadtt sty, New York.
Songwriters:

Stamps and Coins-Cont'd
Liberia Triangle and

Mail us your discarded jewelry, gold,
and bridges. watches, diamoutl-.
silver, platinum. Money promptly mailnl.
United
(:nods returned if offer refused.
States Smelting Works (Tite Old Reliable),
39 So. State St.. Dept. 3, Chicago.
crowns

ter to determine the age of the plants
and of the vegetable matter found in the
tablets. They showed that not one single
sample of vegetable ill the tablets was
older than five years. As to the fibres
found in the clay of the tablets, M. Bayle.

after an optical examination, discovered
a red tint, which presented the character-

istics of being made of artificial coloring
of recent date.
And thus by means of modern scientific
instruments and with the help of collectors
of herbs, and further aided by a knowledge
of modern scientific manufacturing methods, another gigantic hoax was unearthed.

In AMAZING STORIES for November
MICROCOSMIC BUCCANEERS, by Harl Vincent. This well known author avails himself of
the conception of planetary atoms-or worlds within worlds-to build a story of unusual scientific interest. Not only is the theory of the atomic universe considered in a most plausible
manner, but even the fourth dimension seems to become a practical idea.
THE UNDERSEA TUBE, by L. Taylor Hansen. As far back as the '60's Mr. Beach, who was
then editor of the Scientific American, conceived the idea of a subway tube, cylindrical in crosssection, in which cars were to be driven by air pressure applied directly in the tube behind them.
That such an idea might eventually become a practical solution of the problem of sub -ocean
travel, is not at all beyond the pale of possibility. 'Mr. Hansen, who is now known to our readers,
gives us a fascinating story of scientific interest and speculation.
COLD LIGHT, by William Lemkin, Ph.D. There is hardly anything nowadays that is not done
electrically electricity has become an undisputed power in our lives. But suppose some chemist
should work out the formula by which light could be obtained without electricity-a light in fact,
far superior to electric light? Perhaps because Dr. Lemkin is interested in the subject himself,
his story contains a good deal of excellent chemistry that is essentially founded on good scientific experiment.
THE MOON WOMAN, by Minna Irving. This is a unique story of suspended animation and
possible future developments on our planet, with a surprising ending.
THE SECRET KINGDOM, by Allen S. and Otis Adelbert Kline. (A Serial in three parts.)
Part II. In this instalment we learn more of the customs of the hidden race of Incas and of
some of their scientific progress. It easily maintains the pace set by the first instalment.
;
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The New Screen

Grid Receivers

The outstanding Screen Grid Receiver of the year featuring advanced
engineering practices and a new perfection in circuit design-that is
establishing a new standard in radio
performance.

Humless

R1DI0 CATALOG
THIS new "1930"-148 page radio catalog is
now ready, with all the latest radio improvements and all at wholesale prices. Hundreds
of specials at remarkable figures, including the new

The use of the new heater type tubes
assures freedom from hum and all
extraneous noises assuring unusual
tone quality.

A. C. Operated

Practical A. C. operation assures
consistent performance operates
directly on 110-125 volt. 50-60 cycle
A. C.

Power Detector
A tuned detector stage in keeping

with modern radio engineering imparts unusual power to the receiver.

SCREEN filliP RAMO
From the first page to the last this book is crowded with
values that will please and astound you-every radio need
and requirement fulfilled in this greatest of all Radio Books.

Standard Sets as low as

$15.95

Marvelous offerings in new, Humless, Screen Grid A. C.
all -electric and battery operated sets; a wide range of beautiful
consoles, from the small table model types to the most ornate
and artistic of radio furniture; dynamic speakers of tremendous
volume and richest tone; accessories, parts and kits in wide
variety-in fact, everything that is standard, as well as everything that is new, in Radio. Get this book today! Supply your
every Radio need at rock -bottom wholesale prices, and pocket
the saving. Such startling values have never before been
offered at like prices.

Write for This Catalog Now!

"245" Push Pull

The use of two "245" super power
tubes assures faithfulness in reproduction without danger of overloading.

Screen Grid Tubes

Three screen grid tubes in this
famous chassis assure extreme sensitiveness and remarkable distance
range.

Super -Sensitive

Power detector coupled with Screen
Grid R. F. efficiency imparts unusual sensitivity to the circuit assuring extreme distance range.

Dynamic Tone

Two stages of audio frequency the
last employing two "245" power
tubes with oversize transformers
assures finest tone quality.

Tremendous Volume

Perfection in audio circuit design
makes possible tremendous undistorted volume from a whisper to the
full blare of an orchestra.

CHICAGO SALVAGE STOCK STORE

World's Largest Radio Store
509 So. State St. Dept. Chicago, I11_
128
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HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES
$1 A VOLUME
$1 A MONTH

3500 PAGES
4700 PICTURES

Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and better
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to know
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete,
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size;
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.
LEARN ALL ABOUT
Dynamos
Experiments

Magnetism-Induction

-

-

- Electric Ma-

...... _

SEND NO MONEY-SEND ONLY THIS COUPON

each month until paid.

you

Stations-Installing
Measuring Instruments-Switchboards-Wiring-Power
Also many
Railways.
-Telephone Telegraph-Wireless-Bells-Lighting
Reference Index
Ready
and
Electricity
of
Modern Practical Applications

Occupation

-Converters-Rectifiers-Alternating

-

-

-

-

Principles of Alternating
Storage Batteries
Transformers
Alternating Current Motors
Current Systems-Circuit Breakers-

of the ten numbers.

SHIPPED FREE
unless
Not a cent to pay until you see the books. No obligation to buy
Send Coupon now-today-and get this great help
you are :satisfied.
for
month
a
$1.00
pay
library and see if it is not worth $100 to you-you
ten months. or return it.

.MM.M1111M.M1

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
65 West 23rd Street, New York City
Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail

chinery-Motors-Armatures-Armature Windings-Installing of
Dynamos-Electrical Instrument Testing-Practical Management
of Dynamos and Motors-Distribution Systems-Wiring-Wiring
Sign Flashers
Diagrams
Currents and Alternators

vóLUMEs

$1

Name

Employed by
Home Address
Ref erence
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CASH IN NOW WITH THFSFJ
2 BRAND NEW MONEY MAKERS,
Here is the biggest hit brought nut in recent years. A winning product-a
sensational
Neto Money \Iakiug Ilan. On the right is pictured
the new Lift -A -Lite Ash Receiver
and Lighter I'uutbivatimi. No illustration can do justice
tu
it,
real
beauty
:und
utility.
It must be st -ut tu Le appreciated. It's a beauty to look
:it the greatest Ginn-eniem:e
to ruse takes but a snap to ., H. The tray is
deep
:nui
spacious
it inches him; by
5 inches wile - hand tooled decoration.
Made
lìakelìte in lustrents colors
and beautiful mottled_ effects in ONV'\. RED, Illofi durable
hail..A7. h: IiREh:N, NI:A11Ofi.AA'1
and \V.\I.NI-T.
The lighter tv::rles on :ut entirely new principle.
latenteil features attr:i.t instant attention. lie simply lifting the cap a Its exclusitc
light instantly
a;tpears. Replie -e lit, cap and you
smoke with the Dray handy tu rest
cigarette and hold ash -s. The lighter ruhaste noyour
springs
or
screws
tu
adjust
or ;any parts
tu get out ::f '-rile,fit.- tv,erking
are Tine geld lìni,ahed. Everybody is a
prospect lbin-deft es. viver of gift..earls
elnh roans. otlìees :und buriness houses offer
you tremendous sales and pri lit.
a harvest of the biggest profits yott ever
stade in tune life by getting behindReap
this sensational big seller unw. Our proven
succe'sful <eIlinig plat, will

JUST
LIFT CAP

$S°-9VALUE
RETAILS FOR

FOR A

h

show.-

4

SUR,Î

you hotu.

$3zL5

LIGh T

Packed in
Gift Box

Amazing New Advertising Imprint Plan Pays Tremendous
Profits
Every Dealer Works For You as Sub -Agent
Only 25 Established Dealers Net You $2500.00 Per

tc

1\"c have ortu lie.:,.,i
i :i li _'i
selling idl:nt it birli will Month
bring pou big
commissions in at Iii l,th
lie pr flits
tua he on the $rule of this it eon to
tie:tiers.
Lift -A-t.it _Ash Tray Inn tor:; you
a tctintlerful ad vi -et isiug gift antl is
tlt-signet. tu be imprinted tt it
eu-stoturr's
ad 'l'wrntr-litat mil it tu tolites is
spent :n ont!' in t'r. -ntiton adverthsiug. livery
business :titi profession at one
fion, ear :mother-pie sien Ln'ly during Ilse holiday
wrens ---giros ;
¡t,iceetisiing pren.iunis to heir rustoni er's or Crient
s.
You r:u1 asti in the lo 11IS ou
this Iiu.i
toit I1011t nelua.11\ doing- the selling.
The neighltorboo.I dealer
tlinl for tall.
Ilrre i.
the plan works: 11'i, han es
ited n tua Kniticent colorful counter
tlioi lay tt Inch .nutttnottitallt sells
titi- tttnsmiler. At the se un- tines a npe nul
message stilts its orders frein business
tenu tt Mt their ad.
The dealer is
authorized to t. is ottt rs at the list pit o e itfurnished
lint stud colle -25'; dept sit
This deposit the It let relit ins s In profit .n tl nut
the rtlet tous. \\'e
malt, shipment dirt:tt tu tit. ustoniee :mil sol lent the: bel:
nnee.
-leery order
that tree Ilea lee stet Is
shot, cour u:tnte ,t. our :Ihotributur.
titis
balane.- ice pay you _ in toll!
iosiuu. .\-Ivcrtising orders usually runnut inof large
quantities. r:utgiliK in hots-sums
t,f Inn, :,nil to several thous. nil.
Est
nit ring very
censer toff v oily, we tt ill :Issunti- ih;n a ,'.-ruler
i chi- orders for only
200 innprintoil :Isla n_t-ivi-rs pet month, antuuuting touv ill$anu.cit
tun tb:
basis he ti ill
collect _at, te $I.dno. l"our commission is also
If you htvt- exult tt tillty-lite esta Elfish.-,' ib.:tlero of the b:tl:n:ee, or $Inn -rues
cerngtng
Lttitt imprinted
Litt
Tues
er month. yi tir commission
amount t
oats
Ife ,r
cou
itl:l it tieny oit nL r as your stilt -agent for tltt Itl
imprint. ,1 ligl Ie_n-, il is lit -t esse ry
that ho buy Theo lie sis assorted I,ift-:\-Luis t,\sh
I;e.,.t in rs fir resale :und display
over the .-hittite. Sour to'ol:l ou tir re.sitlc of
Lift -.\
to 27, dcnbrs teill lie
$111`.00141 nddilie.n lo the emu is.sion you
trill reettict.its all of Mheir inn joint order's. You rail see at a glrtn'e tit
ut hat !t money eotror this prupu.sit
ion is. Sou .simply
ea lilt miss
sa lr \vit It his
it.
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the number
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SAMPLES OF THESE

2 BIG WINNERS
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the price of on% one
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HERE IS ANOTHER tWINNER ISELLING BIG
The iii,
hi !fold Is

t und lighter to ittiiteh
of new money
iiroville a Ilirit und :elle)
Puni'
size it his paper .-menin It :m, lin money
change in the
you i:ttut euut irill teamrereut
this pc Luse Set.
The \\:iller i: ,nuerlly de:ignetl of genuine torleather
will,
handsomely
eutbu
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fur
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OUR SIX TESTED PROVEN SELLING PLANS
YOU TO THE
BIGGEST EARNINGS YOU EVER LEAD
MADE
ht addil feat to the

a:ke rl i'hng imprint
briefly '1 ,-ribed uho-e. ae have flee
plan: that ',ill prove big wont y makersphut
other
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RUSH COUPON NOW FOR SPECIAL OFFER
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CLIP AND MAIL COUPON TODAY!
GORDON MFG. CO. (Dept. C1-471
110 East 23rd St.. New York. N. Y.

i our tan big winners and .oiling plans hilt-nett nue. T arrest your
,poets! ;fifer
Seuil net eue 1,1P'1' -.t LITE
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It is understood you will refund $4.00 if
Y:ese samples.
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selling plans.
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CHANGE
AND CARO

Name

PURSE
IDENTIFICATION

AND AUTO LICENS

GORDON MFG. CO. (Dept. CJ -47) 110 East 23rd St.,
New York, N. Y.
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